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PRESIDENTIAL STATEMENT TO THE PRESS - RAMBOUILLET

I WISH TO EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION FOR THE_GRACIOQ?
HOSPITALITY OF PRESIDENT GISCARD D'ESTAING AND THE FRENCH
GOVERNMENT.

MY APPRECIATION ALSO GOES TO MY COLLEAGUES FOR THE
SPIRIT OF

~OOD__W~L

DURING THIS MEETING.

AND

FR~ENDSHJP

WHICH THEY HAVE DEMONSTRATED

IT HAS BEEN A SUCCESSFUL MEETING IN ALL

RESPECTSo

IN OUR SESSIONS, WE HAVE COVERED THE RANGE OF ECONOMIC

'
.......
ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE INDUSTRIALIZED WORLD AND CHALLENGING
OUR DEMOCRATIC SOCIETIES.

THESE MEETINGS HAVE BEEN REWARDING

IN THESE IMPORTANT

THEY HAVE DEEPENED OUR UNDERSTANDING

WA~:

AND APPRECIATION OF OUR MUTUAL ECONOMIC

INTERDEPENDENCE~THEY

HAVE ENABLED US TO HARMONIZE OUR VIEWS ON KEY ISSUES:\THEY HAVE
STRENGTHENED OUR DETERMINATION TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS WE CONFRONT;

-

AND, FINALLY AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, THEY REAFFIRMED OUR MUTUAL
•
CONFIDENCE IN A SUSTAINED AND FULL RECOVERY FROM THE DEEPEST

...

RECESSION SINCE THE 1930's.

-2-

PERHAPS OUR MOST IMPORTANT ACCOMPLISHMENT OVER THE
PAST SEVERAL DAYS HAS BEEN OUR RECOGNITION THAT THE
OBJECTIVE OF

SUSTAINED~STABLE

ECONOMIC GROWTH WILL BE

FACILITATED BY OUR COMMON EFFORTS.

AS LEADERS OF MAJOR

DEMOCRATIC NATIONS, WE REACHED SUBSTANTIAL AGREEMENT ON A
NUMBER OF ISSUES CONCERNING MONETARY

POLICY~

--

TRADE, ENERGY,

'\-

AND OUR RELATIONS WITH THE DEVELOPING WORLD, AS oumr.JM:i:D
IN OUR JOINT DECLARATIONQ

OVER THE PAST 3 DAYS IN THIS BEAUTIFUL SETTING WE HAVE
FOUND A NEW "SPIRIT", --A SPIRIT OF COOPERATION AND
CONFIDENCE STEMMING FROM A DEEPER
DESTINY, AND

~JOINT

UNDE~TANDING

CJ..~

OF OUR COMMON
~ •
FUTURE.

~clN MASTER~

CONVICTION THA

AS THE RESULT OF THE WORK WE HAVE

STARTED, THE PEOPLE

OF OUR COUNTRIES CAN LOOK FORWARD TO MORE JOBS\.LESS

~TION,

J

AND A GREATER SENSE OF ECONOMIC SECURITY.

WE CONCLUDE THIS CONFERENCE WITH A SENSE OF

-

DETERMINATION TO CARRY FORWARD THIS WORK WHICH HAS BEEN

__...

SO PROMISINGLY BEGUN.

#

#

#

#

\

#
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

W~-

FROM:

HENRY A. KISSING~~
BRENT SCOWCROFT { (]_.)

SUBJECT:

International Economic Summit Overview

WILLIAM E. SIMON
r\
L. WILLIAM SEIDMANa~-J

The summit is intended to permit an intimate and serious
discussion by the leaders of industrialized democracies of
common problems; it should convey to the peoples of the
industrialized democracies that their leaders are working
together with good will and common purpose.
The summit provides you with an opportunity to demonstrate
sensitivity to the problems of others and to exercise constructive American leadership, both to resolve current difficulties and to set positive directions for the future
evolution of the international economy. Your leadership can
help:
to focus the meeting on priority problems, ensure
that the discussions are oriented toward a long term
view of major issues, and identify areas in which increased momentum in ongoing negotiations and more
intensive joint efforts can contribute to the benefit
of the industrialized countries.
to put the meeting in an appropriate political context by stressing that the destinies of the industrial
democracies are intertwined on economic issues in
much the same way as they are in the sphere of defense
and mutual security, and that differences must be subordinated to their paramount interest in their common
well being.
Your description of the U.S. recovery and the philosophy underlying your economic program will set an optimistic note at the
outset of the conference.
In followup remarks you can move
the conference toward consensus on objectives in the various
subject areas.
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How Foreign Leaders View The Summit
The summit will provide the other leaders an opportunity to
more fully explain to you, and to each other, their problems
and proposals, and to be seen participating in a serious effort
to improve the international economy.
It will thus help them
to build prestige at home, to underline the fact that their
domestic economic problems are shared by others and result in
part from problems in the international economy, and to
strengthen their electoral prospects.
Your foreign counterparts will use the summit to strengthen
confidence in their leadership and in the ability of the
democracies to master their problems.
These leaders will
also likely seek an indication that the u. s. is contributing
to the solution of their problems. As a consequence, they may
tend to focus less on the problems of the international economic
system than we would desire and more on the U. S. contribution
to their recovery.
The two concerns which, to a large extent, originally motivated
Giscard and Schmidt to seek the summit -- a weak dollar and
inadequate u.s. recovery -- are no longer compelling.
However,
the Europeans remain skeptical about the continued strength of
the dollar (fearing a decline would again strengthen the competitiveness of U. S. exports vis-a-vis those of Europe) and
about the durability of the u.s. recovery (fearing in particular that our restrictive monetary growt~ may cause it to
abort).
The other leaders will approach the summit from a number of
perspectives: Giscard is extremely concerned that continued
economic problems in France could lead to a Socialist/Communist
victory in National Assembly elections likely to be held early
in 1977 ultimately weakening the power of the French Pres
dency to levclsof the Fourth Republic. Giscard will articulate
his concerns about the impact of present economic problems on
the future of France and the democratic world, and focus on
developing international remedies to France's economic ills
{underlining the fact that these ills are international in
origin; i.e., not completely his fault),
and to affirm
France's political and intellectual leadership of Europe's
effort to assure adequate American support for its recovery.
His desire to reduce exchange rate volatility, avoid a dollar
depreciation weakening European competitiveness, and ensure a
strong and sustained U.S. recovery which will continue through
the 1978 French elections, will reflect these views.
Schmidt shares Giscard's concern about the corrosive effect of
current economic problems on the industrial democracies as well
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as his eagerness to demonstrate that his nation's slow recovery
is not his fault.
He too is seriously concerned about the
political impact of the current recession, fearing a strong
CDU threat in next year's national elections.
He is already
under strong attack for unprecedented German unemployment and
budget deficits. Schmidt can be counted on to point out to
the u. s. its responsibilities to help Europe recover, to
describe vividly the adverse effect on NATO of weak European
recovery, and to underline the need to build confidence in the
industrial democracies.
Miki, compromise leader of the LDP and politically weak within
his party, will use this meeting to demonstrate his credentials
as a world leader. Moreover, as the only Asian country at the
meeting, the Japanese will likely consider themselves spokesmen for Asia. Miki hopes to strengthen his position for the
likely general elections next year.
Attendance at this meeting symbolically confirms international
acceptance of Japan as a major economic power. Miki is unlikely
to put forward any major new initiatives, but will seek a reconciliation of differences on trade and monetary issues and a
conciliatory approach toward the developing world, which Japan
depends heavily upon for energy and other raw materials.
Wilson will use the summit to help build domestic confidence in
Britain's future economic recovery, to strengthen his ability
to resist union pressures which threaten his recent "voluntary"
restraints on wage increases, and to enable him better to fight
off strong protectionist pressures from the Labor left. A
clear indication that the other major economies are beginning
to enjoy solid recovery may buy Wilson more time at home to
allow his policies to work. A demonstration that the assembled
leaders are determined to fight off protectionism in their
countries will strengthen Wilson's ability to hold off such
pressures in the U.K. Outside of these issues, Wilson's main
concern will be the plight of the LDC's --which Britain feels
a moral obligation to help and which are important suppliers
and markets for U.K. exports.
More's attendance is, in itself, a victory for Italy, which was
not originally on the list of invitees. The Christian Democrats are strengthened by international attention and acceptance. They may, as the result, gain support for domestic
policies to hold down inflation and resist Protectionism.
Moro is unlikely to play a major role at the. conference.
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Your Participation
You will have the opportunity to comment at least once on each
topic. The agenda will be decided upon at the first session.
We assume that the topics will be those recommended by the
"Informal Group" which included George Shultz -- economic
recovery and coordination, trade, monetary issues, developing
countries, energy, and East-West relations.
It would be
preferable from our viewpoint that the agenda follow the
above order. Specifically, we want trade (in which we have
proposals) to precede monetary issues (where we may face
French pressure).
Following Schmidt's initial presentation on economic recovery
and coordination, you will have the opportunity to place the
summit in a political framework stressing:
the central economic, political, and security importance of the industrial democracies to one another;
the enormous interdependence among our societies and
that the summit should convey to our peoples that we
are politically committed to their common well-being;
that individual efforts to solve our problems can only
have lasting success if supported by the contributions
of all;
that our problems must be resolved through political
will and a spirit of compromise, and that differences
should be considered in light of our broader common
interests.
Recovery from the recession is stronger and more advanced in
the United States than the other nations participating in the
conference. This may occasion efforts by the other countries
to seek further stimulus to the U.S. economy on the assumption
that this will provide the basis for export-led recoveries of
their own economies. Rather than defensively arguing that
their overall economic prosperity is less dependent on additional U.S. stimulus than they believe, the summit provides
an opportunity to explain the philosophy underlying your
policies for a sustained recovery and economic growth without
inflation. The central elements of your economic program
focus attention on a dynamic growth in the private sector as
the basis for a sound economy.
Specifically, your discussion
of our economic policy should stress:
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o

Increased job formation through incentives for
capital investment, e.g. your tax proposals for
reductions in corporate taxation are designed to
stimulate capital formation.
(Significantly, the
U.K. has recently announced a series of measures,
philosophically at variance with its traditional
reliance on the public sector, which are similar
to our emphasis on tax incentives for private
investment.)

o

Fiscal restraint by government to control excessive
deficits and the growth of government expenditures.
(Your $28 billion tax reduction and spending restraint
program recognizes the need to reverse the pattern
of the explosive growth of government expenditures
and the need for greater reliance on the private
sector.

o

Emphasis on steady policies, long-term objectives,
and avoiding short-term "stop-go" economic policies
which have occurred in virtually all of the Western
democracies·.
(Moderating expectations and reducing
policy fluctuations provides greater certainty for
individuals and businesses in their planning and can
contribute significantly to a restoration of confidence.)

o

Reforming government regulation to remove obsolete
and unnecessary restrictions on private enterprise
and to enhance productivity, essential to sustained
economic growth.

You will also have the opportunity to discuss the strength of
the U.S. recovery and an optimistic projection for future
growth. Taking such an initiative at the outset would prevent
our being placed on the defensive by repeated questions about
our prospects and the adequacy of your policies.
Beyond this, you can briefly describe the necessity of progress
in areas of longer-term significance -- energy, trade, monetary
policy and improved relations with the developing world.
In
effect, this presentation can lay out an entire framework for
the meeting, elevating the focus to broad issues of cooperation
aimed at recovery, sustained growth and improvement of the
international economic system.
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Individual Issues
Trade
Miki will lead off probably by (a) emphasizing the need for
strong support for the multilateral trade negotiations (MTN)
and (b) expressing concern over growing protectionism in the
U. S. and Europe, and seeking reaffirmation of the OECD trade
pledge to avoid new protectioniSt measures.
The Europeans are likely to be even stronger in expressing
concerns about a possible resurgence of U.S. protectionism.
Although somewhat mollified by Treasury's recent rejection
of a countervailing duty complaint on steel and our planned
use of the waiver on canned hams, the Europeans may cite as
evidence a barrage of petitions on dumping and countervailing
duties. They may question whether serious progress in the
multilateral trade negotiations will be possible before our
Presidential elections. Most will also cite high levels of
unemployment in their countries as a reason for avoiding new
commitments to trade barrier reductions in the near future~
Trade is an area in which u.s. leadership can be extremely
effective in giving direction and impetus. Your suggestions
for ambitious tariff cuts, priority objectives and a tight
completion deadline for the MTN (contained in your draft
statement) could stimulate agreements among the participants
to reinvigorate the negotiations and give them better focus.
(The Europeans might, however, be reluctant to make specific
commitments onfue grounds that trade policy in Europe is made
in an EC rather than a national context. France may also cite
lack of progress toward a more stable monetary system as a
reason why trade matters should not be seriously discussed at
this time.)
A strong U.S. reaffirmation of the OECD trade pledge to avoid
new protectionism, along with an equally strong reaffirmation
of our continued commitment to a more open trading order and
to flexible use of our discretionary authority under the
Trade Act
(also in your statement) , could lead to agreement
by participants to continue to adhere to the trade pledge and
avoid new protectionist measures. This would strengthen the
hand of the other leaders (particularly Wilson) in resisting
protectionist forces, and would make it easier for you to
justify flexible use of discretionary authority on the grounds
of a common effort by all the industrialized countries to resist
protectionism.
It would also strengthen our position in protesting unfair trade practices of others.
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Monetary Issues
Giscard will likely press for more stable exchange rates on
the grounds that instability adversely affects trade and
investment, and disrupts domestic economies. He will argue
that volatility undermines confidence and disrupts European
economies, for whom trade accounts for a higher percentage
of GNP than for the U.S.
(Behind this desire for "stability"
is a desire for an overvalued dollar, and an undervalued
franc, to strengthen the international competitiveness of
French (and European) goods vis-a-vis American goods.)
Schmidt (whose country would also benefit from improved
export competitiveness) may support Giscard's proposals: the
U.S., Italy and Japan desire flexibility and w~ll not support
Giscard, although their leaders are unlikely to express strong
feelings.
We should try to avoid a prolonged discussion of monetary
issues, staying away from both technicalities and theology.
The other participants except for France and, perhaps, Germany
probably share this interest. The discussion will give you an
opportunity to clarify our opposition to returning to a par
value system, to maintenance of "zones" or "bands" around
exchange rates, or to agreed restraints on exchange rate movements. We should assert our desire to ensure that resolution
of exchange rate issues is consistent with successful man~ge
ment of domestic economies and permits each country to choose
the exchange rate regime which permits it best to achieve its
domestic economic goals while meeting its international responsibilities. The best we can hope for is a narrowing of
differences and agreement to cooperate on exchange rate intervention to maintain orderly currency markets and to explore
whether there are actions which can be taken to achieve greater
exchange stability under current conditions.
If the discussion
becomes either ideological or technical, you can seek agreement
to remand the problem to the Finance Ministers and their
Deputies.
Energy
In leading off the discussion on energy, you might portray
higher oil prices as a key domestic and international problem
and the essential difference between the present recession and
those of the past 30 years. To avoid disruption resulting
from future arbitrary price increases or supply cutoffs, consumers must reduce their dependece on OPEC oil. The other
participants will be especially interested in the status of
our domestic energy legislation, and the strength of your
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commitment with respect to decontrol of oil prices. There
is some skepticism abroad regarding whether the U.S. will
implement the tough energy measures that you have been
advocating. You will want to assure the others that you are
committed to, and that the u.s. is developing an effective
energy program that will significantly reduce our oil imports.
You will want to state the degree of your commitment to the
minimum safeguard price (MSP) and other elements in the IEA
long-term program; you will want to state what type of access
to u.s. energy supplies we will provide. The Japanese,
especially, resist the MSP (for which they do not believe they
can get Diet approval) but would like more secure access to
u.s. energy. The French are not members of the IEA and resist
any action therein because they believe that it relegates the
EC to a secondary role in the energy area.
Britain will be
particularly sensitive about access to its energy resources.
You may want to stress our conviction that cooperation among
the consuming countries will reinforce our individual energy
programs and ensure that our combined effort will achieve our
objective of reduced vulnerability to foreign supply disruptions
and arbitrary price increases.
You might also stress that all summit participants, including
France, have an interest in cooperating to develop a common
strategy and set of objectives for energy in the forthcoming
dialogue.
Developing Countries
Wilson will likely focus on commodities (perhaps proposing a
new international organization to deal with them) and the LDC
payments problems (perhaps suggesting a new creation of special
drawing rights in the H1F or a large debt moratorium) . Our
approach should underline the secure maximum support for our
key proposals at the UN, stressing especially the Development
Security Facility in the IMF (to provide LDC's loans to offset
declines in exports} and our case-by-case approach to commodities. You could indicate our continued commitment to development cooperation, underline our major efforts to improve the
dialogue with LDC, and stress the importance of close cooperation among the developed countries in formulating positions
for the dialogue.
In this context, you might also stress the need for a firm stand
by the industrialized nations against expropriations not
compensated or prescribed by international law, pointing out
that interference with investment harms the climate for the
private investment so vital to future development in the poorer
nations.
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In response to the above initiatives from others, you might
indicate that a new SDR issue for developing countries and a
major debt rescheduling would spread the assistance too thinly
when the need is really for better capital market access for
a few large or middle-income countries and more grant aid for
the poorest. A new commodity institution is unnecessary and
would merely duplicate UNCTAD.
East-West
Moro's presentation is unlikely to be dramatic. While it is
likely that little time will be devoted to this subject, you
might stress our continued commitment to consult with our
allies in formulating East-West economic policies, that
economic relations are part of our efforts to strengthen
political relations with the East, and emphasize our desire
for agreement on guidelines for government financing of exports
to communist countries.
Follow-on to the Summit
Establishing a follow-on consultative mechanism would emphasize the seriousness of the Summit's conclusions and its
contribution to economic cooperation among the industrial
countries. We should support periodic consultations among
our representatives over the next year to review progress
toward agreed objectives, and assess the economic performance
and policies of individual nations in this light. Liaison
among ministers representing the Summit participantes (plus
Canada) , utilizing existing mechanisms to the maximum extent
possible, would maintain the highest flexibility while ensuring proper follow up.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 8, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

~
7 !/:J

FROM:

L. WILLIAM SEIDf.1AN
BRENT SCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:

International Economic Summit

On October 10, 1975, the White House announced that the United
States would participate in an International Economic Summit
Conference in Paris, November 15-17, 1975. That same day Working Groups composed of members of the EPB/NSC were established
and assignments were made in six areas to prepare briefing materials for the Summit.
The Departments of State, Treasury, Commerce, Labor, the Council
of Economic Advisers, the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, the Federal Energy Administration, the Council on International Economic Policy, the Federal Reserve Board, and the
National Security Council participated in the Working Groups
and in the preparation of these papers.
First drafts of the papers were submitted by the Working Groups
on October 21 and distributed to EPB Executive Committee members. A full morning session of the EPB Executive Committee
was held on Saturday, October 25 to discuss the issues raised
in the papers.
On October 28, a memorandum was sent to the
Chairman of each Working Group with comments and guidance for
redrafting the papers.
The redrafted papers were placed in
final form on November 8.
In addition, a Senior Working Group, chaired by Secretary Kissinger met on October 29, November 3, and November 6 to discuss preparation and strategy for the Summit.
The EPB Executive Comn1ittee will meet the afternoon of November
10 to discuss the final drafts of these papers and a group will
meet with you on November 12 to discuss final preparations for
the Summit.
The briefing papers cover six areas -- Economic Recovery and
Cooperation, Trade, Monetary Issues, Relations with Developing
Countries, Energy, and East-West Economic Relations -- corresponding to the subjects that comprise the agenda for the Sum-

-2mit meetings.
The first section of the briefing materials consists of the following for each of the six subject areas:
(1) An outline of the fundamental issues;
(2) A statement of u.s. objectives;
(3) Remarks for your use at the Summit meetings.
A proposed "Joint Statement" or communique language has also been
drafted with interagency clearance and is included.
The second section of the briefing materials contains background
and analysis of each of the six subject areas.

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC SUMMIT
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND COOPERATION
FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES
Adequacy of U.S. Economic Stimulus
Expansionary policy measures taken in the various
industrial countries have achieved only limited visible
success so far. Economic recovery appears to be underway
in Japan, and is just beginning in Germany, France and
Italy. (In the United Kingdom, continuing inflationary
pressures prevent expansionary policies.) Unemployment
in the industrial countries is at post-war high levels.
But additional domestic stimulus, on top of the measures
already taken, would probably do little to restore confidence and, in fact, might be counter-productive by
re-igniting inflationary expectations.
Therefore, foreign leaders, particularly in Europe,
have frequently stated that a strong u.s. recovery would
help their recoveries by increasing demand for their
exports and convincing their citizens that their countries
too can overcome current economic problems.
This would,
as they see it, cause consumers to be less cautious and,
therefore, to increase spending thus stimulating more
rapid growth. The Europeans may question whether the U.S.
is doing enough to achieve sustained growth -- particularly
whether restrictive U.S. monetary policy risks are aborting
the recovery. There is also concern that a decline in the
exchange rate of the dollar will weaken the competitiveness
of European exports (which is covered in the monetary
section).
They may question how long the U.S. recovery
will continue, and at what levels.
They may, further,
suggest that you put pressure on Chairman Burns to increase the rate of money creation beyond the present
guideline of 5-7~ percent annually.
Restoring Confidence
What can be done collectively and individually by
the participants to restore confidence in the ability of
the industrial democracies to overcome present difficulties
and to manage their economies successfully in the future?

Goals or Objectives
Should common goals for recovery be agreed to, and
if so, how specific or ambitious should they be?
Follow-on
What types of follow-on mechanisms should be established
to implement the agreements at the summit?

U.S. OBJECTIVES AT THE SUMMIT
To use this, your initial statement, to elevate the
focus of the summit to discussion of broader issues of
economic cooperation aimed at sustained growth and improvement of the international economic system.
To explain clearly the strength of the U.S. recovery
since early spring, and our growth projections for the
next two years, while indicating the relatively modest
contribution which our recovery can make to recovery in
other countries.
To reach broad agreement on objectives around which
economic cooperation or consultation can be centered,
including generalization of recovery to all the major
industrial countries in 1976, restoration of sustained
vigorous expansion and high employment in 1977, accompanied
by a reduction in the rate of inflation and reduction in
the disparity among national inflation rates.
To identify barriers or threats to achievement of
long-term growth objectives (e.g., protectionism, financing
problems, and declines in productivity and investment) and
determine how to overcome them, with particular emphasis
on increasing momentum in the Mulilateral Trade Negotiations
by setting a tight timetable.
While we should be clear that current problems did not
result from lack of adequate consultation, we should attempt
to improve on existing consultative mechanisms to avoid
incompatible or disruptive actions, to achieve better understanding of one another's policies and objectives, and to
monitor achievement of goals established at the summit
(designating Ministers to meet subsequently to recommend
such actions as are necessary to achieve agreed goals}.

REMARKS ON ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND COOPERATION
FOR USE BY THE PRESIDENT AT THE ECONOMIC SUMMIT
I should like to express my satisfaction at the consultations I have had with all of you over the past year. Your views
have represented important inputs into our policy-making process,
and our conversations have made me and my colleagues more aware
of the interrelationships among our economies. This summit
represents a significant step in the process of close consultations which we have developed with one another -- a process
which has been personally most gratifying to me and which I
would like to continue.
INTERDENPENDENCE AND THE NEED FOR COOPERATION
Our nations have for three decades been the foundation
for human progress and the cornerstone for global peace. We
are of central importance to one another--economically, politically, and militarily. The cohesion and vitality of our societies
is of central importance to the rest of the world.
This summit is designed to deal with economic questions but
in a more fundamental sense it springs from the enormous
interdependence of our societies and the common values which we
share. It can enable us to consolidate our unity at an important
moment in our history--to convey to our people that we are working
together with goodwill and common purpose, and that our countries
are politically committed to our mutual well being.
We cannot resolve all our problems, but we can achieve a
better understanding of them. And we can resolve to approach
them in a manner which reflects our desire to meet our challenges
together. By working together in the past we have contributed to
an unprecendented period of common prosperity. We have learned
that on a broad range of problems--defense, energy, trade, and
development aid--our individual efforts can only have lasting
success if supported by the contributions of all.
In this meeting we have the opportunity to help shape the
future of the world economy. The issues between us cannot be
treated purely as technical matters. They must be resolved
through political will and in a spirit of compromise; for all of
them are subordinate to the paramount interest we share in our
solidarity and common well-being. And this solidarity, in the
final analysis, will be vital to helping us meet our individual
challenges.
Our understanding of the need for close cooperation has been
manifest in the consultations each of us have had with one another
as we have worked to solve our current economic difficulties. We
have, in these discussions, frankly examined our problems, our
policies and our prospects. In this same spirit, I should like now
to briefly discuss my approach to the American economy.
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CURRENT STATE OF THE U.S. ECONOMY
The health of the American economy is significantly
better than it was at the time of some of my earlier
conversations with you. The policies now in place are
appropriate in our judgment to maintain maximum growth in
the short term without setting off at the same time inflationary
instabilities which would threaten growth over the longer term.
We must focus our longer term policies on gradually defusing
the inflationary pressures which afflict our economy, as well
as yours, and set in place policies which will encourage
savings and investment, job creation and productivity. My
recent proposals to slow the accelerating rate of governmental outlays and to cut taxes were developed to implement
such longer term goals.
The precipitous fall in economic activity in the u.s.
that started late in 1974 came to an end early in the second
quarter of this year. Our recovery, now seven months old, has
shown even greater strength than expected earlier in the year.
since early spring, industrial production has been rising at
at seasonally adjusted annual rate of over 13 percent. Over
the same period, total civilian employment has increased over
1-1/2 million jobs and productivity has advanced strongly.
Although we consider our rate of unemployment unacceptably
high, the unemployment level will decline as recovery continues.
The third quarter figures indicate that real GNP increased at an
annual rate of over 11 percent. A decline in the rate of inventory
liquidation accounted for more than half of the gain in GNP, but
the growth in final sales of goods and services was very satisfactory. Another large advance is in the making for the current
quarter, although somewhat less than in the third quarter.
The outlook is for a continuation of the stron~
recovery in the U.S. Inventories are still being llquidated and production remains below the level of final sales
of goods and services. As inventory liquidation ends and
we move to normal levels of inventory accumulation, there
will be a further impetus to real growth. Even more encouraging, the evidence we have indicates continued strength
in final sales. With real personal incomes rising strongly
and with consumer confidence and liquidity improved, there
is a solid foundation for continued gains in consumption
expenditures. Moreover, the decline in business fixed
investment appears to have bottomed out earlier than we
had anticipated. With consumer goods sales rising strongly
and with much improved business profits, significant growth
in business fixed investment is likely next year. Moreover,
the monetary and fiscal policies put in place by the u.s.
Government are calculated to accomodate a strong business
expansion. Chairman Burns has assured me that the rate of
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money creation over the next year will be adequate to ensure
sustained recovery. We anticipate that GNP will grow at an
average rate of 6 to 7 percent through the middle of next
year, and at average rate of approximately 5 percent from
the middle of next year through the middle of 1977.
Although some of our recent reports on price increases
were disappointing, I remain confident that inflation is
essentially under control. The easing of farm product prices
has served partially to allay the concern regarding an early
renewal of strong upward pressures on prices. While the 6 to 7
percent inflation rate in the United States is unacceptably
high, expectations of lower rates of inflation by the money
and capital markets have contributed to a decline in interest
rates from this summer's high.
World Recovery
The current world recession differs from previous postwar recessions not only in breadth and depth, but also in
the length of time it is taking for recoveries to materialize.
A major factor that has contributed to the simultaneity of
the recessions across countries and that is making the
recovery so hesitant is the quintupling in the price of oil
over the past several years.
The oil price increase has contributed toward creating
a climate of uncertainty, has substantially increased
inflationary pressures, and has had a significant deflationary impact on our economies. All this has made recovery
more difficult to achieve. Countries are only slowly assessing and effecting the structural changes required for
their economies to adjust to higher cost energy, and recognizing the probable slower growth rate which will result.
I know that you have taken measures since the beginning
of the year to stimulate your economies. I am told that in
most cases the direct effect of the fiscal measures instituted in most of your countries amount to between 2 and 3
percent of GNP and are additionally supported by considerable
monetary stimulus.
I share the view that many of you have expressed -that private sector demand has mainly been inhibited by
confidence factors. With a return of confidence recovery
could become extremely strong, particularly because reflationary measures have been taken simultaneously by our
several countries, and large amounts of accumulated savings
could support strong gains in consumer expenditures.
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The u.s. recovery has proceeded ahead of the recoveries
for most of your countries. The u.s. economy is moving from
fall in real GNP of about 5 percent between the second quarter
f 1974 and the second quarter of 1975, to a rise in real output
of between 7 and 8 percent between the second quarter of 1975
and the second quarter of 1976. Such a shift might expand the
volume of world trade by about 3 to 4 percent and this should
be of considerable help to you. But somewhat faster growth
f the u.s. economy than now envisaged would make only a modest,
'f not negligible, contribution to world recovery. A percentage
oint of additional growth of the u.s. economy (over and above
hat is expected now) would affect the growth of the European
conomies on the order of 1/10 of 1 percent each in 1976. Effects
n the Japanese and the Canadian economies would be greater,
but still small. However, our growth, and yours as well, can
help build confidence with consumers and investors.
RESTORING CONFIDENCE AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
There are also steps that we can take at this meeting to aid
in rebuilding confidence. We must ensure that the current
world economic situation is not seen as a crisis in the democratic
or capitalist system. While there are problems of a structural
nature, these need not prevent strong recovery. A vigorous economic
recovery in the United States, rising economic activity in Japan,
the beginning of recovery in France and Germany, and a bottoming
out of recession in a number of other economies should give us a
greater sense of confidence than we had several months ago. Strong
stimulative monetary and fiscal policies have simultaneously been
put in place throughout the industrial world, and these will
eventually take hold. The stability of current policy will do a
great deal to enhance confidence.
In light of our prospects, and
the policy actions we have already taken, we are able to publicly
reaffirm our confidence that, although the response to stimulative
policy measures is slower than most in the post-war period, recovery
from the present recession is well under way.
The vitality of our industrial democracies, the leadership
we are able to provide the rest of the world, and the quality of
life that characterizes our societies depend upon our ability to
achieve sustained economic growth without inflation.
I know there
are those who believe that economic growth will be impossible to
sustain in the future.
I categorically reject that view and am
convinced that a market economy is best able to make the adjustments
and technological changes necessary to economize on scarce natural
resources.
If we are to realize the levels of growth that we desire and
that are possible, higher rates of capital formation are required
than we have achieved in the recent past. As leaders, we must
provide the kind of economic climate that encourages confidence
and enhances the incentives for business to invest.
I have
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introduced tax proposals that increase the profitability of
investment. I am firmly committed to limit the growth of
our governmental expenditures. This will release the savings
necessary to finance this investment. I have also made a concerted effort to reduce unnecessary government interference so
as to maximizes private initiative and enhance confidence. Confidence also depends on consistency in national economic polic1es
and resisting the pressures for stop-go measures that inevitably
have resulted in greater economic instability and uncertainty.
In short, we must pursue a steady course if we are to achieve
larger investment and sustained growth.
We must not, however, fail to realize that we face serious
problems in reaching our goals and we must not be so complacent
that we fail to take full advantage of the opportunities that
this meeting provides.
Our discussion here could productively focus on cooperative
efforts to ensure that the policies we take are compatible with
a sustained economic recovery in the international economy over
the longer term.
GOALS FOR OUR COOPERATIVE EFFORT
We should make clear commitment to restore economic prosperity
without resurgence of inflation and to pursue this goal by mutually
supportive policy actions. I propose that we set as our objective
a generalization of recovery during 1976 among the major industrial
countries, restoration of sustained vigorous economic expansion
and high levels of employment by 1977, a reduction in the rate
of inflation in our economies as a whole as well as 1n d1spar1ties
among nat1onal inflation rates, and restoration of vigorous growth
in the volume of world trade as domestic recovery and economic
expansion proceed. We believe that achievement of mutually
compatible domestic policies to achieve these goals can be enhanced
by discussions here and by our Ministers to compare economic
prospects and to achieve a better understanding on how national
policies impact on one another with a view toward determing if
serious incompatibilities in objectives and policies exist. We
should each designate one of our Ministers to follow up this meeting
in a fashion they consider appropriate. Bill simon will represent
me.
We might also reach agreement here on several areas of longerterm significance. Our dependence on energy is going to grow
to levels even more dangerous than those of today unless we work
vigorously to achieve reduced dependence. Arbitrarily set oil
prices or cutoffs in supplies can cripple our economies. And
the uncertainties over future producer policies will constantly
undermine confidence in our consumers and business sectors.
We must, as an urgent matter, ensure that we are doing all we
can to reduce our dependence, and I shall speak on this later
on.
7

We should also make clear our continuing commitment to
work toward liberalization of international trade, in particular
by reaffirming strong comm1tment to the OECD trade pledge and
by agreeing on priorities and a tight timetable for the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. We should ensure that the monetary
system evolves to facilitate the freest possible flow of goods,
services, and capital. And we should reaffirm the positive
directions established in the dialogue with the developing
world -- to ensure that the industrialized and developing
countries make the maximum contribution to one another's
well-being.
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A FOLLOW-ON TO THE SUMMIT
The objective of the Summit is to build confidence
in the economic and political future of the industrial
democracies. This requires that the Summit both establish a sense of direction for these countries and a
capability to pursue it through cooperation and strong
leadership.
There may be advantage to establishing a follow-on
mechanism to oversee progress on whatever economic objectives are set at the Summit. Such a mechanism would
emphasize the seriousness of the Summit's conclusions and
its contribution to economic cooperation among the industrial democracies.
Should the question of a follow-on mechanism be raised,
it is suggested that you adopt the following position:
We should consider how our further cooperation
will advance the conclusion we can reach here.
There may be advantage in our representatives
meeting periodically over the coming year to
review progress toward our agreed objectives and
the relationship of our economic performance and
policies in this light.
Each country should designate a minister to
establish liaison with the other countries.
I
have asked Bill Simon to serve for the U.S. in
this effort.
We should allow these representatives to
utilize existing mechanisms to the maximum extent
possible and in any event the highest flexibility
should be maintained.
In this effort, it is essential that Canada
take part. They are as large a participant in
international trade as the other countries in the
meeting. The follow-through would, in my view,
fail without them.

TRADE
FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES
Protectionism
How can the participating governments stem the protectionist pressures, which are threatening to undermine
international cooperation on trade matters?
There are increasing signs that governments are
weakening their resistance to protectionist pressures.
These signs include the imposition of trade restrictions by
. Australia, Ne~ zeal~d, PQ$tUJ*al, and Fiplg~d; increasing
talk of possible trade restrictions by government ·leaders
in the UK and Italy; a request by the EC for a consultation
in the OECD on steel; and surge of requests for protection
Sharing a concern for these
\ by U.S. private sector groups.
developments, the other participants are also likely to
insist that the u.s. Government do more to discourage
private petitions for escape clause, anti-dumping, countervailing duty, or other types of remedial import measures.
Multilateral Trade Negotiations
How can the participating governments reinvigorate
the multilateral trade negotiations, both as a defense against
near-term protectionist pressures, as well as a vehicle for
achieving the long-term economic benefits of the continued
liberalization and reform of the world trading system?
Trade negotiators for other countries are showing increasing
reluctance to push the current Tokyo Round of multilateral
trade negotiations on a priority basis.
The other participants are likely to support a
reinforced commitment to the multilateral trade negotiations,
though most of them (with the exception of Germany) are
likely to be less enthusiastic than the United States.
Gentlemen's Agreement-- Export Credits
How can international agreement be reached on commonly
accepted guidelines for government sponsored export credits?
Discussion on such an agreement have bogged down.
Trade Relations with Developing Countries
How can the positive atmosphere generated by the UN 7th Special
Session for trade relations between developed and developing
countries be preserved? The developing countries have
1

been particularly hard-hit by the economic recession and the
increase in the oil price, and they are seeking to rectify
their deteriorating situation through a radical New Economic
Policy. Their persistent sponsorship of this policy has led to
increased tension with the developed countries. The other
participants are likely to agree to special efforts in the
multilateral trade negotiations to improve trade relations
with developing countries.
Trade Relations with France
How can we assure the cooperation of France on trade
issues, particularly the multilateral trade negotiations?
French representatives at the working level have been the
most recalcitrant within the EC in working out mutually
acceptable solutions on disputed issues, both on bilateral
issues as well as the mulilateral trade negotiations.
The main reasons for this are:
(a} a fear that a
negotiated reduction of the common external tariff would
reduce its value for European unification; (b) as a major
beneficiary of the Common Agricultural Policy, they are
reluctant to negotiate any limitations on the border effects
of that policy; and (c) a feeling that trade negotiations are
inappropriate when exchange rates fluctuate widely.
U.S. OBJECTIVES
Reaffirm the commitment of the participating countries
to the goal of trade liberalization, opposition to protectionism
and determination to aid the participation of the developing
countires in trade.

\

Clarify the concerns being expressed as to whether the
U.S. is going protectionist by unequivocally stating our goal
of open and nondiscriminatory world trade.
Obtain a strong commitment from the participating heads
of state to provide leadership in the GATT multilateral trade
negotiations as the best way of expanding trade and perfecting
the international trading system.
Reaffirm the adherence to the OECD Trade Pledge by the
participating countries.
Obtain joint instructions to the participaitng nations'
negotiators to conclude successfully a Gentlemen's Agreement
regarding export credit terms.
In a private conversation, urge President Giscard
d'Estaing to encourage his negotiators to be more forthcoming
in the negotiations.
(They have twice torpedoed US-EC
agreements on agricultural negotiations.}
2

PROPOSED REMARKS ON INTERNATIONAL
TRADE FOR USE BY THE PRESIDENT
AT THE ECONOMIC SUMMIT
The United States is firmly committed to the goal of
an open world economy.
I am convinced that this goal can
best be served if we join in providing leadership in the
current Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotiations.
I urge that we reconfirm our willingness to negotiate
all items of trade involving tariff and non-tariff measures
with the following goals:
substantial tariff cuts no less ambitious than in
the Kennedy Round;
reduction of non-tariff measures through the negotiation of agreed codes on subsidies, standards, and
government purchasing practices;
in some commodity areas, the elimination of all
tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade;
completion of the tropical products negotiations in
in 1976;
additional arrangements for meaningful, special, and
differential treatment for the developing countries;
a significant improvement in the trade regime affecting
agriculture.
In the past year, our u.s. negotiators have had extensive
consultations with Congress and private sector groups in order
to establish a broad consensus in support of u.s. aims. These
deliberations have confirmed the goals which we set ourselves
in the Tokyo Declaration 2 years ago, and which form the
foundation of my proposals today.
We in the United States are, therefore, prepared to
move forward with renewed vigor.
I urge you to join me in
directing the negotiators of our respective countries to
expedite their efforts so that the Tokyo Round can reach
its final stage in 1977.
I suggest that our trade negotiators

_,
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meet at the earliest opportunity to work out the details of
a forward-looking program, which could be adopted at the
next meeting of the Trade Negotiating Committee in December.
In looking for a way to expedite these negotiations, I
must frankly raise an issue that has been a source of great
difficulty in assuring progress. We in the United States
recognize that domestic agriculture program§ are a very
delicate political problem 1n other countries, as they are
in the United States.
It is imperative, however, that we
work out a mutually acceptable basis for limiting distortions
to trade in agricultural products.
In this connection,
we should not allow procedural difficulties to prevent substantive negotiations on this issue of vital interest to all
countries.
By joining together in support of a program that will
infuse vitality into the multilateral trade negotiations,
we can best assure a positive attitude in our countries
toward our common goal of an open world economy. The
tremendous expansion of trade in the last 25 years, from a
level of $50 billion to $800 billion, has been of great
economic benefit to our countries, in terms of new investments, new jobs and a higher standard of living. These gains
cannot be preserved without a serious and forward-looking
political effort on our part.
As a result of our current economic difficulties,
there are forces abroad in all our countries seeking to
distort patterns of world trade. All of us need to make
a special effort to resist these pressures on a cooperative
basis.
I urge you to join me in the following set of
principles to guide us during this difficult period:
we should resolve issues giving rise to the most
difficult domestic pressures through negotiation
in the multilateral trade negotiations;
we should jointly resolve to avoid all policy measures
which might prove disruptive to the trading interest
of our countries;
we should agree to resort to limited emergency trade
measures only in particularly acute or unusual
circumstances, and we should be prepared to fully
utilize existing consultation arrangements;
we should instruct our negotiators to successfully
conclude the "Gentlemen's Agreement" regarding
export credit;
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we should reaffirm our adherence to the OECD
Trade Pledge, and express our intention to renew
it next spring.
Consistent with such a cooperative approach, I pledge
to deal with problems in our bilateral trade relationships
on a common sense basis. Where flexibility exists under
our domestic law and procedures, I am prepared to exercise it.
As the leaders of our countries, with the task to look
ahead, we must not allow short-term difficulties to divert us
from the ambitious goals we set for ourselves in Tokyo
2 years ago.
I urge you to join me in exercising leadership
in each of our countries, to restrain those who would
resort to unlimited beggar-thy-neighbor policies, and to
support those who are engaged in a common effort to negotiate
a mutually satisfactory basis for expanding world trade.

5

ADDENDA
REMARKS FOR RESPONSE TO ALLEGATIONS
OF U.S. PROTECTIONISM
In initiating investigations in response to private
petitions for import relief under escape clause provisions
and for remedial actions against foreign unfair trade
practices, the U.S. Government has acted strictly on the
basis of domestic legal requirements.
To date, the increase in petitions has led only to
investigations, and, with a minor exception, not to remedial
acf16ii§.
To the extent private petitions for remedial actions
against unfair foreign trade practices are found to be
justified, the source of protectionism can be found in
these unfair practices not in possible remedial measures
by the U.S. Government.
The U.S. Government is prepared to use whatever flexibility it has available within the law. This flexibility is
significantly enhanced if foreign governments show equal
flexibility in adjusting unfair trade practices that have
given rise to justifiable complaints in the United States.
We recognize that we have had some long-standing
disagreements over criteria of fairness which are to be
applied in the administration of countervailing duty and
anti-dumping duties. Since the United States has never
recognized standards which have been adopted by other
countries, we cannot legitimately be accused of violating
international obligations. We are ready, however, to
resolve these differences in the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations, provided other countries actively join us
in a serious discussion of this issue.
We frankly have to face up to major differences
over trade measures in the agricultural area. To resolve
these differences will require considerable good will on
everyone's part and a serious intention to negotiate an
accommodation in this area.
We are prepared to join other countries in a joint
pledge to use restraint in the application of all QPTQflr
measures, including specific measure to the extent permitted
bydomestic laws. We are prepared to consult fully on all
potential actions, and to make every effort to work out
mutually acceptable accommodations where action is unavoidable.
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REMARKS FOR BILATERAL DISCUSSIONS
WITH PRESIDENT GISCARD D'ESTAING
The summit provides a good opportunity to reinforce
President Giscard d'Estaing's personal commitment to the
Tokyo Round, and to ask him for his personal leadership
and support to assure the success of these negotiations.
Despite President Giscard d'Estaing's personal commitment
to negotiations aimed at liberalization of world trade
and a cooperative approach to trade issues, French representatives in the EC have repeatedly taken a very uncooperative
stance on a number of issues of dispute between the u.s.
and the EC. We suggest that President Ford seek an
appropriate occasion to discuss this matter with
Giscard d'Estaing privately.
Multilateral Trade Negotiations
France has repeatedly blocked agreement between
and EC officials on disputed issues. The reasons
for this are:

u.s.

1.

In France's view, a negotiated reduction of the
common external tariff could reduce its value
for European unification.

2.

A negotiated liberalization of trade measures
associated with the Common Agricultural Policy
would impinge heavily on France, one of the
major beneficiaries of a protected European
market for agricultural goods.

3.

France has argued that a reduction of trade
barriers is not very meaningful when exchange
rates fluctuate widely.
In this connection,
France may raise the link that was established
in the Tokyo Declaration between the multilateral
trade_negotiations and reform of the International
\ Monetary System.

We need to convey to President Giscard d'Estaing
the following points:
progress in the Tokyo Round is essential for preserving economic cooperation between Europe and
the United States. There are a number of potential
sources of trade conflicts between the United
States and Europe; these can best be settled to
everyone's satisfaction in the context of negotia-(~
tions aimed at the expansion of trade.
-DECLASSIFIED
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the multilateral trade negotiations can make a
particular contribution in removing, or reducing
potential friction on agricultural trade issues.
Since agricultural trade issues are as important
politically in the United States as they are in
France, negotiations of mutually acceptable
solutions in this area are essential for smooth
economic relations.
France should remove its objections to a compromise
worked out between u.s. and EC negotiators on
procedures to be followed on agricultural trade
issues in the multilateral trade negotiations.
The compromise would not resolve substantive
differences between the U.S.and EC objectives
in agricultural trade, but it would allow us to
continue negotiations without prejudicing either
side's long-term interests.
Gentlemen's Agreement on Export Credits
An uncompromising stance by France is also holding up
progress on a Gentlemen's Agreement on official export
credits. We would like to reach a firm agreement on an interest
rate of at least 7 1/2% and no terms above five years on exports
\
to other industrialized countries or oil producing countries.
Germany has put a compromise proposal on the table that would
bridge the gap between the U.S. and European objectives. France
is the only major country which has rejected this proposal outright. We should urge President Giscard d'Estaing to take a
positive stance toward concluding such an agreement.
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INTERNATIONAL MONETARY ISSUES
FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES
Exchange Arrangements
This issue has two aspects:
1.

2.

The "constitutional" question of how to amend the
present IMF Articles of Agreement. The IMF Articles
now provide only for ar values within one percent
margins.
In effect, no member o
e I
a 1des by
these provisions at this time.
The "operational" question of whether, and if so how,
to reduce fluctuations in exchange rates in present
circumstances.

The collapse of the Bretton Woods par value system and
adoption of widespread floating of exchange rates in 1973
made exchange arrangements a central issue of monetary reform negotiations.
In the early stages of these negotiations-in the context of a comprehensive, highly structured plan to
reform the international monetary system -- it was agreed
that the future system should be based on "stable but adjustable
par values with provision for floating in particular situations."
This phase masked deep differences of view between the U.S.
and France.

I

The earlier negotiations were overtaken by the financial
consequences of the oil price increases which made adoption
of the comprehensive system then under discussion impractical.
There is now no prospect that the adjustment safeguards that
would be essential to adoption of a system based on par values
will be accepted, and adoption of such a highly structured
system is no longer under active discussion.
On the "constitutional" issue, the French want a commitment to par values at some future date, while it is of great
importance to the u.s. economy that we have the right to float.
On the "operational" question, the French want to reduce fluctuations through central bank intervention and "management" of
exchange rates, while we want to avoid commitment to intervention to maintain a particular exchange rate structure and want
] to restore "stability" by restoring stability to underlying
economic conditions.
_J
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U.S. OBJECTIVES FOR THE SUMMIT
With respect to exchange rates, the U.S.:
Must avoid either a legal or a moral commitment
to a par value system, to a par value of the dollar,
to efforts to establish and maintain "zones" or
"bands" around particular exchange rates, and to
agreed restraints on exchange rate movements
within a day or other period. We have had clear
indications that the Congress would not be willing
\ to approve such commitments.

I

Should reaffirm our willingness to cooperate in
exchange market intervention to maintain orderly
markets and indicate that we are prepared to explore
the question whether there are suitable actions that
could be taken to achieve a greater degree of exchange rate stability under current conditions.
Should indicate that our willingness to cooperate
in the area of intervention is conditional on a
satisfactory agreement on amendment of the exchange
rate provisions of the IMF Articles.

\J

Both the U.S. and France share the broad objective
"exchange stabilit.Y" -- the differences are over how
to achieve it. BOth we and they recognize that a system
of exchange rate arrangements based on par values would
not be viable now and that a continuation of floating
is necessary. Despite remaining differences, these
are important points on which a mutually satisfactory
solution can be built. At the request of the major
countries, the u.s. is currently engaged in intensive
bilateral discussions with France in an effort to find
a satisfactory solution to both the constitutional and
operational questions. We are exploring alternative
approaches, and we think the prospects for success are
reasonably good.
The issues involved, while phrased in arcane terms,
have fundamental economic implications for the United
States. At stake are the international competitive
position of u.s. business and labor, and our ability
to maintain domestic economic policies directed to
domestic economic needs.
If our conversations with the French have not led
to an agreement by mid-November, the Summit can-make
an important contribution by noting the discussions
underway and the progress being made, and providing
an expression of political ~rill that the participants
intend to find a solution to the exchange rate question.
2
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PROPOSED REMARKS ON MONETARY POLICY
FOR USE BY THE PRESIDENT AT THE ECONOMIC SUMMIT

During the past year our Finance Ministers have been
engaged in intensive negotiations to complete a package of
amendments of the IMF Articles of Agreement in order to
accomplish reform of the international monetary system.
Progress has been substantial. We all share the broad
objective of exchange stability. ~e all agree that a system
of exchange rate arrangements ~ased on par values would not
be yiable now.
Agreement on these two points should give us the basis of
a solution. Various alternative formulations of countries'
exchange rate obligations under amended IMF Articles are
under consideration, and the question of whether there are
suitable actions which can be taken to achieve more orderly
exchange markets under current economic conditions is being
actively explored.
We believe that the resolution of these issues must
be strongly rooted in the successful management of our
domestic economies. The international exchange system that
is adopted must permit each country to choose the exchange
rate regime that will permit it best to pursue its desired
growth, employment and stability policies while meeting its
obligations to other countries to avoid trade and capital
restrictions and other beggar-my-neighbor practices.
Consistent with this concept there are no doubt a number
of alternative formulations that might be considered.

I

In seeking to maintain orderly conditions in exchange
markets, we should be similarly aware that no regime that
runs counter to market realities could remain in effect
for very long.
Within that constraint there are a number
of concepts that might be adopted.
Our experts have been working on these problems for
some months and have made good progress.
I think we all
share an interest in rapid resolution of these questions
even though present arrangements are working well. We
have made a major effort prior to this meeting with each
of you to resolve these questions and are confident that
we should be able to wrap this issue up by next January.
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RELATIONS WITH DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES
United States initiatives at the Seventh Special
Session of UN General Assembly and the successful Preparatory
Committee for the producer/consumer dialogue have produced a
more constructive environment for North-South relations.
In
effect, the LDC moderates have opted for pragmatic cooperation
with the West -- where their economic interests necessarily
lie.
The OPEC countries and the more radical non-aligned will
seek to counter this development with new OPEC aid proposals
and new efforts to forge a political and idealogical base
for LDC unity.
The credibility of the West's cooperation is now being
tested in negotiations to implement key elements of our UN
initiatives -- our proposal for stabilization of overall
export earnings through the IMG (the Development Security
Facility), increased capitalization of the World Bank's
International Finance Corporation, the new gold-based Turst
Fund for poorer LDCs in the IMF, the International Fund
for Agricultural Development under the World Food Council.
We are pushing these, with some success so far, but each
Summit participant is luke-warm to one or more of these.
Miki may suggest a new export earnings stabilization scheme,
on a commodity-by-commodity basis, that would be competitive
with our Development Security Facility.
Concern is now focusing on the LDCs precarious balance
of payments deficits. They face a current account deficit
of about $30 billion this year and $25 billion next year
) (about twice their normal deficit), with the lion's share
attributable to some LDCs of importance to U.S. (Brazil, Mexico,
Egypt, South Korea).
These increased deficits reflect recession
in the West and higher oil prices. OPEC may seek to "save"
the LDCs with new fund proposals. The Germans and French
may propose a moratorium on service of official debt, particularly from the lower-income LDCs. The British may suggest a
special SDR allocation for LDCs only.
Wilson may also raise this proposal, made at the Jamaica
Commonwealth Conference, for a new international commodity
organization.
U.S.
...._.,...

OBJECTIVES AT THE SUMMIT

In the Summit deliberations, the U.S. objectives are:
to reassert the industrial West's commitment~uA~
to development cooperation;
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to highlight the critical role of economic
recovery in the industrial countries to LDC
prospects;
to maintain, u.s. leadership in guiding the
industrial and developing countries toward
a more constructive relationship. In particular
to press forward those specific proposals in
development cooperation which we can support
(given our severe budget and Congressional
constraints) :
to attempt to reach a common appreciation of
the extraordinary balance of payments difficulties faced by the rapidly-industrializing
LDCs and stress private markets and IMF financing
as the best response (not debt moratoria and
SDRs);
to secure endorsement of our approach to
developing country commodities problems
particularly the Development Security Facility
in the IMF and a constructive case-by-case
approach to ongoing and upcoming commodity
negotiations, as well as firm resistance to
indexation.
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REMARKS ON RELATIONS WITH DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FOR
USE BY THE PRESIDENT AT THE ECONOMIC SUMMIT
The successful conclusion of the UN Seventh Special
Session and of the Preparatory Conference for the Paris
dialogue has greatly improved relations between developing
countries and the industrialized world. The United States
is firmly committed to a cooperative and constructive
relationship with the developing nations and to speedy
implementation of the proposals advanced by Secretary Kissinger
to the Seventh Special Session and by Secretary Simon to the
International Monetary Fund in September.
Continued improvement in these relations and continued
moderate behaviour by the more radical developing countries
depend on: a strong, but non-inflationary recovery from
recession; serious efforts to implement the proposals advanced
at the UN Special Session; and a successful launching of the
dialogue at the December Ministerial Conference on International
Economic Cooperation in Paris.
Economic recovery among the industrial countries and
maintenance of developing countries access to our markets,
for both trade and finance, are the important positive
contributions we can make to progress in the developing
world.
We need to move forcefully in implementing some of the
major initiatives launched at the UN Special Session, partiularly the Development Security Facility of the IMF, the IMF
Trust Fund, the International Fund for Agricultural Development, and proposals for the World Bank group, including an
expansion of the capital base of the International Finance
Corporation.
(If raised by Mi~i). We find the Japanese proposal for
earnings stabilization an interesting idea and support the
general concept of earnings stabilization. A number of
proposals have been advanced in the International Monetary
Fund and we suggest that the Japanese proposal be considered
in the context of deliberations of the Fund's Executive
Directors.
The most immediate problem facing the developing countries
is
their
enormous balance of payments deficit. We can not
\
insulate the semi-industrial LDCs from some slow down in their
growth rate, but we can help by providing access to our cap~ai
markets and adequate balance of payments financing through ~ fv~
·r
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the IMF.
Financial help should be specially tailored to
the varying problems of developing countries. We favor the
IMF Trust Fund for the poorest, expanded IMF financing
(tranches) to help the semi-industrial developing countries
in particular, and export earnings stabilization for those
dependent on commodities.
(If raised by ~chwjdt gr Wilson.}
Debt moratoria and
SDRs for aid purposes pose serious long-term problems for
management of the international financial system. Moreover,
they do not meet the current problem in that they spread
grant assistance among all developing countries, when the
need is greater access to financing for a few, large developing countries and a concentration of grant aid on the poorest.
We need to move positively in implementing some of our
commodity proposals while rejecting indexation proposals.
We should take a constructive case-by-case approach to ongoing and upcoming commodity negotiations while rejecting
arrangements that drive commodity prices to unnecessarily
high levels. Producer/consumer fora should be estabLished
for specific commodities in which they do not now exist.
They should emphasize improving the operation of markets.
(If raised

h~

ijilson.}

We question the need for a new

interna~lonal organization for commodities generally, given

the existing ones (UNCTAD in particular}.
I would hope that we can promote early action on an
international network of grains reserves as a food security
measure of significant benefit to grain-importing developing
countries. We also need to negotiate arrangements in the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations that are of special benefit
to the developing nations in order to integrate them more
fully into the world's trading system.
Industrial country cooperation is essential to continued
improvement in North-South relations. The industrialized
countries need to work together closely in developing their
positions for the upcoming Paris Conference on International
Economic Cooperation. We hope that the OECD can be used as
a backup for the Conference for this purpose.
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ENERGY
FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES
The major energy issues to be addressed at the Summit
will include:
(1)

the status of the u.s. domestic energy program,
in general, and oil price decontrol in particular;

(2)

lEA's ability to agree on the long-term program
for energy cooperation by the December 1 deadline;
and

(3)

the role of the new economic dialogue in dealing
with oil prices and security of supply.
U.S. OBJECTIVES AT THE SUMMIT

We want to use the Summit to reinforce and give high
level impetus to our overall energy
strategy in three key
(
areas.
First, we need to convince other Summit participants
that the U.S. is develo in an effectiv
c ener
program nac wixi r
ce J.gnificantly our oil imports. The
Europeans and Japanese are confused by the disagreement between the President and the Congress on energy policy. Without ressurance that we can support our international strategy
with an effective domestic energy program, they will be tempted
again to try to solve their energy needs on a bilateral basis
with major producers, jeopardizing our own domestic energy
objectives and our international leadership in energy.
At the Summit, we should emphasize the impact of the
domestic energy actions we have taken or will take.
Since
others regard oil price decontrol as the most important element
in our energy program, we shoul<3: demonstrate our determination
to end regulated oil prices, either through an agreement with
Congress on phased decontrol or abrupt decontrol in the absence
of an Executive-Congressional compromise.

ush for firm consensus on the need
to
de endence on im orted oil. We should also stress
our convic on
a cooperation among consuming countries
will reinforce our individual energy programs and ensure
that our combined effort will achieve our objectives of
reducing our vulnerability to foreign supply disruptions
and arbitrary price increases.
In doing so, however, we
should avoid appearing to criticize France, which has
shunned formal consumer cooperation in dealing with the
energy problem, by not joining IEA, but must acquiesce to
IEA programs before they can be adopted by the European
Community.
At the Summit we should try to win endorsement among
the five IEA participants for the major elements of the longterm program for energy cooperation, scheduled for adoption
on December 1. In March, IEA members committed themselves
in principle to the long-term program, including the u.s.proposed minimum ..ilf'Jfegpard price system (MSP) for imported
oil, joint R&D, and cooperation on ilta"j"Or new energy projects.
BritaJ.n, Norway and Canada are anxious to get the MSP at a
high level ($9 a barrel); Germany and other energy-deficient
countries want it at a low level ($5 or $6 a barrel).
But
Italy and Japan continue to resist the actual fixing of a
price.
They see it as a potential domestic political liability
since it would aim primarily at protecting energy investment
in other countries. With the blocking out of a complex longterm agreement on ¥&D, jgipt project§, and ~gpservation, they
now appear more willing to complete the MSP agreement. A U.S.
offer to consider special investment access and product export
guarantees on major new projects has made the overall longterm package more attractive to them.
We believe we are near agreement on an effective overall
program which will provide an equitable sharing of costs and
benefits. The adoption of this program by the December 1
deadline is important in both energy and political terms.
It will help to demonstrate to OPEC and our publics our determination to reduce dependence on OPEC oil.
It will also provide a cement for continued coordination of our approaches to
the producers as we go into the dialogue.

energy in the f r
comJ.ng economic dialogue. We want the
energy dialogue to give priority to the smooth integration
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of the oil producing countries into the Western financial
and trading systems with special attention to LDC problems.
We do not think i t possible to use the dialogue to get
relief from high oil prices, and we oppose OPEC demands ~o
1
index oil prjces.
· ·
The British, Japanese and Canadians share our view that
the dialogue will not induce the producers to cede their
unilateral control over prices. The Germans generally agree
although they think we should try to negotiate a permanent
"consultative arrangement" for producer/consumer discussion
of oil prices.
Because of their heavy dependence on imported
oil, Japan and Italy are concerned that any appearance of
confrontation be avoided.
The French will seek in the dialogue
to play a mediating role between the oil producers and major
consuming countries, which they believe will reap them
political and probably economic benefits.
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REMARKS ON ENERGY FOR USE BY THE PRESIDENT
AT THE ECONOMIC SUMMITT
It is clear that the energy problem is a fundamental
challenge to the future of each of our nations and to that
of the global economy.
All of us are economically and politically vulnerable
because of our excessive dependence on imported oil. The
1973 embargo and the massive oil price increases destabilized
our individual economies, sharpening inflationary pressures,
increasing unemployment, slowing economic growth. I do not
think there is any question but that the quintupling of oil
prices has contributed to the depth of this recession and
\ to the difficulty of recovery.
The political effects are clear too. A strong new
economic and political force has appeared in OPEC. Its
gains in influence are precisely mirrored by our losses.
We have seen the impact of OPEC's success on the developing
countries -- even though these countries have been the chief
losers in economic terms. And there is no doubt that with
their vast financial wealth, the oil producers have increased
significantly their influence on the industrial countries as
well. With the new Sinai disengagement agreement, the threat
of a new embargo has receded, but OPEC's power to impose another
\ embargo remains.
I think we are all convinced that we must reduce our
vulnerability. We must adopt policies and implement programs
that will cause a shift in the balance in the world oil market
and thereby end OPEC's unilateral control over price. Each
of our nations must contribute substantially to the total effort,
because none of us has the economic strength and weight to devise
a unilateral solution to the problems of energy supply and price.
Many of us have decided that, in addition to our domestic
energy programs, we should join together in a common approach
to reduce our dependence on imported oil. This cooperation
will ensure that our individual efforts reinforce each other
and that taken together they are adequate to achieve the
purpose. Other saw greater utility in concentrating on independent action.
Regardless of which course we have chosen, we must not
flag in our individual efforts. As major oil importing countries,
we are bound together by the world oil market. We will succeed
or fail together because weakness in any of our countries makes
all of us vulnerable.
~
p~~

rv
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REMARKS ON ENERGY FOR USE BY THE PRESIDENT
AT THE ECONOMIC SUMMIT
The Necessity of Strong Domestic Programs
Strong domestic energy programs are absolutely critical.
Without them, other efforts will be fruitless.
Some of us
have moved more rapidly than others to implement our individual
programs, although all can point to achievements in certain
areas. But to reduce significantly our import dependency, we
must redouble our efforts and sustain them in the coming years.
As the largest consumer of energy, the United States is
determined to be in the forefront in conserving energy and
developing new supplies. We have defined our short and long
term energy objectives and reorganized our government machinery to achieve them. Our goal is to dramatically increase
all do~tic energy sources, decrease demand, and cut oil
imports sharply. Our target is to hold our imports of oil
in 1985 to a level 10 MMBD below what they otherwise would
\ have been. Conservation will account for half of this massive import reduct1on; new domestic supplies-Tor the remainder.
The achievement of these objectives will require a
tough, comprehensive national program of energy conservation
and accelerated energy production.
I submitted such a program
to the Congress in January. The national energy debate has
been lengthy, and progress has been slower than we had hoped.
The Congress is now in the final stage of completing a
comprehensive legislative package on energy. This legislation does not cover fully the proposals I made in January.
In some areas, it would provide a good basis for a serious
national energy program, including conservation.
In other
areas, however, such as the do~estic pricing provisions, it
falls short of what I had proposed. We have made significant
legislative progress, but we still have a long way to go.
The new energy bill has some attractive features.
It
would provide many elements for a medium term mandatory energy
conservation in the United States. For example, it would
impose new automobile efficiency standards; it would create
new incentives for more efficient use of energy in private
industry; it would establish efficiency labelling requirements
for electrical appliances; and it would create a new program
under which individual states will be encouraged to develop
their own energy conservation programs.
..::··
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At the same time, this energy bill could substantially
strengthen our ability to withstand any future embargo.
It would provide me with the authority I need to impose mandatory restraints on energy consumption in a crisis and take
the other emergency measures necessary to implement the
IEP oil sharing agreement.
In addition, the legislation
would authorize the creation of a large, new emergency oil
stockpile. We would be able to initiate promptly a strategic
storage program of 150 million barrels, with an eventual
target of one billion barrels.
However, the provisions of the new bill dealing with
estic oil prices are less satisfactor • The question of
price decontro
as een perhaps t e most controversial issue
in our domestic debate over the past year.
I strongly advocated the removal of artificial price controls on our domestic oil out of conviction that these prices should reflect
actual market value. Others have wished to defer any decision
on the future of price controls, arguing that the economic
impact of decontrol would be unacceptably harsh. The bill
contains a proposed compromise on this key issue. The composite domestic oil price would be rolled from $8.75 per barrel
at present to $7.66 in 1976 and then allowed to increase
gradually with eventual full decontrol after 40 months. The
pace of decontrol is much slower than I would have liked.
Because of less than completely satisfactory pricing provisions, but other very desirable elements, I will carefully review this bill after it is completed before making a final
decision.
I should stress our conservation effort over the past
year, even without the new program, has produced substantial
results. As a result of higher prices and increasedpublic
awareness of the need for conservation, the U.S. is using on.§
million B/D less of imeorted oil than would otherwise be the
case. Thts savlng, Whlch has already been adjusted to remove
the effects of the economic slowdown and bad weather, translates directly into reduced demand for oil imports. These
savings will continue to grow.
We also initiated a voluntary automobile fuel economy
program to ensure that automobile manufacturers increase by
40 percent the efficiency of their vehicles by 1980. This
program will lead to an import savings of two MMBD by 1985.
In the 1976 model year alone, a 17 percent increase has been
achieved.
In addition, we have undertaken major programs to
expand the use of coal in place of oil and gas in existing
power plants and to encourage construction of new power
plants for electrical generation that do not depend on imported
oil. To stimulate development of new supplies, we are:
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-- Moving rapidly forward to complete a pipeline to begin
moving Alaskan oil to markets in the lower 48 states by 1978.
Accelerating the leasing of frontier OCS areas.
Seeking authorization for a $100 billion Energy Independence
Agency to provide financial support for new energy projects.
-- Working with Congress to compl~te action on an $11 billion
synthetic fuels program to complement our unprecedented
research and development effort and make commercial production
of synthetic fuels a reality.
Actively encouraging construction of a fourth uranium
enrichment facility by private interes~to enable us to
achieve our ambitious targets for nuclear power and ensure
that we meet our commitments to provide enrichment services
to foreign purchasers;and
Expecting early congressional authorization to open up our
substantial Naval petroleum reserves for exploration and
development.
These actions will bring on millions of barrels of additional domestic oil supplies during the coming years.
I am
also pressing Congress to end price controls domesticallyproduced new natural gas, and the Senate has already voted
to do so.
I am convinced that these and other new measures that make
up our comprehensive program will enable us to achieve our
energy objectives.
I am fully committed to their realization, and I am convinced that the American people will support me in this effort.
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also pressing Congress to end price co rols on
dome•tlli'cally-_prod ed new natural g s, and the Sena e has already v ted 1o do so. We plan to st~ alte rigorous nergy
conservafiqil programs.
factories and omes. These m sures
will quick.i}l" affect ener . consumption p terns.
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I a,a~· conr/i ce / that/thes ./and oth'er new· easures that m ke
up our ,iompr¢hen · e pr,0gram in 1 enjlble us to cl)ieve oor en gy
object,ives./ I am/ ull:f committe t~ their·reali. 'tion., and I am
convidced tlhat Ufe
e'rican/people '11 support. e ·n lhis effort.
The Importance of International Energy Cooperation
While recognizing the preeminence of national programs in
meeting the energy challenge, we have all participated in varying
degrees in cooperation and collaboration among ourselves and with
other major oil consuming countries. Our bilateral consultations
have been extensive and productive. We have joined together in the
OECD's Financial Support Fund to protect against destabilizing movement of OPEC assets. Some of us have agreed to an oil sharing
arrangement in the event of a new embargo and supply disruption.
We attach particular importance to this achievement.
After months of negotiation, those countries that have chosen
closer collaboration are nearing agreement on concrete measures to
implement their commitment to long-term cooperation. The package
of measures include:
--review and comparison of members' conservation programs
to encourage greater effort and identify part~cularfy
effective elements for emulation by others;
--general and specific incentives to stimulate development of new supplies, including a Jllinimum safeguard price
and a framework of cooperation on individual energy projects
with provisions covering non-discriminatory access to investment and product1 and
--reinforcement and extension of national R&D activities by
a pooling of effort under joint strategy and including
jointly financed projects • .

.. ;()
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The minimum safeguard price mechanism and the access provisions for proJeCt-by project cooperat1on stand as concrete
manifestations of members' solidarity and are highly important
to a coherent program of cooperation.
I think the access commitment is particularly important.
The United States sees significant potential for using this type
of cooperation to develop new supplies of advanced energy as well
as some new conventional energy. All new energy will be costly
in capital terms and make great demands on our capital markets.
We welcome investment by countries with limited energy resources,
recognizing that they would find participation particularly attractive if it increased the amount of energy available to them. To
promote this type of cooperation, we are prepared to make the
following offer: f1rt return for other countries participating
in large new projects in the u.s. which develop energy that would
otherwise not have been produced, we will wherever feasible guarantee
that a portion of the incremental energy production can be exported.
Projects will be considered on ~ir merits in their environmental,
economic and regional context. ~n some areas, where environmentallist anr other concerns are great, we will have less scope than in
others. We think a commitment of this kind is a major innovation in
international cooperation. We are prepared to discuss it in detail
with other consuming countrie~
The package of measures for long-term cooperation in conservation, the development of new supplies, and R&D will complete the
framework of our energy cooperation. It will ensure that our individual and collective efforts will be adequate to achieve our objectives.
It is imperative that the early December deadline for the adoption of
the program be met. Once the program is in place, it will be possible
to devise arrangements for other industrialized countries to participate in our cooperative programs, including R&D and the development
of new energy projects.
The Role of the Dialogue
we believe our individual and joint efforts to reduce our
vulnerability are consistent with our common desire for a
broad and constructive economic dialogue.
A clear demonstration
of our determination to master our energy destiny will enhance our
bargining leverage and facilitate our guiding the discussions in
productive and non-confrontational channels. To do so most effectively, the representatives of the industrialized countries should
coordinate in advance their positions on the subtantive issues.
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We think the dialogue will contribute signficantly to
a more cooperative atmosphere between developed and developing
countries and to a more rational search for mutually beneficial
solutions to our common problems. As our own efforts have demonstrated, we are committed to a successful dialogue. We
commend the Government of France for its initiative.
In our opinion, the dialogue should be used primarily
1) to encourage the oil producers to develop greater awareness
of their own stake in a growing and stable international economy,
thereby reinforcing the moderate OPEC countries on pricing
decision, and 2) to set in motion effective and cooperative
programs by producers and the industrialized nations to ease
the LDC's economic and financial burdens caused by high oil
prices. We are particularly concerned that financing of LDC's
payments deficits will become acute by next year and believe
that this problem, and all its ramifications, should be fully
considered in the dialogue.
we do not think the dialogue will enable us to negotiate
an agreement on oil prices at a cost we are willing to pay.
The producers are not likely to cede their unilateral control
over prices or to agree to reduce prices. The consuming nations
would reap little or no advantage from indexation or any similar
arrangement that would freeze prices at their current real
level. This would legitimize current high prices, neutralize
LDC and market pressures, ratify the gains of the cartel and
make cartel management easier, and expose political leaders
to the charge that they are conspiring with producers to drive
prices up.
Conclusion
Thus, we must continue to deal with high and uncertain
oil prices with our own energy programs. High oil prices cannot
be ignored; they have shaken our confidence, diminished our
ability to deal with our problems, and compromised our economic
development. There is no easy way to end our vulnerability
and regain our freedom of action. We each must take the hard
decisions necessary to implement and sustain strong and effective
domestic energy programs, whose combined effect over time will
be to shift the balance on the world oil market. To reinforce
our individual efforts and to provide political impetus for
greater future sacrifices, I hope that at the Summit we will
pledge our nations to a maximun effort to reduce our dependency
on OPEC oil imports in order to enhance our own economic well-being
and-re-contribute
to the long-term energy needs of the world.
·~~
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EAST-WEST ECONOMIC RELATIONS
Fill~DAMENTAL

ISSUES

Other countries are likely to raise the following issues.
They will want to know whether it remains U.S. policy to
promote detente through increased trade and economic exchanges.
They will therefore want to know the progress of Administration efforts to amend the Trade Act (Jackson-Vanik P~endment)
which is the major impediment to such exchanges.
They may express concern that the U.S.-U.S.S.R. bilateral grains deal will impair their access to U.S. grains
supply, may increase prices, and may portend a U.S. shift
toward bilateral grains trading arrangements.
They may express concern that conclusion of a U.S.U.S.S.R. oil deal might impair access to Soviet oil,
particularly for Italy and Germany.
Other participants, notably France, and the U.K., may
well express their wish to continue to provide credit to
nonmarket economy countries on very soft terms.
They may well express concern that the U.S. is unnecessarily delaying the COCOM review which will shortly enter
its fourth round. Other countries will ask the U.S. to be
more forthcoming, timely, and flexible.
The U.K. may even
suggest that the COCOM system be abolished as an unnecessary
impediment to trade.
U.S. OBJECTIVES AT THE SUMMIT
To assure other participants that the u.s. remains
committed to consultation with them in formulating EastWest economic policies; and similarly, that the U.S. expects that the other participants will conduct their EastWest economic relationships in close consultation with us.
To assure other participants that the U.S. is committed
to pursue economic interchanges as an element of its policy
of improved relationships with the communist countries. As
part of our effort to promote this objectives, we are working
to secure amendment of the restrictions contained in the
Trade Act.
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To reassure the participants that the U.S. does not
intend to conclude bilateral grain commitments with any
other country.
To reassure the participants that a U.S.-U.S.S.R. oil
agreement will operate to the advantage of all by making
a new addition to the West's petroleum supply.
To secure cooperation of the participants in an agreement under which all will adopt the same credit terms for
export sales including those to the nonmarket economy
countries.
If the subject of COCOM is raised by others, to
attempt to achieve agreement that the COCOM system continues to be an important means of safeguarding the mutual
security of all, to urge that others secure greater compliance with existing COCOM controls, and to express our
willingness to explore ways to expedite u.s. Government processing of other's requests for COCOM waivers.
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REMARKS ON EAST-WEST ECONOMIC RELATIONS FOR USE BY THE
PRESIDENT AT THE ECONOMIC SUMMIT
I[welcome the inclusion of East-West economic relations
on our agenda for this meeting • ...,. It is our belief that the
development of strong economic-Eies with the countries of
Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union and the People's Republic
of China represents an essential element in our overall
policy. Close economic ties and increased trade enhance
our ability to foster restraint and cooperation in the
behavior of the communist countries.

G

need hardly tell you that:_ toc:la.YJ East-West trade
represents a multimillion dollar exc~nge of goods and
services between more than a dozen industrialized nations
and close to a dozen communist countries. The growth of
such trade has been striking. Twelve years ago, in 1963,
the level of such trade was only about $7 billion. At
the end of last year, however, the volume of East-West
trade had increased to well over $40 billion, with prospects
for continued rapid growth.
For many years, the role of the United States in
East-West trade was negligible. This is no longer the
case. The United States has a direct interest in improving
our economic relations with the communist countries, and
in increasing the level of our trade with them. The level
of our East-West trade has been relatively small, in comparison with the trade of most of your countries, and last
year amounted to only a little over $3 billion. By 1980,
however, we anticipate that under normalized trading conditions the volume of our trade with the communist countries
will rise to more than $11 billion. Clearly, the role of
the United States in East-West trade is a subject not only
of national importance, but one of importance and interest
to all of you.
My country intends to continue the strengthening of
detente through improved economic relations and increased
trade with the communist countries.
I am sure you are
aware that the Trade Act of 1974 contains amendments which
restrict the normalization of our trade with these countries
by linking the extension of Most-Favored-Nation tariff
treatment and the availability of government export credits
to improved emigration practices. We are seeking to modify
these restrictions, which have proved to be harmful to our
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own national interest and have not achieved the benefit
for which they were intended.
In concluding a long term grain sale agreement with
the Soviet Union, we have taken a step which we believe
to be economically beneficial, and one which reinforces
our overall relationship. We believe this agreement will
stabilize the Soviet Union's erratic grain purchases, which
in recent years have sent grain and food prices soaring.
Most importantly, this agreement should help to dampen
undesirable price fluctuations to the benefit of all
buyers of u.s. grains.
I would like to emphasize that with respect to our
commitment to the USSR, we are free to reduce exports if
our own grain supply in any given year falls below 225
million metric tons. At that level or above, we are
confident that the United States can meet the needs of
its traditional customers.
I would like to add that with regard to our proposal
for an international system of grain reserves, our agreement with the Soviet Union is designed to meet only
average Soviet demands.
It does not provide the Soviets
with any assurances on meeting their peak demand, such as
occurred this year and in 1972. Such assurance is obtainable only through the international coordination of grain
reserves, which would include Soviet participation, as we
have proposed.
You are aware that parallel to the conclusion of our
grain agreement with the Soviet Union we have been conducting
negotiations with the USSR on the purchase and shipment of
oil.
I want to assure you that any agreement we may reach
with the Soviets on oil will in no way threaten the cooperation on energy matters now established among the developed
consuming nations.
In fact, we anticipate that the Soviet
supply will represent a net addition to the petroleum resources of the West.
We are all aware that increased East-West trade must
rely heavily on credits extended to the communist countries
to finance their imports from the industrialized Western
world. We do not believe, however, that it is economically
wise, nor in the general interest, for us to compete among
ourselves in providing low cost credits to tfie communlst
countrles. We believe that it is preferable for us to
harmonize the credits extended to these countries, and to
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set rates which are more reflective of the market. An
important first step in this direction can be taken by
concluding the Gentlemen's Agreement, on meaningful terms.
I know you agree with me that in the area of EastWest economic relations, as in the other areas that we
are considering at this important meeting, we must work
closely together to ensure that our policies are consistent
and in the mutual interest of all concerned. We stand ready
to consult closely with you in the conduct of our economic
and trade relations with the communist countries. We hope
that you will be ready to join with us in such consultations.
By working closely together in this area, I am convinced
that we can continue the fruitful development of East-West
economic relations, which play an essential role in further
progress toward detente.
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U.S. Wheat Exports
(million metric tons}

Total
1967/68

20.7

1968/69

14.8

1969/70

16.5

1970/71

20.1

1971/72

17.2

1972/73

32.2

1973/74
1974/75

U.S.S.R.

Total
Western Europe

Japan

2.2

1.8

2.2

2.4

4.9

2.9

2.2

2.2

9.5

13.5

3.4

31.2

2.7

2.0

3.1

28.3

1.0

I

.003

3.1

JOINT STATEMENT
On November 15, 16 and 17, 1975, we held a searching
and productive exchange of views on the world economic
situation, on economic problems common to our countries,
on their social and political implications, on plans for
resolving them, and on the need and the opportunity for
mutually supportive cooperaiion.
We came together because of shared beliefs and shared
responsibilities. We are each responsible for the
government of an open, democratic society, dedicated to
individual liberty and social advancement. Our success
will strengthen, indeed is essential to democratic societies
everywhere. We are each responsible for assuring the
prosperity of a major industrial economy. Our growth and
stability will help the entire industrial world and developing
countries to prosper.
The industrial democracies have had these last two
years to face major social and economic challenges unprecedented in the post war period: the energy crisis, high
unemployment and continuing inflation.
The industrial countries are responding constructively
to these challenges. The purpose of our meeting was to review
our progress, identify more clearly the problems that we must
overcome in the future, and to set a course that we will follow
in the coming months.
Our first urgent task is to assure non-inflationary recovery of our economies and the world economy as a whole. Our
efforts for reducing unemployment and inflation, for stimulating
investment, for restoring consumer confidence are compatible
and mutually supportive. While we are at different points in
our fight against recession and inflation, we are confident that
the industrial economy as a whole is on the road to recovery.
We must now aim to generalize the recovery during 1976
among the major industrial countries. We will seek to
restore a sustained vigorous economic expansion and high levels
of employment by 1977. At the same time, we are determined to
reduce the rate of inflation in our economies as a whole as well
as the disparities among national inflation rates. And we will
seek to restore growth in the volume of world trade as domestic
recovery and economic expansion proceed.
To assure success, we will consult intensively on our
plans and prospects. We will cooperate more closely, using
existing institutions and new ones if they are needed.
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But recovery from the recession is not enough. We
must create the conditions for stable growth over the long
term. To this end, important new steps will be required in
trade, money and energy.
International trade can be one of the most powerful
forces for long term growth and lower inflation. To maintain an open trading system, we reaffirm our pledge to avoid
restrictive actions. To expand world trade, we believe that
the multilateral trade negotiations should aim at achieving
tariff cuts no less ambitious than those of the Kennedy Round,
in some cases by eliminating tariffs in given commodity areas,
at significantly improving the regime for agricultural trade,
and at reducing non-tariff measures through negotiations of
codes. We set as our goal completion of the negotiations in
1977 and direct our Trade Officials to carryout this and our
other goals in the field of International Trade.
The international monetary system must enable countries
to pursue economic growth and price stability at home, while
promoting the free flow of goods, services, and capital. To
insure its effective operation, we will consult and cooperate
more closely on economic policies. Stable domestic growth
and reduction in disparities among national inflation rates
will result in greater stability of exchange rates and facilitate the maintenance of orderly conditions in foreign
exchange markets.
The excessive dependence of our countries on imported
energy and the massive increase in oil prices are major
obstacles to the future progress of the world economy. But
they are obstacles that are within our power to remove. We
will cooperate closely among consuming countries to reduce
our dependence through conservation, technological exchange,
exploration, and new production.
A cooperative relationship and improved understanding
between developing nations and the industrial world is
fundamental to the success of each. Sustained growth in
our economies is necessary to growth in the developing world.
We must move ahead in our negotiations for mutually beneficial
new arrangements in trade, investment, agriculture, commodities,
and aid. Our approach must be generous and compassionate.
But it must also be realistic, resulting in a mutuality of
shared interests.
Finally, we look to an orderly and fruitful increase
in our economic relations with socialist countries as an
important element in progress in detente, and in world
economic growth.
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Economic Co-Operation to Re-Establish
and Mui.nt~in World-Wide Prosperity
Background and l\nalysis to SuJ2port U.S. Position
Eco~ornic Situation

The current recession appears to differ from previous
post-war recessions not only in its breadth and depth, but
also in the length of time it is taking for the respective
economies to respond visibly to relatively large injections
of fiscal and monetary stimulus. The direct impact of
expansionary fiscal measures taken by the major industrial
countries since the beginning of the year amounts to between
2-3 percent of their respective GNP's. And credit conditions
have been eased in support of the expansionary fiscal policy
stance.
However, final demand has continued weak almost
everywhere.
The fact that response lags are so long probably·
relates largely to the need for the private sector to rebuild
confidence regarding the economic outlook. Consumer and
investor confidence had been undermined by a prolonged period
of price inflation that reached post-war highs, and thut.was
coupled with a rise in unemployment rates that also exceeded
. pos~-\·Jar experience.
In addition I the need to assess the
severity of adjustments resulting from the increase in the
relative price of energy continues to add to the private
sector 1 s hesitancies with rega1:-d to spending plans.
With the amount of potential spending power currently
built into the various economies, a turn-around in confidence
could Jead to a very sharp upturn in economic activity
world-wide.
Therefore, further simultaneous expansionary
actions may prove to be counter-productive in the longer-run
as they could either reignite inflationary expectations and
thus hold back any recovery or lead to growth rates that could
result in inflationary bottlenecks well before overall
capacity utilization has reached normal levels.
Steps to Produce Stable Economic Recovery
Policy measures now in place generally should be sufficient
to assure a b~lanccd economic upturn. Any further measures
that might be contemplated could best be concentrated i~ areas
that would help to strengthen t.he foundation for continued
stablP non-i11flationary growth.
Such policies might include
measures designed to promotn competition, nationally and internationally, and to ensure the availability of sufficient capacity
to meet the grm·Jing demand on various sectors of the world
economy.
On the whole, Summit discussions could most productively
center on \vhat mi9ht be done to accelerate tlw restoration
of private sector confidence. This could best be achieved
1

in an atmosphere that does not attempt either to debate
whether this or that nation's policies are adequate to the
current situation or to put the "blame 11 for the current
situation on policy decisions of individual nations.
Rather,
agreement might be reached that the severity of the economic
shocks-- in particular those emanating from·the large increase
in the relative price of energy -- experienced by virtually
all industrial nations over the past several years generally
had been under-esttmated -- partly because of a lack of
understanding of how economic changes in one country impact
upon another.
·It should be clear that the current recovery is not
being retarded by a lack of international cooperation.
Nor
wp~ld greater coordination or harmonization of policy
actions be particularly helpful or practicable. The experience
of 1972-73 has shown that simultaneous measures to reflate
national economi~s, without due regard to the amount of spendin~
power that is being built up world-wi~e by these measures, leads
to_world-wide inflation. Domestic economic, political and
_social policy objectives are generally iuch that policy
decisioris can be little, if at all, influenced by consideration
of foreign preferences. Hm·lever, progress can and sl~ould be
made in areas that assure that cross-country policy choices
are compatible.
Accordingly, the Summit discussions could try to arrive
at a:

(1}

commitment to restore economic prosperity
without resurgence of inflation and to pursue
this goal by mutually supportive policy actions;

(2)

reiteration and possible broadening of existing
commitments to work tmvards liberal.ization of
trade and payments arrangements, in particular
by reaffirming their stJ:ong comnli tment to
the OECD trade pledge and by agreeing on a
tight time table for the MTN.

Each of these commitments in essence J~epresents a pledge
to avoid beggar-thy-neighbor policies in the widest sense of
the term.
Lonqer-run Co-operation
Achievement of mutually compatible domestic policies
could be strengthened by:
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{a)

an improved understanding of how and why domestic
policy makers view their own economic prospects
in a particular way, how this fits into their vic~
of the world economic outlook and how their mvn
·policy actions 1 including mix of policies, fits into
this framework;

(b)

an improved understanding of the transmission of
changes in economic activity and price behavior across
national borders;

(c)

a broadening of the discussion of how, in the light of
(a). and (b), national policies might impact on others
in particular, and on the world economy in general,
with a view to determining whether or not serious
. inconsistencies and incompatibilities regarding
objectives or policies existed among nations.

The basic frame\··Jork in which t:.bese di~ussions might take
place already c~ists: the Interim Committee of the IMF and
the:Economic Policy Committee of the OECD each provide a basic
forum for such del.ibera tions.
Indeed, the intention has ahmys
been that some work of this nature would be performed by these
bodies.
However, because of the large number of participants
and the generally cumb~rsorne manner in which the mee ngs are
conducted, consultations in these bodies have turned into
something approaching a dialogue of the deaf and they generally
have not been able to perform the constructive functions
envisioned for them.
In contrast, smaller, more inf6rmal
groups, such as the Working Party 3 of the OECD's Economic Policy
Committee (l·JP-3) have functioned much better.
The intimate
atmosphere in which the meetings of WP-3 are conducted and.
the mutual respect and understanding of basic though~patterns
that have been developed among participants over time, all have
served to bring about a frank discussion of delicate and
complicated matters that is notably absent in the deliberations
of the larger groups. Thus, subgroups of thi larger bodies,
patterned along the lines of WP-3 1 might help to launch a constructive dialogue on the matters mentioned above.
A sub-group of the Interim Committee might regularly
examine the world economic outlook.
Participants in this
group should be from national capitals/ at the Deputy level,
and wouJ.d not necessarily .include Executive Directors and
Alternates. 'l'hc advanta<Jc of this forum is that it would
allow a continuing dialogue on broad econo1nic questions
among industrial countries, middle-income LDC's 1 oil prodttccrs
and
low-income LDC's.
·-

.

3

1\ subgroup of the OECD's EPC, called the "EPC Bureau,"
might be strengthened to bring about greater understanding
of the interaction of domesti.c policy actions and goals.
•rhis group is made up of the economic advis
of the Big
Seven OECD countries {US, U.K.; Germany, France, Japan, I~aly,
Canu.da) . They nm·l meet ·for informal talks three or four
times a year at the time of EPC meetings and other occasions
such as the Bank/Fund meetings.
Being small, this group is
flexible and brings together the major economic powers.
It
has the advantages of a broad mandate and of being linked to the
larger group of 24 OECD countries through the EPC itself, and
to the OECD Secretariat staff and the \·Jerking Parties of the
EPC upon which it can call for specialized staff work.
A
disadvantage of this group is that as presently constituted
only one representative per country attends and there is no
s~~ternatic pr~paration for meetings.
In addition, smaller
'countries may be unhappy at being excluded {as they would be
with regard to any restricted group.)

.. These groups v;ould not obviate the .necessity for general
discussions such as currently take place in each plenary
'forum; on the contrary, their work could well contribute to
·making the plenary discussions considerably more meaningful
than they are now.
Finally, Heads of .Government could agree to have these
groups report to them, possibly through f·1inisters, and
possibly with a vieH to subsequent Summit meetings.
Short
of arrangements looking towards other Su~nits, one forum for
~eviewing or carrying forward the efforts initiated at the
Sununi t would be the OECD Hinisterial meeting which is scheduled
tq take place in any event late next spring. A two day
meeting, chaired by Foreign Ninistcrs the first day and
Finance Ministers the second day, was successful last year
and could be repeated. A meeting of the ministers of theseven
just prior to the OECD Hinisterial would help· consolidate
the follovJ-on \vork from the Surrurii t.
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'l'he Transmission of Chanqcs in Economic
Activity Among Hajor Indui; Lr ial Countries
B·nckqround nnd

i~!!_~1lysis

to

S~1pport

u. s.

Position

The simultaneous recession in the major industrial
countries clearly has had significant chnin effects on demand
and output world-wide.

World trade, for the first time since
..

World War II, is registering a year-to-year decrease in volume.
The shrinkage in

th~

volume of world trade in 1975 may exceed

10 percent as compared with an

avera~e

annual rate of growth

of about 8 percent registered since 1960.
la~tie

Because of the

relative.importance of trade in the total output of

many countries, hopes for recovery have cantered upon exportled 9rowth in a number of smaller

countri~s,

as well as in

Prance, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom.

In particular,

export-led growth was to be sparked by a strong recovery of
demand in the United States.

For this re2son, the sufficiency

0f fiscal and monetary stimulus built into the U.S. economy at
this time is being questioned abroad.
An analysis of the facts, however, shows that further
stimulus to the U.S. economy may do little to help speed recovery
abroad.

On the other hand, additional stimulus carries a

considerable risk of having a net harmful effect because it
might well serve to rekindle inflationary expectations.
The evidence suggests that an additional one percentage
point of growth of the U.S. economy (over and above what is
currently expected for 1976) may produce an increase in the
vol~me

of world trade in 1976 of no more than 0.2 percent above
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what it otherwise would have been.

By 1977, the extra one

percentage point of U.S. growth could be expected to induce
an expansion in world trade of 0.5 percentage points
The effect of thischange in the growth of world trade
on economic activity in the major industrial countries is very
small indeed and certain'ly cannot be decisive to the path of world
recovery.

For Germany, the effect on GDP would be negligible

less than 0.1 percent in 1976 and a bit over 0.1
1977.

~ffects

magnitude.

p~rcent

by

on other Europc3n countries are of similar

Although the impact on Canada and Japan is

some0hat greater, it is by no means of gieat significance:
Canadian GDP in 1977 might be 0.4 percent greater than it otherwise
would.have been and Japanese GDP might be increased by 0.2
percent.

(The.multipliers shown in Table 1 give the average

effect produced by a one percent change in economic growth in
the first and in the third year after the change occurs.)l/
This

conclus~on

could also be illustrated by calculating,

in any given country, the share that exports to the United States
are of total exports.

However, the simpler, sufficiently illus-

trative calculation which appears on Table 2 produces similar
~These calctllations derive from special simulations run
through the LINK model by Professor Lawrence 1\lcin of the
University of Pennsylvania.
The assumptions Juade were thilt
the additionfll stimulus to the U.S. economy derives from a
cut in personol income taxes sufficient to produce about a
one pcrccntuqe point of additional growth in domestic dcmi1nd
duting 1976. 'l'he multipliers shm·m in 'l'ublc l are derived
from n general solution of the r.INK-model over the entire sample
period.
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results.

Dascd upon the relative invortance of exports to the

econo_my in question and the relative importance of U.S. imports
in world trade, it is possible to make a very rough estimate
of the amount by which the· volume of U.S. imports would

hav~

to

expand in order to produce a direct impact equal to 1 percent
of GDP for an individual country.

For example, French exports

constitute 14.6 percent of French GDP.

Thus, exports would have

to rise by 6.8 percent in order to bring about a 1 percent
in GDP.

increas~

U.S. imports constitute 13.9 percent of world imports

and, therefore, in order to get a 1 percent increase in world
trade, U.S. imports would have to rise

7.~

percent.

Consequently,

U.S. imports would have to increase by nearly 50 percent in
order to produce a direct impact of l percent of French GDP.
This type of calculation shm·ls that on average for the 6 major
foreign industrial countries U.S. imports would have to increase
by over 40 percent in order to produce a direct impact of 1 percent
on

~he

rate of economic growth.

Under the ustial, very simplified, assumption that for
each percentage point increusc in U.S. GNP impoTts rise
by 2 percent, a 10 percent increase in U.S. demand, would
raise U.S. imports by 20 percent.

As U.S. imports constitute

about 14 percent of world imports, world trade would be
increased by 2.8 percent.

This much oversimplified illustration

cleurly dcmonstriltcs that little cun be expected for world
recovery
from additionul increases in . U.S. demand that
.
~cmain '"i thin rcasonuble bounds.

Moreover, the results of
7

such admittedly simplistic calculations are consistent with the
results derived from a number of econometric

approacl~es

in

addition to those yielded by the LINK model, which takes
into account both direct and indirect effects of demand
changes in one country on activity in other countries.
Although the effect on world recovery of somewhat
faster economic growth in U.S. activity may be small, the
effect on world economic activity of the shift from a fall
of over 5 percent in real U.S. GNP between the second quarter of
1974 and the second quarter of 1975 to a probable rise of 7 to 8
percent for the 12 months starting in July 1975 certainly
must not be underestimated.

In addition, it is likely that

the recovery in the United States will be accompanied by
similar, although perhaps somewhat smaller, shifts in the
growth rates of the German and the Japanese economies.

The

simultaneity of these upturns, especially at a time when
inventory levels have been drastically reduced, may have a
very substantial effect on world trade.

But, as shown in

Table 1, the decisive factor for recovery in these three
countries is the state of internal rather than the state of
external demand.

A resumption in the

gro~th

of external

demand can quicken the pace of recovery of domestic demand,
in pu.rt bccuuse of its effect on business confidence und on
the general economic climate.

But some acceleration in the

gTo\,,th of export dcmund under reasonuble assumptions about

8

additioncil growth potentials, cannot make the decisive
difference in the turn-around of economic activity in the
major industrial countries.
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Effect of 1 Pcrcenta~}C Point
in the Economic GJ-0\·:th Ha tc of
Individual Industrial Countries on Other Countries
Table 1.

Incrc<~sc

(Percentage changes in GDP)

A.

One Year

Effect Af

Affected

Country
Leading
Gr0 1dth

u.s.

Canada

u.s.

1.18

. 31 ....

France

Japan

Germany

Ita

U.K.

.13

.02

.04

.08

. 08

Canada

.08

1.15

.02

.01

.02

.03

.05

Japan

.02

.02

1.18

.00

.01

.01

.02

France

.01

.02

.01

1. 21

.04

.07

. 04

Germany

;04

.05

.04

.08

.98

.19

.10

.. 01

.02

.01

.02

.02

1.30

.03

.01

.03

.01

.01

.02

.03

1.24

Italy

U.K.

B.

u; s.

Effect After Three Years

2.58

.86

.40

.06

.14

.31

.35

Canada

.13

.79

.04

.01

.03

.06

.08

Japan

.06

.04

1.50

.01

.02

.03

.06

France

.01

.00

.00

1.22

.06

.11

. 04

Germany

.26

.35

.18

.21

1.20

.81

.53

Italy

.05

.03

.03

.04

.05

1. 80

.08

U.K.

.05

.05

.03

.02

.04

.08

1.51

SOURCE:

NOTE:

Bert G. Hickman 11 International Transmission of Economic
Fluctuations and Inflation" in Ando, Herring, Harston, Editors,
International
cts of StCibilization Policies, June 1974
Professor liickman's work constitutes part of the LINK system.
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Table 2.
SeleclC'd Industrial Countries: E:-:port:s
as Percent of Domestic Output and as Percent of 1~or1d Exports
.. (1970 prices and cxchan9c rates, percentages)
ts ns Percent of GDP

/1..

Exports as Percent of
h'o r 1 c1
ts

1972

197-1

1972

1974
---

4.3

5.6

14.0

14.3

Canada

21.2

20.2

5.8

5.2

Japan

10.8

12.3

7.5

8.0

France

14.0

14.6 c:_/

6.7

6.9

Germany

19.8

24.3

11.8

13.0

Italy

16.5

16.4

4.8

4.4

U.K.

16.4

18.1

6.4

6.3

u.s.

B.

(in percent)

Canada

36.0

Japan

58.3

France

49.0

Germany

29.5

Italy

43.9

U .I<.

39.6

-- · · - - - - - - - - - - /

1973

JUJ\CE:

nn-;o,

International Financial

Stnt~_::;tic.:2_;

11

nationnl sources.

Econo1.11ic Activity in Major Jndustriill Countries
Bumma1:1
The current recession differs from previous post-wu.r
recessions not only in its breu.dth and depth, but also in the
length of time it is taking for recoveries to mu.terializc.
A major factor adding to the climate of uncertainty, which is
inhibiting economic recovery, relates to the uncertainties created
by the quintupling of the price of oil over the past several years.
First, it virtually ensured the simultaneity of the incipient
economic slowdowns across countries and thereby deepened the
recession.

In addition, the need to assess the structural changes

that will be required for domestic economies to adjust to
the higher cost of energy and the shift'of economic power to
OPEC cloud ~he decision-making process of the privnte sector.
These uncertainties, more than anytl1ing else, mny help to
explain the relative slowness with which indi~idual economics
appear to be responding to policy measures.
All major industrial countries, with the exception of
Great Britain, have taken expansionary measures to

stirnul~te

their economies since the beginning of this year.

In most cases,

the direct effects of the fiscal measures instituted amount to
bet\·wen 2-3 percent of GNP.

These meu.sures are additionally

supported by monetary policy.
Partly because of the long lags in the response of private
demand to the stimulntive policy measures and pu.rtly

fo1~

· poli ticnl reasons, a number of countries 1 notably the Europc<Hl
ones, have been looking for export demnnd to lead them out of
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the recession.

In particular, they. arc looking for export-

led growth to be sparked by a strong recovery of demand in
the United States.

For this reason, the sufficiency of

fiical and monetary stim~lus built into the U.S. economy at
this time is being questioned abroad.
The

u.s ..

economy, however, appears to be well underway

towards a.sustainable recovery.

Industrial production has

risen at a seasonally adjusted a·nnual rate of over 13 percent
since April; ~mployment is increasing and consumer sales are
rising·strongly with savings rates returning to more normal
levels.

.

Finally, business fixed investment, normally a

·lagging series, appears to have bottomed out earlier in the
recovery than anticipated.

Further

sti~ulus

to the economy

appears to be unnecessary and might even jeopardize the
current resumption of economic growtl1 by rekindling inflati9nary expectations.
Equally important, analysis of the facts regarding the
transmission of economic expansion from one country to
another shows that somewhat faster growth of the U.S. economy
than now expected would do little to help the recovery of
others.

1'1.

percentage point of additional grmd-:.h of the

U.S. economy (over and ubove \vhat is expected now) is estimated
'

to increase the volume of world trade by only

0.2 - 0.3 percent

and would affect the growth of the European economics by
less than 0.1 percent each in 1976.

Effects on the Japanese

and the Canadiun economics \vould be slightly greater, but
still not significantly so.
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Although little can be expected for world recovery from
additional increases in U.S. demand that would remain within
reasonable bounds, the effect of the growth in U.S. demand
that actually is occurring must not be underestimated.

The

U.S. economy is moving from a fall in real GNP of about 5
percent betwe6n the second quarter of 1974 and the second
.quarter of 1975, to a rise in real output of between 7 and 8
percent for the 12 months starting in July 1975.
might

qxpan~

the volume of world trade by about 3

The outlook

·Such a shift
4 percent.

the Japanese and the German economy is

similar, although probably rather smaller shift.
of these upturns, espec

a

The simultaneity

lly at a time \\ hen inventory levels
1

have "been drastically reduced, may have very significant
effects on woild trade.

However, the cornerstone of recovery

in these three countries the state of intern<ll rather than
in that of external demand.
external demand

~ay

A resumption in the growth of

help to quicken the pace of recovery,

primarily because of the effect it could have on business
'

confidence, but it cannot make the decisive difference in
the turn-around in economic activity in tl1e major industrial
countries.
Policy measures have imparted considerable fiscal and
monctury stimuli to the various economics.

Private sector

liquidity positions have improved si9nificantly.

Corporations•

deht.maturitics have been lcn9the11Ca and consrnncr debt outstnnding
is at very low levels in relation to disposable incomes.
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On

the \vhole, it appears that private sector demand is mainly
inhibitdd by confidence factors.
·recovery J?aths

m<:~y

With a return of confidence,

well become steep, particularly because

reflationary actions are being taken simultaneously in many
countries -- as they were in 1972.

In contrast with the 1972

experience, however, capacity utilization currently is at generally
very low

leve~s,

so that the emergence of bottlenecks at a very

early stage of the recovery is not lil-;.ely.

But, as the recovery

proceeds, particularly if it starts from relatively low
inventory levels, pressure on some industrial sectors may
become severe well before the upswing becomes broad-based and
overall capa6ity utilization reaches more normal levels.

For

this reason, further simultaneous expansionary actions, sucl1 as
advocated by some foreign authorities, may prove to be counterproductive in the longer run.

The return of confidence needed

to carry a broad-based, sustained recovery would be best
aided by a stable policy stance.

Measures now in place appear

sufficient and uncertainties about future policy actions only
detract from rather than add to business confldcnce.
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UNITED

KINGD0~·1

Background. Until this summer Wilson's policies \vere not
effective in curbing runaway inflation in excess of 25%
as trade unions rushed for and achieved wage settlements
in the area of 30%. Some thought that disruptive effect
of such inflation was so serious as to threaten social
upheaval. Faced with such problems and resulting massive
payments deficits and grovling recession, Wilson won trade
union agreement in July to limit wage increases for one
year with the aim of bringing inflation down to around
10% by the end of 1976. Since then inflation does seem
to have slowed somewhat, but unemployment has grown faster,
the recession has deepened, and real incomes have declined.
Because the inflation inhibits major attempts to stimulate the economy, Britain more than any other major
country is counting on a revival of its exports -- in
large part to Germany -- to pull it out of the recession
and limit the rise in unemployment. The next several
months will thus be a difficult period of waiting for
the revival of economic activity elsewhere. Wilson
can be expected to urge others, especially Germany, to
do more to stimulate recovery.
Your Talking Points
-- We are glad Prime Minister Wilson has achieved
wide public acceptance, especially by the trade unions,
of the need to fight inflation and increase the competitiveness of British industry.
We recognize that the adjustments required are
painful in terms of higher unemployment and loss of
income, but are necessary in the circumstances.

FRANCE

Background. French policies until recently have emphasized
reducing inflation and strengthening the balance of payments.
However, with unemployment beginning to rise sharply, and
production declining, Giscard announced a substantial
reflationary program in September. He is counting on the
rapid impact of this stimulus - plus strong export demand
from other countries, especially Germany - to improve confidence of consumers and investors and bring about a
recovery next year. French authorities predict a 4.5%
real growth rate. However, the recovery plus wage pressures should push up the inflation rate again which is
currently around 8%, and increase the current account
deficit which is now about in balance.
Your Talking Points
-- We welcomed President Giscard's efforts
to reestablish price stability in the wake of the oil
shock and other factors which were feeding inflation.
-- We hope that the French economy will soon turn
upward as the result of President Giscard's policy action
this fall and the recovery now underway in the US and
elsewhere.

\

GERHANY
Background. Sclliuidt has pursued expansionary policies
since the beginning of the year in order to counter the
recession, but recovery is just now beginning. Because
of the size of the Germany economy, other European countries
hope for a strong recovery in Germany next year to boost
their exports and help their own recovery.
(To deflect
this attention, the Germans in turn, have called for a
strong US recovery.)
Since the German upturn is occuring
later than expected and most forecasts project slow
growth next year (2 to 3%), and since inflation rates
in Germany are much lower than elsewhere, other European
countries have urged -- and may urge at the summit -- that
the Germans take further action to expand. There is no
need for the US to join in pressing the Germans on this
point. Schmidt opposes these pressures, maintaining that
the German enonomy will expand at a healthy 5% rate next
year, and that the fight agains inflation should be
continued.
Your Talking Ponits
We are encouraged by the signs that the German
economy has begun to move upward again.
Chancellor Schmidt deserves great credit for his
record in fighting inflation -- the most successful of
the major countries. Inflation must be controlled and
conquered if we are to keep ourselves strong.
-- Good economic growth is of cours·e also a
necessity.
It is therefore heartening to hear that
the Germa~ government forecasts a return to a healthy
rate of growth next year.

.,

.

JAPAN
Background. The recession started earlier in Japan than
in other countries and ended sooner. Industrial production started down towards the end of 1973 but has been
going up since last March with the exception of a dip
in August. Miki's policies have been cautiously
expansionary. The fourth reflationary program since
the beginning of the recession was announced at the
end of August and will take ef
in the period between
October and March.
Inflation which was running at very
high levels (over 24% in 1974} has been reduced to about
7% this year. Prospects for next year are for continuation of a moderate rate of recovery \vi th growth rates
in the area of 4 1/2%. The trade balance has remained
strong, but Japan with its near total dependence on
imported oil for energy, will feel the recent OPEC oil
price increase to a larger degree than most other
countries. Miki and his government believe the economy
is going through a delicate adjustment process from the
very rapid rates of growth which have prevailed for
years to a more moderate long-term growth path.
Your Talking Points
-- Japan has made a successful transition from
a bad period of inflation and recession to lower rates
of inflation and the resumption of growth.
-- We are confident that Japan can and will continue
its transition into a period of sustained, non-inflationary
gro\vth.

·.

ITALY
Background.
Italian policies have been remarkably successful in reducing the hyperinflation (more than 25%)
and massive balance of payments deficits of eighteen
months ago which had called into question the creditworthiness of the Italian Government. Limits on credit
and public spending have reduced inflation to less than
10% and brought the current account into balance this
year. The cost has been a drop in industrial production of 13% over the past year. Restrictive policies
have been gradually relaxed since the beginning of the
year. A reflationary program was introduced late in
the summer to keep unemployment from rising faster,
but its impact will only be fully felt next year. Given
the dangers of pushing up inflation further, there is
little more that Moro and the Italian government can do
at present to bring about a faster recoveryi like other
countries, it is looking to a revival in its exports
to help get the economy moving upward again.
Your Talking Points

,

'

-- Prime Minister Moro can take pride in his
success in stemming the high rates of inflation and
large trade deficits that prevailed last year.
-- The revival now underway in the United States
and Germany should be helpful in reinforci~g the
recovery in Italy next year.
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E~CONot-HC
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us
Germany
Japan
UK (a)
France (a)
Italy (a)

1974 G"''"% Growth

1975 GNP
% Grov1th

(-2.1%)
0.4
c-1.8>
0.2
3.9
3.2

(-4 .1
1.5
(-2.3)
(-2.0)
(-4 . 5)

GROWTH
1976 Growth
(OECD
Prediction)

1976 Growth
(Country
Prediction)

~

5.4%
2.1
4.5
(-0.2)
2.5
1.0

2.4
4.5
2.0

INFLATION

us
Germany
Japan
UK (a)
France (a)
Italy (a)

1974

1975

1976
(OECD
Prediction)

11.4%
7.0
24.4
15.1
13.7
19.1

-8.3%
6.0
11.7
21.6
11.6
16.8

7.1%
4.0
5.6
16.7
10.6
12.0

UNEMPLOYt~ENT

1974
1975
Fourth Quarter Second Quarter

us
Germany
Japan
UK
France
Italy (b)

(a)
(b)

6.6%
3.5
1.6
2.7
2.8
3.9

8.9%
4.9
1.8
3.6
3.8
5.2

1976
(Country
Prediction)

w
.

11.3
8.4
12.-0

·
Latest

~
1. 9.
4.4
3.9
4.3

September
August
August
September
August
July

Gross Domestic Product
Unemployment plus 50% of partial unemployment.

Great

n

West

t] 1,2a1

1,os9

Britain U 856

Germany ~. 1,210
France O~j;
Italy* D 1,055

Italy ~9.8%

n"n IrJess
Ja r"
t1..; 950

Japan rD~~ 9.8%

U1,os1

Canada 8~:;
.~

Canada [U;~ 11.3%

Canada

'.''

economJc s:tuauon as this one." N0ne- such as oil. uranium and timber. would
theless. output is exre<::ted to rise 2.2'k be immune. By September. however,
this year and 5.7':C in 1976. That fol- Prime Minister Trudeau cc>nfronted
lows Japan's first genuine postwar re- mounting evidence that Canada was in
cession. v..hkh v.as brought on by a gov- deep economic trouble. The country was
ernment chm::xlown on demand and in re.:ession. the jobless rate had cli.rnbed
l:lst yea'r after the e.xplosion in to 7 2'7c. inflation was running at a comJil prices sent Japanese inflation pound annual rate 0 f 12.7%. and wage
:s<..-.... 1g to a frightening ani1ual rate of in.:re:!ses were sprinting at an annual
25%. As do:nestic demand fell. Japan's rate of J8.8S:C·-twice :hat of the U.S.
aggressive businessmen s'<viftly expaad- On O.::t. 13. Trudeau announced to a surcd foreign sales, helpEng to right their prised nation the imposition of selective
economy but annoyillg such hard- woge-price controls. Labor unions impressed tradill~ partners as the U.S., mediately protested and vowed to take
Britam and F:a,1ce. Last year alone Ja- their cas:: against ce>n trois to ce>urt. More
pan mcrcased its e.-.;por..s over the year th0ughtful critics agree that controls will
~x:rore by 50t;C. to SS8 billion. And this prol:->ably help dampen in A.:~tion. But.
year, &:spite the slack in global trade. asks a senior econcmist of the B:mk or
it expects to e.xport another 557 billion. Canada, "what about the rest of the
· \\'it.n the inflation rate cut to less probkmsT Trudeau has so far failed to
than half, the government has started a otTer any p..,licy to expand production
progra:n to stimulate heme demand: it or redu-::ejoblessness.
has aut!lcrized $6 billion i:1 additional
srendEng for public works and housing.
Despite its own domestic prohlems.
and Iowr:rcrl the central-bar.k interest the U.S cann0l atTl,rll t0 ignore the weak
rate from 9SC last ye.:u to 6.5'/c·. Busi- state of its trading p:~rtncrs· economies.
nessmen i.nsist that that is not enough. Magnanimity apart. continuing rccesand th::y d,, h:!•c S•~mc rr••' ·~·ns An e~t sic'n in Europe ~nd C::~nada, which prorcn at the r~:j• tl;mk C::.tim:I!~S that \'ne vide important markets for American
tlUt of c·... r: f•:1: ,,r Jar.1n·s J.:t>t-laden g(•<'<is. is certain to impede U.S. trade
"''Fnt'.lnt;;; 1!\ ,';":~;:ting ir. the red. and and the re.:overy in general. In addiin a ~ati,•n \\ h.:;-e um:mp!cymc:nt h:~s ~ion. the gk,bal do'' nturn cuts directly
~::~ :!!m,>st tmkn,l\\n. !\;.'tne university mto the pmfits of a growing number of
~cr.:,•rs fa.:c tr,•ut>:e g::tting a jvb. One Arneri.::an-based c.:>mpanies th:1t get
SU:"\~y ._,f 1.5S6 .::,,q:,,r:Hi,':lS (,>und 511 more than half of their earnings from
rJ.!:':-::;:e r.,•t t,"~ h1re ne\> graduates next for.:ign '-'perations. Among them are
su.:h familiar names as Pfiter. Gillette.
!t:e"""'
Ho-.:>ver. Johnwn & JohnS\."~n. &:holl. J.
,DA :.2-s ;,... ng tak::n the: rather Walter Th,,mpson. F.W. \\'c-...'lwonh
s~s ~~.! wn:-c~~:s:i-: f'-'siti(''n that no DOw Ch::mical. Avis. Internationai
m3t~e:- ""'~:kt ...!· r71..:u!ti~s ,.\cr;: ent:"'un- H;;:-ester. and Black & Decker.
Fuadamentaily. the opportunities
\c!~~~ tty ,,:~~er .:C'~nt:-i~s. its e\."l'nomv
~;.s.cJ .:>n a ··•::.::!:h .:-f r .•!t:..~:.:!l rc:s.,urc~ fvr ClX.\rdi.:1ation of internati0nal econo:ni.:: .pvlicy are limited. There is no

mogic fonnula for determilling how rapidly a nation can stimulate its economy
without kindling ruinous infl:1tion, or
how hard it can crack down on inflation without bringing on 2. recess:on. For
the moment, at least, every government
has to grapple with th:1t prob!em on its
own, by what mig.~t as well be re~.AJg
nized as a process of trial and error. So
lor.gasth:.~tisso,nationaleconomicpol

i.:ies are bound to differ.
But if the opportunities for cooper_ation are limited. they are net negligible. The U.S., for example, might reconsider its stand o.n exchange rates.
While nobody wants to go back to rigidly fi.-...ed e.\change rates. some agreed
rules to stabilite world m'')ney markets
are needed. In addition. governments
can at least try to an..,id f'l."~ll.::ics th::tt
hurt their ncighrors--for exam ph!. subsidiz.ing exp.•rts and discriminating
against imf'l.•rls enough 10 give one natinn an unfair advanla!~e i11 w11rkl trade.
The signifi..:ance of the Raml><•uillct
summit is that hc;1ds (lf .:wvcrmncnt arc
no lt,nger leaving su.::h qucsttPns t0 their
ecl>nomic ad,iscrs. l:>ut t:t-:klim: them in
person. The summit thus could usefully
be (,,tlo\\ed by further similar meetings.
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hc•ld do·.>.n C:!;':'-ll s.;x:~.j::;g J\t:~ryG~r
vet In :•.'!: I.; S. ~Ul ]<J'~ lr: nn:;\ln. man c\")t:S.t.;r::ers zre ~lw ~'~r.3 a:1 1:1~
lh: t:<fdf<! ~ g:;r.gerly mo·.e :"?:;.a~':l e:r.- I:!'~ 1n h;o:tn :!Y~ rn Gt::r:".any. :!Jc;;. ord:nat~ amou;1t of their dic.?>~,b:e inf'o!. n"·'·ln
,,... . 1·~!,.\'"P.S'\
•. '- ~- r3t~ are !"1~::!:-,g :!::··.:ow·::.
..
in C:.r.aC:l a:1d n,Jlcss than 50'", m Bel- come. so the C.:(•nomy re:r.ain.s sb~.
b;,.r.'·~· r- .. irre rate on L_ta:-.s ~: '::>..~~-:r~:p
.. . ~.. rn ~·t
d
<;-.. '!.0
glum. The situation in detatl in the
U)rt~:>rat•o~...s h~s , r0;;?-...,; ..• . .:: .. ..~ _.. ~
FRANC£ h:LS m0ved a..l-:e.id of .:ill its
m~t lmpc·rtant nativns
,.-('
*
",
\n
the
p~st etg!'",t v..ce~s t:~.~~ .....we7
Common ~brket neighb..1rs in its a:-lti·
'·~,..~
.;e •...-::. ·~a'
,l, . as the ec0n~~v
. ~ . .. r-:,.:-·~:-;.:S.
., .... ·-~~e
.. ,. BRIT AIN, the in,ju5~ria! "''rld's ~-ero:n- re.:es.sion e:';,'rts. lts ::.:t~<..'ns f,,;:,'"' :!.
f,.1· ·al Reserve w1.U ex :-:::.:::~ •- ...:.JO.. "'.;J! t''"j.:•..:...Jr i;_,J.!!J. ~,':":ti.~Ut.";; h.' Jan~
a;, . . e~,·en
.
mere ac.:'-'"';r:.:;. . ~J:·~-::g:
.
j:'.~::!.:-r:~ g·..;•sh O·..::,u; th1s :~;:1r w:ll tl<: J 1>11 ,e.::tr·and·J·!ulf \:<.lttlc h' .:-urt- t:·.·'.l:~,'n
.[\y xrt<"1~l'<.'L !1.'".-e'-.::r. it \\:\:' •'~>1,'<:-<
•
-1
··-----·n
a:1d \l.i!l ex~n~ m..:'::e:· s·~;';~: ~ ~··-'"' !:'<!i,'" tl:Jt ,,f 197~. JnJ c,,;-:;m,•r; \t.uthJt the 1:.1th'll·~ ,,u:put "\'ul..l ~~-'" a
as Sl·;r! a year.
.
' .
The nev.est and :-:1,-,.:;t t;;,;..:-.... •_"-•e 1-..et .::-..pert!' rrcJi.:t ;~r,, r:••''\lh ne:\t dc-.::line 0f l1h're th:~n ::·-:- thiS ~c-ar :\t
•.ear as "ell ~k.ln"hik. e\p..'ns are that p..'int. Pre;:;idcnl Gt~ard NJcrc-J ::.!·
"''rrv is the imp:~..:t L'f :l ,i:;:!"J·..:l: b; ~:!w
~
. City. wht..:
. h ,,,u ,.
h ::~~pen ~,..,_._.
.... - sluggish and li,ing stanJards are Jwp- mc">St $7 billi,,n pumred into the e-:DTlYNk
u
ping. Unempk•yment has passed the po- omy in the form of investment s~.:~-si
tically any day now. Pres1uent ~o~d.
·ho has vowed to veto any congressiOnal litically sensitive level of a million work· dies. corporate tax breaks and p!.:b!ic
:ttempt to help the city av01d bankrupt- ers and could hit 1.5 million this winter. works programs. As a result, Frarv:::e
Prime Minister Wilson's Labor Govern- should have the most vigorous recovery
cy. msists th;l\ financtal
ment can do little to stimulate the econ- in Europe next year.
markets have already
Already some movement is appromy because inflation. despite price condiscounted a def:wlt and
trols, is already roaring along at an cnt. Industrial production has incr:::as-~
w the impact could be
annual rate of27.9':<:, highest in any ma- slightly, and construction contracls ar.d
contained without serious
jor nation.
auto sales are up. Unemployr.1e:H.
damage to the economy.
Britain's big hope remains a flood thoueh. continues to grow, and last
He is disputed by a host
of oil wealth from under the North Sea week, by one estimate, reached an exof critics who fear th::tt a default could in the 1980s. To dramatize it, Queen plosive 1 million, touching off a ra:>_h of
abort the recovery. Robert Nathan. a Elizabeth last week ceremonially strikes by angry workers at post o;n::es
mcmt>er of TI~1E's Board of Economists. p.essed a button permitting oil from the sub·Nays and electric utilities. Riot co;-:;
savs that if New York gc>es under. the first major field to flow into Brit2.m. To were called to sweep Air France err-..
shock waves in money markets will muddle through until then, Wilson last ployees out of ground facilities at the
drive up borrO\\ing costs for many states week announced a program of aid to 30 Paris airports, where they were st:.~;_;1:-.;
and municipalities. forcing them to cut industries selected for their promise of a sit-in strike. Gio.card·s policy has a!"A:l
services and spending and hike taxes. grov.th-but failed to say which ones spurred consumer-price inf:ation. whi;:h
· and drastically harm the e.::onomy. A they will be, whether the aid will con- inched up to an annual rate of 9.4'7c_in
New York bankruptcy would also wipe sist of subsidies or loans or how much September, almost a percentage potnt
out much of the value of S2 billion v.orth cash the government will put up. Until over that of a month before.
of city se-:urities held by b:1nks round such details are spelled out. the program
the country. Though the federal Re- is little more than an overdue govern- IT At Y which only last year s.eem::.d to
serve has pledged to lend the b:1nks ment promise to be more sympathetic be on
brink of collapse, is h:.~lting!y
•ough money to keep them fn.>m clos- in dealing with industry.
making its way back. Its cutp'.lt this ye.J.r
g. they might have to curtail th~ir
will probably show a decline of 3"<:. In1ending to business. Much of the remam- GERMANY, Western Europe's most dustrial production is runnin:s l OC:c or
ing $11.5 billion in city securities is held inlluential economy. seems to be caught more below a year ago, and the cou;:;.by individuals, who would suffer sen- in a web of indecision. Despite wme try's factories are operati.:"lg at less t!".a:1
ous losses of principal and interest and signs of recovery in recent months, the 70% of capacity. Unemployment r.ow
thus have their buying power reduced.
nation this year will suffer its steepest stands at 1.1 million a:1d could go as
All together. Otto Eckstein esti- decline in output, about 3%. since the high as 1.7 million next year. That is
mates. default would eventually cost the founding of the Federal Republic after the price the country has h:l.d to pay tn
nation a disastrous S 14 billion in lost World War II. The forecast for next year get down its ruinous rate of inflation
production and 500.000 jobs. The effect calls for real grov.th in G. N.P. of about -which h:ls fallen from 24% l:tSt ye.J.r
v.ould be greatly magnified if l"ew York 4%. But the upturn is b-:ginning from to 9.8% in September-and repay its forState followed the city into default-and such a low base~ermJn industry to- eign debt. With prices moving mo:-e
unfortunately that is much more than a day is operating at only 75% of capacity slowly, Prime Minister Mora's go:e:n·
remote possibility. Basically. the effects -that even v.1th that relatively healthy ment has recently enacted a $6 billmn
of a l"ew York City bankruptcy are im- adv:1nce the economy will be oper:1ting recovery program, and there is a good
measurable. since the situation would be well below optimum !::vets. The unem- chance that the Italian economy willl:>eunpre.:edented. But many economists p!oyment rate has ri:.en to 4.4(/C. and gin to climb slowly in mid-1976. Tr:e
bche'e the risk is t1'0 great to be worth could well go higher this winter. InGer- pace of any economic risorgimer.to will
laking. S:lys Heller: "No one knows how many., that is high enough to raise grim
depend on two things: whether the ofto judge a New York City default on a memories of the '20s and '30s. when leten inefficient bureaucracy can get the
Rkhter scale of financial earthquakes, gions of jobless workers flocked to
expansionary
prograr.-~ moving quickly
but we should try to h:1ndle it without Fascism.
enough. and the level of wage increases
testing the repercussions."
.
The rate of inflation is now only that will emerge from the current round
If the U.S. rec<;weqr h~s 1_ts flaws. 5.1%, a pace that would allow the of n:1ti0nal labor-union contract ncgoprot>Jems and _worncs. It still 1s strong Schmidt government to move to more
ti:ltions for 4 ..5 mimon workers.
en'?ugh to_ exCit~ the envy of most oth· stimulative policies. But 50 far Bonn has
er mdustl!al nations. Generally, the re- held back, contending that to follow a
JAPAN is on the ro:1d b:1ck to prosc.essiO~ hlt them Ia t~r. an? less_ severely more vigorous course would only risk reperity, though no one would think so
t run tne u._s., but It I~ !lngenng long- igniting German inflation without doing
after listening to the hand··..,·ringing
er. 0:-le maJor reason ts th:lt these na- much to boost demand in the depressed
comments of its government and busi\ ge:-erally are far m0re dependent ecvnomies of its chief tr.lding partners
ness kaders. Prime Minister Miki la.>re:gn trad~ than the U.S., and - a rather Ford-like position. Though ments that "never bcfo:-e have we ex. . mvr~ ><:n::ttve tc
the government has made some stabs perienced 50 complex ;:.nd difficull an
tneu n:!gr.lx>rs troubles. E\ports a.c- at stimulation with investment grants.
. . . CONTINt:ED
-=•.'Unt f~'r ..)nl)· 7!( of gr~~ss natiLmal prod· ux cuts and a.hi.!;hway spending pro- ~
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Economic Activity in Hajor Industrial Countries
Dacl~g rotmc1 and l~.n-~l:Y S.}:_~ to

Suerc:r t ~:......E..!..~c~~~U:.ion

The current rcccssi6n appears to differ from previous
post-\\rar recessions not only in its brcudth und depth, bnt
also in the length of time it is taking for recoveries to
materialize. A major factor inhibiting economic recovery .is
the. uncertainty created by the quintupling of the price of oil
over the past several years.
It ensured the simultaneity of the
economic slowdowns in many industrial economies.
Moreover,
structural cl1anges necessary to adjust to the increased cost
of energy plus the transfer of economic power to OPEC have
gen~rated further uncertainties.
True, recovery appears to be in train in the United States,
Japan. and Germony and, in other major economies, except for
the British, the recession probably touched bottom sometime
during the summer.
But the underlying strength of any upturn
in activity r~mains uncertain and is contingent upon the restoration of confidence in the private sector.
Concern over the
apparent failure of their respective ecoromies to respo11d visibiy
to the expansionary measures taken since the beginning of the
year led four of the major foreign countries (Japan, Gerrn~11y,
Frai~e and Italy) to take further reflationary moves at
end
uf tlle summer.
'fhcse actions reflected the fuct that t.here h 1 Cre ·
li ttlc, if any, signs of quickening in t:1e pace of economic
activity during the summer months. (See '?able 1.)
The nearing completion of the inventory adjustment is
lending some support to economic activity in a number of .
countries, but final. demand remains wca}~ almost every\d1ere,
except perhups in Canada, where, hO\·:evcr, latest indicators
also point to a faltering trend.
Household savings rates
have risen to historic highs -- reflecting continuing uncertainties about the employment outlook and price prospects, as well
as the desire to rebuild asset positions -- so that the consumption-led upswing hoped for in a number of countries has not
materialized.
(See Table 2.)
In fact, retail sales, v~ich
had incrcosed earlier in the year, appear to have flattened
out during the second quarter and have remained about stable
since.
With growing unemployment -- now approaching twice the
number registered in 197 4 on avcra~rc in \\'estern Europe -threutcning depletion of income maintenance funds, and a rcnmved
ratchcting up of food and cnenJy prices, lack of confidence
may continue to exert a signific<1nt restraining influence on
the grO\\Jth of private consumption exp(;nditurcs in coming
months. (Sec 'l'o.bles 3, 4, und 4a.)
l\t the so.mc time that privo.te consumption expenditures
have fuilcd to impnrt the up\vard impetus to economic activity
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hoped for earlier, external demand has fallen.
The absolute
fall in the volume of world trade -- the first in post-war
history -- which began in the second half of last year, mainly
results from a substantinl shrinkage in trade among industrial
countries.
Imports of major industrial countries began to
shrink in the fall of last year reflecting both weak
final demand and the inventory adjustment.
In value terms,
they ·vwre dovm hy 7-l/4 percent bet'.-.reen the second half of
1974 and the first half of 1975, and in volume terms they
fell by ll percent.. {Sec Table 5.)
Exports, while remaining above 1974 levels in value
.terms, have fallen since the spring of this year, although
1~ss than imports.
Exports to OPEC and Communist countries
have continued to grow and shipments to non-oil LDC 1 s have
been reduced relatively little.
The fact that a large
number of non-oil LDC's have been able to maintain their
import.levels reflects their earlier much-above average
earnings level, which prevailed well into 1974, and the
extension of large trade credits by industrial countries
. seeking to bolster the
export activity' as domestic de~~nd
shrank.
A number of small industrial countries as ~·Jell as
several larger ones have been counting on an export-led recovery
with strong demand corning from the U.S. econrnny in particular.
However, analYsis indicates that further reflationary action
-- within reasonable bounds -- in the United States would
do very little towards accelerating recovery abroad.
{See
Transmission paper.)
In coming months, trade among industrial countries may
resume its grO\·.:th once more.
Indeed, import demand in the
large industrinl 6ountries appears to have stabilized during
the sur>uner months.
But increases in '''orld trade are likely
to be constrained by a slowing in the import demand of OPEC
and declines in shipments to non-oil LDC' s.
'l'he latter may
begin to find it more difficult to finance continued high
levels of imports.
True, the sl e in their shipments to
the larger industrial co'..mtries appee1rs to he1ve halted in
recent months, but the f.:1ll in co1~1;nodi ty prices of past
months has yet to be reflected fully in earnings f icJures.
In addition, debt burdens are mDunting.
'l'hus, external
financing difficulties may force a curtailment of order
activity on the part of the non-oil LDC's.
Jn fact, simiL:u:
problems are ari~3inq in sm.:1llcr OECD countries, who \\'ere
able to muin.tain dcm~111d levels v.•ell into 1974 and early
1975.
In addition, fr~gile external financing positions
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will be aggrnvated by the recent increase in OPEC's

o~port

pricQ of oil as it bcqim; to worl~ throtHJh the individual
eco:r:lomies.
The oil export.ing countries th0msclvcs may
continue to exp.:tnd tbQir import dcm.:tnd.
llowevcr, growth
rates arc likely to be much reduced, not only because they are
being computed from a much hisltc:r b.:tsc thJn in 1973-74 but
also because of physicnl us well as emerging financial
constraints in the high-import absorbing countries, such as
Indonesia and Iran.
Recent data show, indeed, a significant
reduction in the rate of growth of export flows to the
oil producing-countries as a group.
Hesitant private consumption and 1alling external demand,
although partially offset by soDc increase in public expe~di
tures, have combined to bring about further reductions in
capacity utilization in most countries.
Consequently, private
invef.;tment intention surveys, unti 1 recently, have sho·.,m
continuous downward revisions of projected expenditures
the current y(;ar.
Latc~;t opinion surveys inc"iicatc:: that; the
ero:o~ion of business conf ic1cnce may have cu:r.e to a ha 1 t, but
no s~rong support to activity can be c~:
ed froD the side
of private investment expenditures over the next several
quarters.
The one relatively bright spot in the private
demand situation is the positj_ve, albeit slow, response of
residential constructiop activity to easier monetary policy
and to direct fiscal programs.
A further encouraging development has been the moderation of price increases, which has been dramatic in a nu~ber
of countries in comparison with last year's performance.
(See
Tables 6 and 7.)
But progress on the price side app0ars to
have come to a halt at levels of price increases that rerrain
uncomfortably high.
{In the United I<..ingdom price pressures
have continued to be intolerably high.)
Higher food and
energy prices and attempts at an early restoration of profit
margins all are now putting pressures on price levels well
before tlte productivity gains that will accompany a resumption
of growth in activity can act to relieve cost pressures.
The results of wage negotiations have bean encouraging
in recent months from a cost-pressure point of view, except
in Canada and the United Kingdorn . .:!:/ {Se...; •rable 8.) But
g r sc in cost pressures programs
restraining Vlctgcs h<lvc been inst:itut0c1 both in Cunada and
the United Riu9dom.
In Canad:-1, prices urc being controlled
as well.
Sec country notes for details.
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upcoming \.Yage rounds may be more di-fficult to contain if
influtionary expc•ctations revive.
A rc~;umption of inflationury
tendencies at <1 time \.Ybcn activity rntcs still rcm.:1in flut,
budget clc fici t!:; arc rising and long-term in tcrcst rates arc
still relatively high, could well put an additional brake on
what appeats to be a slow recovery in most countries.
Governments, in response to the continued weakness of
domestic demand, have moved to put into effect additional
reflationary measures.
Since mid-year, discount rates have
been cut in most major countries, and fiscal stimuli of
varying degrees have been announced in Canada, Italy, Germany,
France and Jnpnn.
The Canadian budget represented a continuation
of an essentially mild expansionary policy stance, but the
Italian pnc\:age inc1icated a shift from mc:1jor concen1 \·Jith
inflation and ~xternal financing problems to concern with
rising unemployment.
A substantic:1l recovery in Itoly -before a resumption in the growth of world trade -- could
bring about a reemergence of the balance of payments problem
as irnpo:r:t growth might v:cll ontp::::ce export gains, dcspi te
the fact that about one-third of the refJ.at:ionai-y package
aims·at stimulating exports.
The German rne~sures concentrated
mainly on public works and an extension of unemployment
assistance p<lyments.
In France, reflat:ion.J.ry measures
largely emphasized subs~dies to private investment, public
investment and increases in transfer payme11ts.
The Japanese
authorities announced a -reflationary fiscc.l pro9ram consi~;tinsr
to a large extent of ncv: r:::xpendit:nres for p:Jl:::<Lic \vorks and
to a lesser extent of aids to medium and s~all-sized business.
Thus, considerable fiscal and monetary stimuli have
been built into t.he various economies.
The reflationary
paokages, excludin9 multiplier effects, announced at the end
of the summe1:· amount to roughly 3 percent of GNP in Italy,
and to 2-1/4 percent, 1-1/2 percent and 1/2 percent of GNP
in France, Japzm and Germany, respectively.
Ap.d these:
measures are in addition to steps taken during the first
half of this yenr.
The large budget deficits foreseen in
most countries are p3rtly cyclically dcterillincd, but even on
a high employm2nt basis the shift in fiscal policy is substn11tial.
}lonetary policy hu.s been e.:tsed ah1ost cvery\\·here and intcrc~3t
rates, notnbly short-term rates, have come down substantially.
(See Tables 9 and 10.}
The easin9 of monet.:1ry condiLion~:; has had external u.s
well .:1s dome~> tic effects.
Becuuse policy moves LHJ~1C'll
behind those> effected in the United Stat.cs, the dm,)n\v;"u~d
move in intcrost rates abro~uJ has led to ll reversal in the
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interest rate differentials
at least until recently. -betwQcn the Uni t:ed States and other f inane i<1l ccntenc;.
'fhis
has resuJ.ted in capital flows to the United States, which
also have been strengthened by the relativeJ.y better economic
neVJS here than ubro.:HJ and by the COntinued high U.S. trade
surplus.
Consequently, since mid-year, the U.S. dollnr has
appreciated by about G percent against a weighted average of
major foreign currcncj es. (See Table 11.)
'l'he fall in the
exchange value of individual foreign currencies is putting
some strain on domestic price levels because many foodstuffs
and industrial materials, including petroleum, are priced in
dollar terms.
For this, and other reasons, some Govern1nents
are moderating the downward drift of their currencies in
foreign exchange markets, partly ·through intervention policies,
partly by actions designed to curb capital outflows and
partly by plan~ to borrow abroad to cover fisc2l deficits
(e.g., J~pan, Germany and partly Britain}.
Others have
preferred to accept the price pressures resulting from the
depreciation of the
currencies be~~use tl1ey have welcomed
the .eLEccts these currency change.s \·:ill h<:ve on their trade
bal~nces (e.g., France, Italy and partly"Britain).
On the domestic side, private sector liquidity positions
have impj~ovcd significant-ly as a resnl t: of ;:;asicr monee
conditions and fiscal actions to increase private disposable
incomes.
Corporations 1 .debt maturities have been lengtt1ened,
and consumer debt outstanding is at very low levels in
relation to disposable incomes.
Thus, grol:th of private
sector demand seems to be mainly inhibited by confidence
factors.
With a return of confidence, recovery paths may
well become steep, in particular because reflationary actions
are being taken simultaneously in many count.ries -- as they
were in 1972.
In contrast with the 1972 experience, however,
capacity utilization currently is at generally very low
levels, so that the emergence of bottlenecks at a very early
stage of the recovery is not likely.
But, as·the recovery
proceeds, particularly if it stnrts from relatively low
inventory levels, pressure on somG industrial sectors may
bl.:.come severe Hell before tile upswing becomes broad-b.:1sed
and ovcr~lll capacity utilizution :reaches more norm:1l lc~vcls.
For this rei:lson, further simul tan co us cxp<tnE>:i onary actions,
such tlS advocated by some forci9n author i tics I may pl'OVC! to
be counterproductive in the longer run.
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Table'! 2.
Dir_;pO~i<:ible

HmH>chold Savings as Percent of
Incowc in Selected Industrial Countries

.

1970

19 73

1974
-----·

6.0

8.1

8.2

7.9

19.5

20.7

24 . 1

25.6

27

8.4

9.3

11 • 3

12.1

12-1/2

12.5

13.5

13 , G

14.7

17

l9G9

United suites
Japan

Unit eel l(ingdom
W.Gerrn.::my

l -----

---

SOURCB:

i:3l:: h::.:.lf
1071:
..
·' _) _.:!.L·

Nationnl sources.
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Table 3. Food Cornponcn;.: of Consc.:;-:;e;: Price Ir:dex for
Ir:dustri~l Countries
Percentage
Percentage Ch.:J.ngcs £rc7.:

Line A:
Line B:

S:::~~~e

ths (Anrlua1 Rate)
Period Previous Year

l

Country

I·

1974

1973

Latest

1975

Latest
contr
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A.
B.

France

A.
B.

~

Geri:':'..Z.<J.Y

E.
!ta1y1 1

A.:

~~et:terlands

A •.

United Kirrgdm:_,2/

12.5
12.3

15.4
13.1

10.0
12.7

7.9
11.2
11.4.
12.4

11.9
10.3

12.6
10.6

-2.4
7.1

2.4.

9.8

5. 6'

8.1
4.4

-1.9

5.4

9.1
12.7

8.2
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19.7
13.6

18.7
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42.9
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7.5
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2.9
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14.8

6.5

8.3
7.2

5.'8
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4.5
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11.6
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13.2
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13.1
11.3
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11.2

July

12.9
5.5

12.8
6.1

July

11.9

3.6

7.9

0

4.4

34.8

16.1

11.71/

28.7

27.7

25.8

8.5
8.8
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8.9

July·.

8.2
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7.3
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20.4
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26.4
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22.6
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Period

4a-- Sca~;onaU y

l\dj w;tcd Unemployment Rates of Selected
Industrial Countries, l\djustcd to u.s. Concepts

8

C.-:mada

1/
Frnncc-

Japan

l/ Great /
Germnny- Britnin!

2

Italy-

1973 .
I
II
III
IV

4.9
5.0
4.9
4.8
4.7

5.6
5.9
5.4
5.5
5.5

1.3
1.3
1.4
1.2
1.2

2.7
2.6
2.6
2.7
2.8

1.0
.8
.9
1.1
1.3

3.0
3.4
3.1
3.0
2.5

3.8
3.9
4.6
3.5
3.4

1974
I
II
III
IV

5.6
5.1
5.1
5.5

6.'fi

5.4
5.4
5.3
5.4
5.6

1.4
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.7

3.1
2.8
2.8
2.9
3.8

2.1
1.5
1.9
2.4
2.9

3.0
2.8
2.8
3.1
3.2

3.1
3.0
3 ..o
3 .. 1
3.3

8.3
8.9
:8. 4

7.0
7.3
7.2

1.7
1.8
2.0 8

4.6
5.2
5.5

3.1
4.1
4.8

3.5
4.3
5.6

3.0
4.0
3.6

975
I
II
III

1

elim:i.nury estimates based on incornplete data.
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Period

United
United
Italy
Canada
Japan
Kingdom
States
- - - · - -------·r------ - - - - -

Frnnce

Germany

11.1

10.7

13.3

11.1

8.2

17.4

6.5

12.8
13.3
H.5
15.5

10.3
10.8

15.1

13.9

11.5
11 .If

28.3
28.7

14.6
lll .6
12.7

8.5
9.2
8.6
9.3

18.4
20.6
25.2

6.1

211.2

28.6

7.0
6.9

15.8

7.8
12.0
ll.8
10.9

27.9
22.1
20.1
20.6

10.5
13.7
19.9
25.3

9.9

24.8
36.<1
38.8
30.5

7 .1
7.5
8.1
8.5

10.8.
7.4

28.4
29.7
29.7

31.7
28.2
])26. 7

Average

1969-72 ...
1973:

I •..
II . ,

III..

IV ..
1971,;

I ...
·II ...
III ..
IV .•.

1975:

1 ...
II ..
III..

17.8

20.5
20.6
20.9
18.5
17.4

7 .If

. ll. 0

llf. 9
17.0

18.1
18.7
18.7

40.1
2

-~-----~--------~-

1/ July-Atlgust 1975/July-August 1974.
Z/ July 1975/July l97l~.

6.6

I

8.6
7.7
7.0

----

Sources and definitions: OECD and National Sources.
Froncc-hom:ly rates, J<wnufacturing; Germany-hourly earnings, manufacturin-g;
Italy-hourly rates, QOnufncttiring; U.K.-average earnings, all industriPs:
Canada-average hourl.y earnings, manufacturing; Japan-hourl.y carnin~s, J~iluu
facturing; U.S.-averagc hourly earnings, total. The U.K .• , Canada, J<.1p,m,
and U.S. data arc seasonally adjusted.
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Frunc:.e
'l'he recession in France l<1gqcd behind that in other
countries and, because of the priority giver1 to the improvement
in the extern<1l balance and i:l reduction in domestic inflation
rates, the French Government until the e11d of the summer moved
more slowly to reflate the domestic economy than have other
European countries. The latest and most substantial, reflationary
progrJIYI was announced in early Sc.'ptcmber.
Its d eci: ef fccts
amount to about 2-1/4 percent of GNP.
Included
the
package are expenditures for public works projects7 deferment
of corporate taxes; tax credits for firms undertaking productive
investment be
the end of 1975; and lurr;p-sum tran~.:;f:er
p<1yments to the aged and to low-income fvmil.ies \.Yi th children .
.'I'he program was combined Hith measures to I:cduce interest
rates and to ease the availability of consumer c
'l'hese measures are designed to have an immediate
impact on the economy and should
support to the gradual
upturn ln activity that is expec
in the final qu~rter of
th
year.
The Fr
authorities continue to hope for an
in\'CfYtment and
lc'd upt:.uTn tri
by a revi-.ral of
demand in Germany, in particular.
Concern that this ~·car's
appreciation of the fra.nc vis-a-vis o
r European cui_Tencies
could jc.:opCI.L-dL~e the expc.nsion of
ts lc'd tl:c: a.u .oriti_e~;
in ecu:·ly Oc·l::.u';_;e:c to frcc·::::e foreign
rro'.·;iw; by the co
i:Jtc::
sector for the rest of the year.
For the same reaso~,
inflation remains a
policy concern and efforts to
strengtht:n the· pricesy:-;tem continue.
In Franco, the recession began to b
only late last
year, but falls in output since have been qui tc sevcJ~e.
Indm:.;trial production
istered year-over-year declines
averaging over 11 percent during the f
st eight months of
this year, and real G~P
11 at an annual rate of over 10
rcent
in the first quarter.
Various govern;:;c:nt spending proqrunt.s
huvo resulted in a weak increase in public expenditu:ce and
real \·/age boosts during early 197 5 suppor
a· slight rise
in consumer expenditure.
Rising savings rates arc a major
factor in the ~cakness of consumer demand.
In uddition,
sharp inventory reductions held dO\·m output.
'I'he wc<tkn<.::s~i in activity ha::.~ led to tm improvement in
the pr e and trade pcJ: formZlncc.
Consume::_· pr icc•s cm:rcn tly
an; rising <tt an annual r<1te of 8·-1/2 JX'rccnt us col;\]JZJJ:ecl \vi th
a 12-3/4 percent rntc u year earlie1:.
Wholcs<tle prjc0s
actnally fell every month this y0~i1r until ~July, when an
increil!3e VJiJ!.> rc0ist.ercd.
There has been a substant:i ;l] turnaround j n the l·'n'nch tr.:1du bul.:mcc, however, u.s in most othc1·
coun lr ies, thi~~ is due to u. sharp fall-off .in imports rather
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than to strength on the export side.
Increased sales to OPEC
and Eastern Europe managed to prevent export sales from
pluminctin·q, while until recently the appreciation of: the franc
caused local currency costs of dollar-dcnontinated imports
(e.g., oil). to decline.
An upturn in final demand is not likely before early 1976.
Investment may pick up temporarily in the fourth quarter as
businesses make use of the incentive progra~ before its
December 31
iration date and inventor s may no longer
constitute a drag on 011tput in the second half of this year.
But unemployment certai11ly will continue to increase -- for
seasonal reasons as ,.,,ell as because of a bunching of layoffs c:>:pect
in the
11 bec2use gove.rmnent subsidy programs
aimed ;::;.t maintaining employment havc not \·:orkcd well,
l\t
the same time, as domestic demand
ins to pic)~ u~ improvements
noted in the balance of payment::;;, pa:cticuJ.ar ly if derr,<:nd in Gcnnany
continur.:.:s to 1
, may be revers
In aC.d:2_ t:: on, a r csurgence
of price pressures may well be in the
~
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Uncertainties still rcmnin rcqarding the timjng of the
mvaitcd upturn in Germany.
Policy hns been cxpansionnry since
late 1971.
v~u~ious fiscul procjrams int!-oduccd since the
bcginnin9 of the: year, including direct ta:< reductions, higher
tran~~fer payments, tcmpore1ry investment incentives, labor m<.u.:-kct
subsidies; and rc;cently, a new construction program, may incn.~ase
the budget. deficit by OV(~r Di'-i 25 billion, or about 2-l/2 p'c:rccnt
of GNP.
The short-fall in revenues stcrn::1inq fro:n the lch' levels
of activity mu.y amount to over DI'1 35 billion, brinqing the pro-jecte:~d deficit for 1975 to e1bout D:·l 70 billion; this equals
slightly under 7 percent of GUP and compares with a D~ 9 billion
deficit in 1974.
In addition, monetary policy has been eased
considerably and particule1rly short-term interest rates have
fallen to very low levels by recent standards.
Money Stlpply,
narrm.;ly defi;wd, has bc~en risinq only slm,~ly if at all in rc;cent
months.
l3ut this may ref lcct sl ug~:r ish loan demt:md more: Jchan
policy actions.
The liquidity position of the private sector
has improved significantly, so that the: b~sis for an upturn in
domestic demand appears to have been laid .
. However, activity rates have fe1iled to turn up decisively
and ·industrial output, althouqh it stopped fallin9 recently,
has remained essentially flat during the first eight months of
this year.
Rctai 1 salc:s hi1VG picked up, but disposable:
r:~:;onul
income: hus grm·m consid~:o::cably f<:~ste1~, so that the f_;avin:;~_:; J.:-a::c.'
has risen to post-war h hs.
Jn addition, export demi1nd, which
hac] b(~en the only significant e:.:pansionCJ.ry corJponcllt of private
demand from ·tlw beg:i.nnin9 of 1973 until mid-1974 1 turned dc;;m
in the second half of last year.
Recently, falls in exports have
constituted a substantial dr-ag on German economic activi
As a result of these developments, capacity utilization
has fallen considerably &nd this partly explains why iJ1vcst~ent
expenditures have continued to decline despite the temporary
investmc;nt incentives that were in effect during tl1e first half
of tl1is year.
l3ut the failure of investment expenditures to
respond to the fiscal stimulus clearly is influenced also by
the continuing fragile state of busiJlcss confidence as expressed
in snrvey results.
Latest du ta indicate some revi v<d in foreign
orders for investment goods, but tl1c inflow of orders from
domestic sources continues weak.l/
The German Government, while puttinsr in place it:s latest
rcflationnry fiscal pro~p~aT'.'l, is also looking to a revival in
dcmu.nd in other countries to help igni tc n~covery of eco:1omic

.!/

'l'ile effc~cE-of tlK' cxpirati on of the temporary investment
credit in June, 1975 1:1akes it hard to judt]c t.he trend of
domestic order flows.
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ncti vi ty in (;ennany.
However, it should be noted that c:-:ports
of 90ocl;; and !.;crvices, currently runninq at 35 percent of renl
GHP 1 .:lb~>ot·b a much l<1rqcr sh<n·e o~ dom('stic resources than
in recent years.
Durin~! the second half of the Sixties when
e>:port su rplu!~r:~; bcqnn to be cm1Jarra :.1:; inq ly large, thl'~Y const i tuted obout 2 5 percent of real c;~p.
nut the s 1 igh t ly rising
trend in the share of exports moved up sharply in 1973-74 to
reach a peak of 38 pc'rccnt by mid-1974.
Clearly, the GcnnD.n
economy ~~hou1d not, und doc f.; not 1 depend to this extent on forci gn
demand for reasonably full utilization of resources.
There currently is sufficient room to expand domestic
demand witho11t feur thut resurgent foreign d0mand wou1d put too
much pressure on available resources.
The question of sufficiency
or in::;ufficiency of dcmc;;)d ratht~r centers around confidc:nce
factors.
Stimuli buil·t into the economy and liquidity ar1d debt
positions of the housel1old sector all argue that, once confidence
is restored 1 an upturn could be very rapid indeed.
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Discontinned
Escape Clause
Dumping
Bounties or subsidies
Remedy put into Effect or Extended
Escape clause
Anti-dumping
C~1ntervailing duty orders
Unfair import practices*

2
5
0

3

1

1

?
?
0

?

3

4
3

2

0

Ne\•l temporary
Nc\., permanent

0

0

1

'l'he wnnbe.t' oi.: investiat1ons and flnr.ilnCJS lnclune c;;.scs
carried over fran
cvio:1s years~ --indicates no ;;.ction;
? date not confirned.
*Action taken under Section 117 Tariff Ar::t of 1930, as a,·,encec]
or Section 301 of Trade Act o~ lq74.

NO'I'E:

Source:

Intern<1tional Trade Comnission and Treasury DC')i':l.rtr:-;cnt
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M.;tjor·llnti-nnnpjnq nnd Connt:e:rvailinc;

Inv<:stioa~ion::L

1\utorlohilcs--Thc United Automohilc Nor'kers Union

ann ConqressMan Dent of Pennsylvania

suhr:~ittec1

a petition

for the application of anti-chmpin<J duties to offset
dumping Mar0ins

(~he

differences between the home market

price and the lower sale price in the United States) on
cars exported to the United States by a number of
producers in the U.K., Gernany, Italy, .7apan, and Canada.
The rrreasnry Depi'lrtment has ini tia tec1 an
as to

wh~"'!th0.r

dUP1pinc:J exists.

invest.i~Ta tion

Em·:evc:r-, bccaus0. the Sec.r•?tary

of Treasury raised substantial doubt as to whether the
domestic autanobile industry was being injured as
of possible d'JJnping, the case \•,'as r

errQd to

th<~

a result
Inter-

nationa 1 'l'rade Cor;uuission, for a prel imine1ry deternination.
Since the Commission found that it coul'1 not rule o··1t
injury to the domestic automobile industry, the Treasury
is continuing \d th its dumping investigation.
appears to be rather clear evidence that

so~e

Since there
bf the

automobile imports subject to the complaint have been

d~1111ped,

the Treasury is likely to make a positive c1-=terr:lin<ltion
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1\ssuming the TrP-asury finds dumping, the cnse v1i 11 <JO
to the Interna tiona1 Trnde ComP'\iss.ion for a final f inc1inc:J
of. injury, \·7hich must be macJc by 11ovemb<2r, 197 6.

'fhere is

a real question as to \vhether the dumped aut.omobile imports
are causinq injury to domestic manufacturers.
refusal to the Cof'l.T!1ission to find that there

Thr:; preliminury
'.¥<1.S

no reasonable

inr1ication of. injury in no Hay shon1r1 he taken to predict
a final affirmative findins of inj11ry.
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Steel--u.s. Steel submitted a petition for the
application of

countervailin~

duties to offset the remission

of Value Added Taxes on EC exports of steel to the United
States.

The Treasury rejected the con)_')laint on October 2'),

on the gr.onnrls thnt the remission o: Value
not a bounty or

~rant,

as specified

covering countervailinq duties.

by u.s.

u.s.

l~dr1eo

•raxes is

legislation

Steel is

expecte~

to

file an appeal urJainst this ruling to the Customs Court,
on the grounds that rer11ission of internal tax0s shonlr1 l;e
consLlered a bounty or srant.
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dorn~stic

Canned hams--Farmland industries, a

producer

of hans, S11DJ1'1ittcd a petition for the application of countervailing duties to offset the subsidization of EC exports
of cunned hams to the United States.

The Treasury r:1ar1e a

preliminary finding on June 30, 1975, that EC cannerl
hillns exported to tbe United States were being
ns a result

of

restitution paynents mar1e under the EC Is

Comr"lon Asricultural Policy.

Recent consultations between

the United States and EC officials
led to a solution.
on

~ovember

subsi~ized

10.

Oll

th~

rel~vant

The EC reducei subsidies on

This decision has

ma~e

facts

canne~

h~vc

h~rns

it possible for the

Secretary of the Treasury to susnend the application of
countervailing duties on the

qrcun~s

that the EC has sulJstan-

tially reduced the adverse effect of the
of

u.s.

subsisi~ed

imports

producers.

The EC export subsidy on canned
50 percent between early 1973 and

ha~s

were cut by about

~ov~nber

1974, and they

\vere reduced by another 20 percent as a result of the
recent decision.

Pork produced in the Unite~ States is

currently in short supply und given the feed grain supply
situation it is unlikely that there 1·:ill be any r:1a:ior turn
around in the level of IJ.S. pork

21

productio~

b~forc

early 1°77.

EXPORTS, IMPORTS, AND TRADE BALANCES
FRANCE, GERHANY, ITALY, U.K., JAPAN, CANADA, U.S.
YEAR 1974 and JAN.-JUN. 1975
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

Jan.-Jun. 1975
Balance

Exports

-1,887

26,944

-13
8,656

Imports
(CIF)

Jan.-Dec. 1974
Balance

Exports

Imports
(CIF)

28,811

-6/479

55,596

62,057

28/005

28,018

-6/441

46,473

52,914

46,132

. . 37/476

20/158

89/055

68/897.

NA

NA

NA

-101687

30,2.CO

40,927

U.K.

-5,120

22,348

27,518

-15,504

38,640

54;144

Canada

-1,807

16,718

18/519

-354

34/228

34,573

2,911

53,933

51,014

-9,489

98/507

107/996

Japan
France
Germany
Italy

u.s.

Source:

I£.1F
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U.S. TRli.DF PITE 'J'IT rc, JF.I'l.E, Cl•.El\D1,
1974 and January to Sept. 1975
Hill ions

1974

u.s.

Trade Balance with:

r:c

+3,558
-2,70f

-J.,f:C:i

-fOS

Car. ada

u.s.

tran.-Scp~

Export to:

:cc

22,0f~

lC,DJF.

Japan

10,(.7(1

7,237

r:c

20,507

l3,27B

Japan

13,!,75

9,220

Canada

u.s. Imports (Cir] fron:

)_(-, 5(1

Car. ada

Souicc-.:

rurc2u ot census
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U.S. GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES
(GSP)

Before departing, you signed a proclamation leading
to the implementation of a Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP) on January 1, 1976.

Under this system, specified

commodities imported from certain developing countries
will enjoy duty-free entry into the United States up to
• certain limits.

Key elements of this system are:

Eligible countries:

97 plus 40 territories.

Eligible commodities:

2,723

1975

u.s.

imports in these items:

Exclusions:

$24 billion

OPEC members, communist countries without
MFN treatment, nationalizers of U.S.
property without compensation

Our purpose in adopting this is to join the other
22 countries which have granted GSP to LDC"s in order to
assist the latter in strengthening and diversifying their
economies.
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Implementation of Gold Agreement

Implementation of the August gold agreement has
received considerable attention in the press in recent days.
The August gold agreement has three main parts:
one-sixth of IMF gold to be sold to finance aid
for LDC's, mainly through an IMF Trust Fund;
a general distribution or "restitution" of another
one-sixth of IMF gold to members; and
elimination of the official price of gold, thereby
permitting central banks to purchase gold at
market prices, subject to transitional safeguards.

(

The first two parts of the agreement can be implemented
legally without amending the IMF Articles of Agreement. However,
implementation of the thrid-- allowing central bank purchases at
higher-than-official prices -- would contravene the Articles and
would require an amendment.
This would take time and require
Congressional authorization.
The Europeans are pressing for
simultaneous implementation of all three parts of the agreement.
They believe there was a tacit understanding in August on
simultaneous implementation and that the whole gold agreement would
probably be implemented as soon as the exchange rate element of
the comprehensive monetary package is settled.
We have no substantive policy problems with the European
views on timing. The legal problem is one we are concerned
about.
In particular, we are concerned that early implementation,
prior to amendment, could lead to the change that we have acted
without required Congressional authorization.
On the other hand,
a delay in implementing the agreement for the 1 to 1-1/2 years
needed for the amendment process would mean a celay in IMF gold
sales to finance the LDC Trust Fund, which we have advocated
strongly as an emergency response to LDC financial problems
caused by the oil crisis.
Some of the Europeans have interpreted our concern over
early implementation of the part of the agreement permitting
central bank purchases as a U.S. effort to prevent central banks
from buying gold in order to allow IMF gold sales to drive down
the gold price.
This is not the case. We are not attempting to
undo the agreement and are concerned solely with the technical/
legal problem.

1

(
We are discussing possible alternatives with the French
and others and expect to be able to settle this question of
timing of implementation. At this stage, we do not anticipate
that the issue will be raised at the Summit.

2

RELATIONS WITH DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT U.S. POSITION
To consolidate our gains in North-South relations,
we need to take several actions.

First, we should use every

opportunity to stress our recognition of the stake of the
developing world in economic recovery in the OE;CD region
(an assertion of our concern, but equally important of LDC
dependence on the OECD area).

Economic recovery in the

developed countries is the most important potent
bution to increasing LDC gorwth rates.

1 contri-

Those LDCs with good

domestic policies will re-establish rapid growth withi~ a
couple of years of DC recovery.

Such recovery will strengthen

the ties of the successful developing countr

s with

existing trade and monetary system and both weaken the LDCOPEC link and

move LDCs generally toward greater cooperation

within the existing system.

Second, the LDC moderates bet on

the industrial West should be validated by early successful
negot

ion of some of the major initiatives launched at the

Special Session.

The more important ongoing negotiations in

which the credibility of U.S. ini

tives is involved are the

follmving:
The Development Security F.:1cili ty of the DlF
This is our proposal for expanding financing frog1 the
IHF, up to $2.5 billion annually, to compensate developing
countries for short

lls in their export earnings.

poorest, compensation could be on. a grant basis,
HlF Trust Fund, if earnings fail to recover.
1

The IMF Board's discussions have hit severla snags:

IMF staff criticism of the conservative bias in our proposals

in highly inflationary times unless export shortfalls are
calculated in real terms; unwillingness of others to exclude
industrial coun£ries from the new facility; tepdi support,
except from the Germans, ~or the highly concessional, Trust
Fund, component of our proposals.
IMF Trust Fund.

While agreed in principle, IMF members

are getting cold feet over setting an early date for gold
sales by the IMF to finance the Trust Fund.
International Fund for Agricultural Developmen!_.

A

World Food Council group has developed draft articles.
OECD countries have indicated considerable financ

The

l support,

but the OPEC countries have been less clear on their contributions (which should match those of the OECD countries).
Congress appears likely to authorize a U.S. contribution of
$200 million.
Increasing World Bank Resources.

The Bank has proposed

a quadrupling of the International Finance Corporation's
capital in line with U.S. proposals.
mixed.

Support from others is

Suspicion has been aroused by our non-committal

attitude on replenishment of the IDA, the Bank's soft loan
fund.

These replenishment negotiations will be particularly
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difficult for us in that the Congress has not yet appropriated
the first of four installments of our contribution to the
previous replenishment and thus, FY '80 will be our first
actual contribution year unless we double up appropriations.
Third, we should

a~firm

our intention to successfully

launch the producer/consumer d

logue by the "27-nation

Ministerial Conference on International Economic Cooperation,
December 16-18.

The Ministrial will establish four com-'11issions

of 15 members each on energy, raw materials 1 development,
and finance.

A major possible stumbling block is British

insistance on a separate seat in the dialogue, in addition
to a European Community seat 1 to protect British interests
in North Sea oil.

We should consider this an infra-European

sue and not press for its consideration at the Sunwit.
Concerned about the tensions in the OPEC/LDC alliance
created by the LDCs' balance of payments difficulties and
the West's new flexibility, the OPEC countr
to up-stage the industr

.

s are anxious

1 countries in the Dialogue by

pressing some proposals of their own.

These will be based

on a judicious mix of real assistance -- new funds, perhaps
financed by a surcharge on oil exports -- and unncgotiablc
demands on the West, particularly indexation of commodity
prices, which unite OPEC and LDC interests at a level of
general principles which is diffi6ult to deal with by
practical negotiation.
3

Commodities
While most of the world's commodities production is
traded among industrialized countries, it is of even greater
importance to the developing countries.

Although their

exports of ~anufactured goods are rapidly expanding, they
are still dependent on commodity export earnings.

Consequently,

many of their economic demands have taken the form of proposals
for improvement in conditions of trade and payment received for
their

co~~odity

exports.

Spurred by the OPEC example, developing country exporters
of commodities are pressing for international arrangements to
set higher prices for their conm1odities, and maintain their
value in future years through indexation.

In addition, they

are asking for special and more favorable tariff and nontarff~barrier

treatment for their exports, international

financing of buffer stocks and improved compensatory
financing of fluctuations in their export earnings.
Improving economic and political relat'ions is the
principal motivation behind the OECD countries' response.
Certain measures, however, would specifically benefit
industrialized and developing countries: a better climate
for private investment in the developing countries; more
orderly access to supplies during times of shortages;
improved information exchange, and similar cooperative
.~

measures to improve the functioning of the
markets.

4

con~odities

..__

\-~./~)D

Addressing the Seventh Special Session of the UN
General Assembly and the Inernational Monetary Fund in
September, Secretaries Kissinger and Simon advanced a
far-reaching set of proposals af

ting trade and invest-

ment iq commodities including:
establishment of the new Development Security
Facility in the IMP;
a constructive, case-by-case approach to
commodity negotiations;
establishment of producer/consumer forums
for every key conu-nodity in international trade;
expansion of productive capacity through
improvement in the security and climate
for investment in developing countries;
measures to help developing countries
diversify their exports and improve their
production and marketing measures;
measures in the Multilateral Trad~ Negotiations
to improve conditions of trade, including
reduction of duties on processed raw materials
and possible agreement on principles of access
to markets.
While rejecting proposals for general

multi-comn~dity

agreements, automatic price escalation for commodity prices,
and similar measures that would distort long-term market
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levels, we have agreed to a continuing and expanded

dialogu~.

We \vill discuss general commodity issues at the Energy
Producer/Consumer meeting in December and at the fourth UN
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in Hay, as well
as in the numerous more traditional forums such as the !'1ultilateral Trade Negot1ations.

We are also fully participating

in international forums devoted to specific commodities, such
as tin, coffee, and cocoa and will be joining in others in
the near future.
Our major corrunodi t

s-relatc;;d proposal is to establish

a Development Security Facility in the IMF to make up to
$2.5 billion per yc;;ar in loans and

ants to developing

countries suffering from severe fluctuations in export
earnings.

If established, it would assist economic develop-

ment in the Third World while reducing pressure for less
desirable measures.

The IMF is the logical place;; for this

initiative: it has the experience and the funds

(from profits

on sale of gold}.
Whi

seeking support for our specific export earnings

stabilization proposal in the IMF, we have been pressing in
other forums, such as the OECD, for a more general consensus
that the industrialized countries will focus their export
stabilization

forts in the IMF.
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A detailed discussion of the U.S. proposal at the
Summit would not be feasible.

It would be major step

forward, however, if agreement were reached that a facility
for export stabilization should be established promptly in
the IMF --

~long

the lines of our proposed Development

Security Facility.
The more radical developing countries have proposed
that the price of raw materials be automatically increased
in proportion to an "index" price -- such as the cost of
manufactured goods.

l·lhile \ve are committed to discuss this

subject with the developing countries at the UNCTAD IV meeting
next May, there is general agreement among the industrialized
countries that such proposals would prove unworkable in the
long run.

They would needlessly disrupt markets and in-

crease the cost to the consumer in the interim.
There is already a substantial amount of informal
agreement among industrialized countries that the proposal
is undesirable.

It would be useful to

con~olidate

this

consensus in a discussion of commodities by aiming for a
conclusion that while we will continue to give serious
consideration to indexation, it does not appear to be a
useful approach at this time.
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The U.S. has stated that we will give serious consideration to commodity arrangements on a case-by-case
basis.

The Administration ·will seek Congres

anal support

for U.S. participation in the Tin Agreement.

We participated

in the cocoa and are prepared to participate in coffee
negotiations.

1\le have also proposed that forums be estab-

lished to discuss problems of other key commodities, although
we remain opposed to agr~ements which would artificially
raise prices above long-term market levels.

These

pro~osals

would be furthered by a consensus statement supporting the
establishment of such forums and the general principle
involved,

th~t

joint~ly

producers and consumers should

with-

out preconditions or commitments discuss the problems of
individual conunodi ties.
Grain Reserve Negotiations
At U.S. initiative,

establis~nent

of an international

grain reserve system has been under discussion by a subgroup of the International Wheat Council (IWC)

1

where we

introduced a comprehensive reserves proposal in September.
r.1ore recently, the European Conununity .(EC) has refused to
continue these discussions because of its

ference for a

price stabilization arrangement 1 or conm1odi ty agreement,
on grains which it has proposed in the MTN.

We cannot make

progress on a food security reserve without EC

8

...
In initiating work toward a food security reserve,
we selected the IWC because of its functional competence
and because the Soviet Union, which is the major destabilizing factor in world wheat production and trade, is a
participant in the IWC but not in other
we

advocat~

forums~

is based on improving assurance

The concept
..•

of-~d~quate

grain supplies through coordinated national stockpiles.
Unless we can soon demonstrate progress in our chosen
approach by at least moving to negotiation, we will begin
to lose control of a major U.S. food initiative to LDCs
anxious to work on the issue in fon.uns, such as the 1-vor ld
Food Council, where it could be distorted into an openended food aid program.
The EC approaches the food security problem from the
perspective of price stabilization.

It prefers a price

agreement to our approach in order to reduce internal and
external pressure for changes in its Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP).

Consequently, the EC is

pre~sing

for intro-

duction of the U.S. reserves proposal into the NTN.

It

then hopes to make the transition from discussion of a
reserve stock for food security to a buffer stock for
price stabilization.
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We have repeatedly assured the EC that we are prepared
to take the results of a food security reserve negotiation
into account in the MTN.

We have also worked to convince

the EC that our reserves proposal is consistent with their
objectives; since it would tend to ameliorate extreme price
fluctuations, but that we will not accept an·arrangement
aimed at price stabilization.
At this juncture, a change in the EC mandate from the
member states which would permit it to negotiate on a food
security reserve is the key to further progress.
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Relations with Developing Countries
Background and Analysis to Support

u.s.

Position

Expropriation of Foreign Private Investment
In Developing Countries

The ability of the u.s, Government to intervene effectively in investment disputes has been weakened by growing
nationalism in the developing countries and declining leverage throug~ our aid program. Our prospects for attaining
equitable treatment for our investors would be improved if
other industrial countries and international institutions
took a firm position on respect for property rights by
developing country governments.
The Summit could possibly contribute to our objectives
by enlisting support of others for a stronger stance by
industrial countries generally and by the international
financial institutions on equitable treatment for foreign
private investment. Areas for discussion and possible agreement could include a) recognition of the importance of
equitable treatment in assuring that needed investment flows
to developing countries take place, b) affirmation of support
for arbitration and other third-party procedures for settlement of investment disputes and c) a conclusion that international financial institutions and development agencies
should support respect for the basic obliyation of States to
make full compensation for expropriated property.
Most of the other Summit participants may be reluctant
to reach precise conclusions on this subject, particularly
in any public declaration, Their basic standpoint will be
that issues involving protection of private investment are
controversial and possibly confrontational, whereas their
basic political requirement in north/south relations is to
be viewed as cooperative and accommodating. With the
exception of the British, other Summit participants are also
significantly influenced by the fact that their interests in
developing countries are political, commercial and financial
with investment relations as a lesser-order interest.
The Europeans and Japanese also tend to view expropriation problems as once effecting mostly American private
investment; therefore, common approaches with the u.s.
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involve them in protecting mainly our interests at little
benefit and considerable cost to them (encumbrance of political
relationships and thereby trade and credit interests which are
more important to them than investment protection). There
is also some feeling in Europe and Japan, rightly or wrongly,
that security for their·private investors in developing
countries is enhanced by their maintaining some distance
from harder u.s. positions on investment protection.
In short,
the Europeans and Japanese find a very low profile on foreign
investment issues in developing countries best serves their
interests.
· Recognizing that others' interests in this question
differ from ours, there may nevertheless be some benefit in
discussion of the problem. The one measure that the Europeans
and Japanese may support could be more active support by the
international financial institutions for fair treatment for
foreign private investment. Withholding of financial assistance by these institutions in cases of clear disregard for
investor rights can be an effective sanction. The Europeans
and Japanese may be willing at least not to undermine our
effort to get these institutions to uphold standards of
fair treatment for investors on the part of their developing
country clients.
Proposed Talking Points for Use by the President
In supporting economic growth in the developing countries
all of us would like to have some confidence that our assistance
is additional to, and supportive of, effective mobilization of
other resources by the receiving government.
This is not the case when a government seeking aid is simultaneously discouraging private investment through expropriation
without fair compensation.
Thus, while none of us wants to be confrontational on this
subject, we share an interest in promoting an international climate
of respect for the obligation to treat investors fairly.
Politically, the best path to greater respect for this
obligation may be to use multilateral development and financial
institutions.
By upholding reasonable standards for treatment of private
investors on the part of their borrowers, these multilateral
institutions can contribute to their basic mission of promoting
economic development.
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QUESTION:

Do you not expect deconErol of oil price to
lead to adverse political repercussions,
-since it would mean immediate increases in
gasoline prices? Is the American public
prepared to see gasoline prices rise to the
E~ropean and Japanese level?

ANSWER: The US Government has undertaken a major effort
over the past 2 years to educate the public about the
true nature of our energy crisis and the sacrifices
which every American will have to make if we are to
solve it.
I think Americans have been ready for some
time to tighten their belts to reduce unneccessary energy
consumption and are disappointed by the Congress' failure
to enact any effective energy program which would diminish
our vulnerability to embargoes~ To achieve conservation
of 1 MMBD in the next few years, gasoline prices in the
US might have to increase by 10-15¢ a gallon. Gasoline
prices have traditionally been higher in Europe and
J~pan than in the US, principally because of higher taxes.
The US will achieve significant reductions in oil imports
through enactment of a comprehensive energy program,
within which retail gasoline prices would not have to
bear the entire burden of price-induced conservation.

7

ADDENDA
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

QUESTION:

In absolute terms and by \vhat measures do
you expect the United States to reach an
8MMBD decrease in oil imports from previous
estimates?

ANSWER: Our most recent estimate shows that continued
present trends would lead -- at a price of $12 a barrel
(F.O.B. Persian Gulf) in 1975 dollars and in the absence
of concerted domestic policies -- to an oil import level
of 12 million barrels a day by 1985 -- a level of unacceptable energy vulnerability. An import level of 3-5 million
barrels a day would reduce vulnerability to a manageable
level, assuming a 1 billion barrel storage program in place
and diversification of imports to more secure sources.
A combined strategy of increasing domestic supplies and
decreasing consumption makes the approximately 8 million
barrels a day difference. Supply actions include decontrol
of oil prices, price deregulation of natural gas, accelerated development in frontier areas, 200 nuclear power plants,
and a synthetic
s program yielding one million barrels
a day .

......
...

·"'

•
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ENERGY
.BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS TO. SUPPORT U.S. POSITION
The major industrialized countries arc politically
and economically vulnerable because of excessive dependence
on imported oil. The threat of embargo constrains our
international freedom of action and, as we saw in 1973,
can cause serious strain on our overall political and
security relationships. At the same time, the massive
price increases of th~ past two years have been a major
factor in industrialized country recession and ·inflation
whi
wreaking havoc with the economies of the developing
countries.
Our response to this situation recognizes that we can
reduce our vulnerability somewhat in the short-term but that
the only long-term solution lies in shifting the balance of
world energy supply and demand, thereby ending OPEC's unilateral control over oil price and supply.
Our strategy has
four major interrelated elements:
Short-term protection against embargoes and destabilizing movements of OPEC assets;
A strong U.S. program to reduce dependence on imported
oil by conservation and development of new supplies
which, coupled with a strategic storage program, will
end our vulnerability to embargoes;
Close cooperation with other major oil consuming
countries to reinforce and supplement national programs
of conservation and new production; and
Efforts to intensify links with
l producing countries
which maximize their stake in our economic well-being,
thus constraining their pricing decisions.
We have already made substantial progress on the first
these four elements with the establishment of the emer0ency
oil sharing arrangement in the IEA and the creation of the
financial solidarity fund in the OECD.
U.S. Dome

ram

At the summit, the President should outline progress on
the major elements of the U.S. energy program including:
AI""":' . ..

,

1

P'l~~

Conservation
price decontrol, either phased through agreement
with Congress or immediate in absence of acceptable
compromise;
agreement with auto makers on improved
standards; and
substanti~l

New

ficiency

fuel-switching effort.

lies
efforts to facilitate completion of pipeline to
begin moving Alaskan oil to lower 48 states by
197 8 i

proposal to create $100 billion Energy Independence
Authority to stimulate development of alternatives
to imported oil;
$11 billion synthetic fuels program;
push for Congressional authorization for opening up
Naval petroleum reserves;
accelerated leasing in frontier areas; and
encouragement of construction of fourth uranium
enrichment
ility.
A candid but upbeat report on
U.S. program will be
key in building an atmosphere in which the U.S. can continue
to exercise international leadership on energy.
The Europeans
and Japanese have been confused and concerned by the wide
split between the President and the Congress on energy policy.
They fear that the U.S., which consumes roughly half of the
world's oil, will not be able to come to grips \<Ji th the energy
cri s, thus negating their own national
forts.
If this attitude prevails, we risk that the others will drop away from
the concept of consumer cooperation and revert to trying to
solve their energy problems on a bilateral basis with major
OPEC countries, particu
ly since their greater relative
dependence on imports makes bilateral deals with producers
attractive to them.
'This would deprive us of our role as a
leader among the consumers and the major bridge between
producers and consumers.
It would also have major adverse
'implications for potential cooperation in the other areas
to be discussed at the Sununit.
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Consumer Country Cooperation:
Our emphasis on consumer cooperation on energy is based
on two fundamental imperatives:
(1) recognition that only by marshalling all the majbr
consumer countries on conservation and the development of new supplies can we bring about the shift in
world supply and demand for oil which will eventually
end our price and supply vulnerability by ending
OPEC's unilateral control over the pricing mechanism;
and
{2) that the exercise of U.S. leadership on this central
issue is essential if we are to retain our leadership
position in the other areas of our economic, political,
and security relationships wi
Europe and Japan.
With
establishment of the emergency program and the
creation of the IEA, we have made considerable progress toward
consumer cooperation.
However, the most vital step remains -the establishment of a serious long-term cooperative package
to reduce dependence which will tie our energy efforts together
under a ser s of common political co::t~mi tments and establish a
concrete joint work program. We are now in the final stages
negotiating this
reement in the IEA.
It will have four major
elements:
(1)

a corunon conservation effort, including rigorous
review of national programs and the setting of joint
conservation targets;

(2)

a series of measures and programs to develop alternative supplies, including:
a minimum safeguard price mechanism for imported
oil (MSP) ;
a framework for cooperation on individual energy
projects;
cooperative activities to increase production
from individual energy sectors (e.g., nuclear
coal, etc.); and
rigorous review of national accelerated development
programs;

(3)

a pooling of national R&D efforts under a joint
strategy and including jointly financed projects; and

(4)

provisions on non-discriminatory access to energy
investment and product.
3

The most difficult issues remaining are the MSP and the
provisions on access.
These are the two most political
elements of the prog~am in that they would stand as concrete
manifestations of consumer solidarity, striking a balance
·between the interests of the so-called energy-rich IEA
countries on the one hand (U.S. UK, Canada, and Norwy) and
the energy-poor on the other.
Under the MSP, we are asking Japan and the non-oil
producing Europeans for a commitment that they will not
benefit without cost from our efforts to develop relatively
expensive energy and force a shift in the world supply/demand
balance for energy. They would agree that, if in the future
the work price of oil falls below a pre-established MSP level
(e.g., $6.00 to $8.00), they will not allow their consumption
to escalate but will impose levies or tariffs to keep their
domestic selling price above the MSP.
The UK, as a future
oil exporter, strongly supports the MSP, as does Canada.
Germany will accept MSP, without enthusiasm, in the interest
of consumer solidarity.
Italy and Japan, who will remain
heavily dependent on imported oil, continue to drag their
feet.
France has thus far resisted any EC endorsement of the
MSP concept.
On the access question, the Europeans and Japanese seek
assurance that, given our joint commitment to consumer solidarity, we will in fact share with them the benefits.of the
new energy we develop.
In particular, they want access to
energy investment opportunities and the option of exporting
a portion of the investment.
They also want assurance that
we will not use a two-tier pricing system to subsidize our
energy-intensive industries in world trade.
l\le should usc the Summit to generate high-level political
momentum among the key IEA countries for completion of the
long-term package, including in particular the MSP mechanism,
by the December 1 deadline. A firm consensus of the need for
an effective program, both in terms of the continued vitality
of our own cooperation and as evidence of our ability to
respond effectively to the energy challenge on the eve of the
dialogue with producers, will greatly case final agreem~nt in
the IEA Governing Board.
We should also usc the Summit to draw France more closely
toward the concept of consumer cooperation, rccognizinq thot the
French are unlikely to agree to join the lEi'\.
In )Xlrb cuJar,
we want to restrict French obstruction of our consumer cooperation proposals. For example, French refusal thus far to -:sfree
in principle that the MSP could be applied as an EC regim~
complic<1tcs our negotiation with the other eight EC count~~es
in the lEA.
··
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Coordinution for the Producer/Consumer Dialogue
The Summit will take place just one month befo.re the
launching in a Ministerial meeting of the Conference on
International Economic Cooperation, including the establishment of four separate commissions on energy, raw materials,
development, and finance.
At this point, it is impossible
to judge to what degree this dialogqe will produce any
concrete results.
But we do want to use the dialogue to
support the basic elements of our overall political response
to the energy crisis.
First~ we want to use the dialogue to encourage on the
part of the oil producers a greater awareness of their own
stake in our economic well-being, thereby reinforcing the
moderate OPEC countries on pricing decisions.

Second, we want to keep the Europeans and Japanese
locked on to our overall energy strategy.
This requires that
we assure them that their cooperation with us in the IEA will
be reciprocated by our coordination with them vis-a-vis the
producers, where they recognize that our politicul and economic
weight gives us unique leverage.
This link can be used to
reinforce consumer cooperation.
We have already agreed in the IEA to pursue a common
strategy on energy in the dialogue.
We are now formulating
a set of objectives with particular attention to the oil price
issue where we want to head off any tendency to try to strike
some deal with the producers which would involve indexution or
imply the legitimization of current high prices. We should
.use the Sununi t to rea£ firm this common consumer approach to
the energy aspects of the dialogue, particularly on the price
issue.
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QUESTION:

You speak of a strong domestic program, but
many of the key provisions must still be
acted upon by Congress. What measures will
you take in the event that Congress fails to
approve your proposals, and what will be the
impact of these measures on your country's
import dependence?

ANS\\IE:R:
I believe the long-term program for energy
independence in the United States must be developed
jointly by the Executive and Legislative branches.
Both the Congress and this Administration are in firm
agreement that our level of oil import depen~ency must
be reduced substantially in the near future.
Our
'differences lie in what measures should be taken to
reduce this dependency and how
t we should try to
achieve our goal.
Administratively, 'l:le can implement
temporary measures such as oil import fees.
I am determined to act quickly on decontrol of 11 0ld"
1 prices,
and if necessary to act alone if Congress refuses to
produce a compromise on decontrol that I think meets
the urgency of the situation.
Phased decontrol would
reduce imports by 700,000 b/d in 1977 and
2.2-MMBD in 1985.
If Congress refuses an acceptable
compromise and I permit immediate decontrol, the import savings will be even more substantial.
In the long run, however, we must reach a
consensus on the legislative measures required for en-·
ergy independence.
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QUESTION:

You mentioned the $2.00 fee on imported oil.
Didn't the courts rule against the fees? Is
it still being collected?

ANSHER: Yes, a Court of Appeals r~.ll''ed that the President
did not have authority to impose the fee.
The Supreme
Court, however, has agreed to review this decision and
the Court
Appeals issued a stay of its ruling pending
a final decision.
Pending Supreme Court decision, the
U.S. Government is continuing to collect oil import fees.
We believe that the Supreme Court wil~ uphold the fee
program.
0
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QUESTION:

\'lhat has been the response of the Congress
to your proposal for a domestic energy
financing authority?

ANS~'lER:

As you are a'vare, my Administration has proposed that th~ Congress create and authorize a 100 billion
dollar Energy Independence Authority to facilitate the
accelerated development of domestic energy resources
through loan guarantees, grants, and direct government
._participation in developing oil resources. A bill to create such an authority has been introduced in both
Houses and is being considered carefully.
I hope this
proposal, which could have a major impact on developing
·new energy, will be approved by the Congress.
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QUESTION:

Why do you regard it as so important to
reach agreement on the long-term program
in December? Since the producers regard
this program as 11 Confrontational",
shouldn't we delay its adoption until we
can judge the 1
lihood of success for
the dialogue?

ANSNER: The IEA long-term program provides a framework of
cooperation that over time will cause a shift in the balance
on the world oil marl;:et and end the producers' ·ability
to decide oil price levels arbitrarily and uni
ally.
It .is not confrontational to
to make market forces
the dominant determinant of oil prices and production.
Indeed, the actions of producers in unilaterally denying
market forces can be labeled confrontational.
We do not bel{eve adoption
the long-term
program will hinder· progress in the dialogue.
In
we think it will have the opposite effect. A clear
demonstration by the consuming countries that they are
committed to solving their energy problems will enhance
our bargaining leverage.
It will help convince the
producers that the
position of strength is only
temporary and that they will serve their own interest
by working with us to ensure a constructive and productive dialogue on energy and other important
economic issues.

0
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QUESTION:

Why do you put so much emphasis on the MSP?
It has strong opposition in your own Congress.
Furthermore, it is unnecessary as long as oil
prices remains high, and it would deprive our
economies of economic benefits should oil
pJ;ices fall.

ANSvmR: The minimum safeguard price is an important
element iri the long-term program·for cooperation.
It is designed to safeguard the incentives for energy
development and protect energy investment from predatory
price cutti~g by OPEC producer~.
It is intended to help
· us avoid repeating in the future our past mis·take of becoming excessively dependent on foreign energy supplies.
The
adoption of the MSP will demonstrate in concrete political
terms the strength and solidarity of our response to the
energy crisis.
The MSP is only one of several significant and
interrelated elements of the long-term program.
The
others are also important. Taken together, these
measures, which provide a balance of advantages and
burden, will ensure that our individual and colle6tive
efforts will be adequate to achieve our objectives.
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QUESTION:

:

You are asking for a binding commitment on
the MSP, but you are only willing to agree
"to consider"
guarantees on our access
to product from new energy projects in which
~e invest in the US.
Shouldn't these two
commitments be parallel?

ANSvmE: No. The HSP and the access provisions on projectby-project cooperation are highly import"ant but independent
elements in the long-term program. They demonstrate clearly
our joint conunitment to work together to control our
energy future.
The IEA members possessing substantial e11ergy resources will generally gain the greatest benefit initially from
the protection to new energy investment provided by the
MSP, although all will gain when this new energy comes
on stream and enlarges total world supply. The access provisions are designed to benefit
imarily the energy-deficient
countries. These two elements reflect the basic concept that
the long-term program should s
e a balance of
ts
among IEA countries, but it is the total program itself and
not just these two elements that establish the over 1 bala~ce
of advantages and burdens.
We should also realize that, since these two elements
are different in nature, they cannot be treated precisely.in
parallel. The MSP commitment can
implemented in a relatively straight-forward manner -- through a general legis
ive or
administration de sion. The question of access involves a
complex series of existing national policies and laws, and the
provisions on access must take these into account in a pragmatic manner. Let me assure you, however, that we
our commitment on access in the active tense; we will seek
wherever feasible a positive decision to guarantee the export
of a portion of the production in projects that qualify for
access consideration under the terms of the long-term agreement. As I noted in my remarks, this type of commitment is
a major innovation in international cooperation.
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QUESTION:

ANSWER:

What projects would the US agree to under
this offer to guarantee access to offtake?
We would wish to look at each case separately.
One promising area would be coal mining, where
a number of cooperative projects already exist.

QUESTION:

Would the US be willing to extend its offer
on.access to offtake in large-scale joint
.: ~projects to non-IEA countries?

ANSWER:

Once the lEA long-term cooperative program is
in place, we will be able to devise arrangements
for non-lEA countries to participate in these
cooperative projects.

QUESTION:

What about extending such guarantees on export
to cooperative projects in OCS or Alaskan oil?

ANSWER:

These wi
be more difficult than certain other
types of projects. Specific legislative prohibitions
against export of oil from these areas are either
already in force or under active discussion in
Congress. However they are not mutually exclusive.
In general, we would not exclude in advance any
energy projects from this offer; where projects
meet.the criteria of my proposal we would be prepared to seek Congressional approval for exceptions from any existing legislative prohibitions.
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QUESTION:

What importance does the us assign to
multilateral cooperation in energy R&D?

ANSWER: We consider R&D one of the highest priority
areas for our energy cooperation. ·The national R&D
Chiefs of the IEA countries will be in Paris on
November 20-21 to complete the overall design of the
lEA R&D ef
We will have a joint R&D strategy and
we will identify new program areas in which to begin
jointly financed projects. The results of the lEA R&D
effort to
te have been good with 10 projects ~ctively
underway including a jointly financed pilot plant
in the coal area.
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QUESTION~

What is the status of U.S. formal adherence
to the IEA Agreement?

ANSWER: The U.S. has not notified its consent to be
bound permanently. The overall energy plan currently
in Conference Committee in the Congress (S. 622 and
H.R. 7014) contains provisions which would allow the
U.S. to fully implement all IEA commitments and thus
formally adhere to the Agreement.
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QUESTION:

You underemphasize the ability of our economies to adjust to high oil prices. Your
alarmist interpretation implies a confrontatio~al approach to the energy crisis.
Are
you retreating from the UN speech in which
Secretary Kissinger stressed cooperative
solutions to international economic problems?

ANSh~R:

The economies of the industrial countries have
adjusted to high oil prices with less difficulty than
some experts expected, but the cost has still been substantial, ~n terms of inflationary impact, unemployment,
and reduced growth.
Furthermore, the transfer of real
resources from our economies to the oil producing
countries has just begun and will continue for years.
Additional price increases will retard and could, in
some cases, prevent economic recovery; the uncertainty
of future price levels inhibits needed investment.
As long as OPEC can unilaterally determine the price
of oil and disrupt worJd supply, we remain vulnerable
in political, economic, and in national security terms.
Our economic problems shrink in comparison Hith
those of the non-oil developing countries.
In the likely
absence of enough hQlp from OPEC, they \·Till look to us
for assistance. The surplus earnings of the oil producers are directly related to the deficits of these poorer countries. Last year their payments deficits totalled
$28 billion, and this year it will probably amount to ·
$35 billion. The financing of these huge deficits is
one of the most critical problems facing the international
economy.
Thus, we must not minimize the problem, even though
the past two years have proved the resiliency of our
financial markets.
It is not confrontational to appreciate
the severity of the problem and the need for hard decisions.
But we are convinced, as Secretary Kissinge~'s UN speech
affirmed, that the energy problem and all international
economic problems should be dealt with in a cooperative
and constructive manner. Developed and developing countries, producers and consumers, should seek together mutually acceptable and mutually beneficial solutions and
arrangements that will ensure a better future for us all
in the context of a growing world economy.
The United
States supports this cooperative approach.
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QUESTION:

Your case for not dealing with oil prices
in the dialogue is not· salable politically
to our publics. How can we ignore oil
·
prices in the dialogue when they are the
cause of most of our economic problems?

ANSvlER:
I agree that vle should not ignore oil prices
in the dialogue.
Our publics justifiably expect us to
deal with this issue. We should make the strongest
possible case for lower prices in the energy commission
and demonstrate analytically why high prices are not
in the long-term interest of the producers.
But we
must be realistic. We cannot reduce the real price
of world oil through discussion. We can increase
mutual awareness of the relationship between the price
of world oil-and international prosperity.
But the
dialogue will not end our vulnerability.
That can only
be achieved by strong sustained domestic energy programs
that reduce our dependency on OPEC oil imports.
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'QUESTION:

I disagree that the dialogue cannot lead to
a mutually satisfactory arrangement on price.
Don't you think the establishment of a
11
consultative mechanism" \vould make it more
difficult for the producers to raise prices
since they would have to justify the
increases in advance to the consumers?

ANSWER: A "consultative mechanism by which producers
and consumers consult in advance on oil prices might be
useful.
It could have a moderating influence on future
OPEC price
sions. On the other hand, the producers
might go through the motions of consulting but then
ignore our ~rguments, claiming they were not persuasive,
and raise prices to whatever level they thought the
market would bear.
I believe we should investigate
the possible benefits of creating such a "consultative
mechanism", but since it would not restrict OPEC's
ability to determine prices unilaterally, we should
not make concessions on energy or in the other com.i11issions
to get it established.
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QUESTION:

You speak of the value of cooperation among
major consuming countries in dealing with
the energy crisis 1 y~t your Administratio~
is trying to n~gotiate a bilateral oil deal
with the USSR.
Isn't this inconsistent with
your earlier position of opposing bilateral
oil deals? Wouldn't it also mean that the
oil that would go to the US would be that
currently sold to Western Europe?

ANSWER: A bilateral oil deal between the United States
and the USSR could have important and beneficial repercussions.
If our negotiations succeed 1 we will get
200 1 00 b/d of oil at some discount from the FOB price
in the Persian Gulf; this lower price might increase
the internal.strains on the cartel and put pressure on
OPEC countries to cut their prices.
A US-USSR oil -deal would permit us to diversify
someHhat our sources of supply for oil imports. We '\vould
not expect that the new agreement would lead the Soviet
Union to shift current exports from West European countr
to the US as this would reduce total Soviet oil revenue.
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QUESTION:

Does the U.S. actuallY favor an OPEC price
cut? If so, to what level?

ANSHER:
, the United States believes the prices set
unilaterally by OPEC are too high, and oil prices should
be reduced substantially. The magnitude of the OPEC price
increases since 1973 can not be justified by either the
changes in the costs of imports by OPEC or the costs of
developing non-OPEC oil. OPEC's ability and willingness
to ignore normal supply/demand forces and ra
prices
unilaterally demonstrate the necessity for consuming
countries to take strong actions, domestically and cooperatively, to shift the balance in the world oil market.
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QUESTION:

What is the US attitude about bilateral
energy arrangements?

ANSWER: We wish to avoid preclusive or preemptive deals
that set one consumer in competitions with others.
But
with substantial excess capacity there may be cases when
bilateral deals can assist security of supply increase
tensions within OPEC.

...
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QUESTION:

ANm·mR:

l'lhat expansion does the U.S. plan in the
nuclear energy area, in both its domestic
and export aspects?
To increase the amount of total energy supply

'tvhich is domestically produced, the United States is
plapnirig a significant expansion of its nuclear power
~-.

program.

We nm·l have approximately 220 reactors operating,

under construction, or on order.

Such a rapid expansion

from the 55 nmv in operation obviously dictates the need
for early decisions in many aspects of the fuel cycle:
'i\l'e will continue to urge and support the private
sector to expand its capability to find and
produce uranium ore.
I have introduced legislation which is designed
to increase the United States' capacity to.produce enriched uranium for domestic and foreign
customers by creating, under appropriate controls
and safeguards, a private, competitive uranium
enrichment industry.

The Energy Research and

Development Administration is currently considering
proposals from private industry which .,:;;ould
increase significantly our existing enrichment
capacity.
\'Ie

also have under consideration future U.S.

Government policies with regard to the reprocessing
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of irradiateduranium and the associated economic and
environmental effects.

We hope to determine our

national policies in this area by 1976 or 1977.
Internationally, we shall continue to serve as a
reliable supplier of nuclear.fuel as·well as reactors
and associated equipment, under appropriate and adequate
safeguards on equipment, nuclear materials, and associated
technology.

r._ · -

•
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OIL COMPANY COLLUSION WITH OPEC
(
\

QUESTION:

ANS\VER:

Inste~d of trying to put pressure on the OPEC
countries through the IEA, why don't we pressure
the major oil companies without whose collusion
the cartel would fail?

The present world oil market reflects a situation

particularly in the industrialized countries -- in which
a steadily rising demand for oil has increasingly been
met by imports from those reiatively fe'\'7 countries which
could

s~pply

this demand.

This increasing import dependence

has put substantial economic power in the hands of the
producers Hho have further enhanced their position by
forming the OPEC cartel.

This, inturn has lead to

dramatic changes in the oil market.

It is no\'1 OPEC, and

not the oil companies, v1ho unilaterally set prices •.
This shift in pm..1er is reflected in a fivefold increase
in oil prices over the past tvm years.

Indeed the· pow·er

of the oi"l companies even to control their source of
crud~
;._.--

has been steadily eroded in recent years

throug~

the coordinated policy of OPEC which has led to participation agreements and nationalization of company assets
·in producing areas.
It is these basic shifts in the oil market that
make it imperative that t·Je reduce our long term dependence
on imports by implementing a strong domestic energy program and cooperative efforts with other consuming
countries being developed in the International Energy
Agency.
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EAST-tvEST ECONOMIC RELATIONS
BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT U.S. POSITION
Propsects for Amending the U.S. Trade Act (Jackson/Vanik
Provisions)
The main obstacle to further growth in U.S. economic
relations with the Soviet Union and a number of other Eastern
European countries is our inability to grant 0ondiscriminatory
tariff treatment (MFN) and to extend Eximbank credits to
them.

The Trade Act of 1974 effectively precludes extension of

MFN and government credits so long as the emigration policies
of these countries fail to meet criteria set forth in the Act.
In addition, the Trade Act and amendments to the ExportImport Bank Act both impose absolute limits on the amounts
of credits to the U.S.S.R.
In January of this year, the Soviet Union informed the
U.S. it considered the recently enacted trade legislation as
6ontravening both the 1972 Trade Agreement, which had called
for an unconditional extension of MFN, and the principle of
noninterference in its domestic affairs.

T~e

Soviet Union

indicated it would not accept a trading relationship based on
the Trade Act and accordingly would not put the 1972 Trade
Agreement into force.
The Administration has made its own v1ews clear.

In a

foreign policy address April 10, the President stated th"-1t the
·Trade Act "not only harmed our relations \vi th the Soviet

1

Union, but seriously complicated the prospects of those
seeking to emigrate

~

Remedial legislation is urgently

needed in our national interest."

In a letter June 27 to

Congressional leaderi;' the President said that "the Trade
Act of 1974, as it relates to this subject, has proved to be
both politically and economically harmful to our national
interest and has not achieved the objective which its
authors intended .

I intend to submit legislation to

remedy the present unsatisfactory situation in both instances."
Prior to doing so, the President asserted that adequate
consultations would be held with appropriate members of the
House and Senate.
Such consultations have been

ld.

In them key Con-

gressional leaders .have shmvn an interest to change the law in
recognition that it has not fulfilled the objectives intended.
But they have made clear that, before corrective legislation
can be passed, the trend of Soviet emigration must rise, and
repression of dissidents must ease.
Administration sp6kesmen have conveyed'this message to
the Soviets.

We continue to hope for a positive response.

i'i'e remain committed to the objective of changing the lm·1
and removing this obstacle to the pace of expanded EastWest economic relationships, and to the larger goal of
detente.
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U.S. - Soviet Grain Agreement
The United States and the Soviet Union have concluded
a long-term grain sale agreement relating to five crop years
commencing October 1, 1976, and running to September 30,
1981.

The agreement requires the

S~viets

to buy a minimum

of 6 million metric tons of corn and wheat, in about equal
amounts, every year.

The Soviets will be able to purchase

a total of an additional two million tons annually, but amounts
over 8 milli6n tons would require further negotiation with
the U.S.

The grain will be sold at market prices on

commercial terms.

The agreement applies only to wheat and

corn; sales of other grains and soybeans are unregulated.
The agreement provides a form of escape clause that will
allow the United States to reduce Soviet purchases below the
6 million ton level if the

u.s.

grain crop supply (beginning

stocks plus estimated production) falls below 225 million
.metric tons.
U.S. "understandings" with Poland, Romania, and Japan do
not include any purchase or supply guarantees.

In the case

of Poland, Secretary Butz is planning, during his November 25-27 visit to exchange letters with the Polish Government that will contain "best endeavors" assurances.

These

"best endeavors" assurances provide that Poland would
buy 2.5 million tons of grain from the U.S. annually for
5 years with an allowable 20 percent variation either
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and that Poland would be able to purchase this amount.

The

Poles clearly understand that the Administration does not

u.s.-

intend to negotiate any fuither a~ong the lines of the

U.S.S.R. model in that the exchange of assurances is not
binding, but rather an expression of intent which will
enable the Poles to plan with greater certainty that
supplies

wi~l

be available, and the U.S. to plan with

greater certainty that the demand will be there for
commodities produced.
With respect to any impact on the

u.s.

grain reserves

initiative, the Soviet agreement is designed only to meet
average U.S.S.R. demand.

It does not provide the Soviets

any assurance about how they will be able to meet their
peak demand, such as occurred this year and in 1972.

Such

assurance really is attainable only through international
coordination of grain reserves, as the

u.s.

has proposed.

U.S.-U.S.S.R. Oil Negotiations
The

u.s.

and U.S.S.R. have an understanding that the

two Governments intend to begin negotiation'promptly to conelude an Agreement concerning the purchase and shipment of
Soviet oil.

The Agreement would have the following

char~c-

teristics.
It would provide that the U.S.S.R. will annually offe..(:f,.f';
for sale 10 million metric tons of petroleum, of \vhich
70 percent will be crude oil, for a 5-ycar period.

<'

This

quantity may be bought either by the Government of the United
4

States or by U.S. firms.

Shipments may be made either to

American or third country market areas·, but some part of
shipments to the United States will be made on tankers used
U.S~S.R.

to transport grain to the

Prices the U.S. will pay for the crude oil and petroleum products will be mutually agreed, but will be on
favorable terms to the

u.s.

At the moment there is some doubt how soon the
negotiations will in fact resume, and whether or not it is
indeed possible to secure an agreement.

Should an agreement

be reached, we do not believe that it would represent any
threat to the pattern.of cooperation on energy matters
that we have worked so hard to establish among the
developed consuming nations.

To the contrary, we would

anticipate that the Soviet supplies will be a net addition
to the energy resources of the West, and will be some additional
~ssurance

against an embargo.

The Role of Credit in East-West Trade
The

Sovi~t

Union and the countries of Eastern Europe

have relied heavily on medium- and long-term official
credits to finance cap

1 equipment imports from the

industrialized free world.

Particularly in the case of the

U.S.S.R., nearly all the major Nestern countries and Jap.:m
continue to offer large lines of credit with easy

5

repayment provisions to promote their exports (Germany
~nd.

the U.S. are the exceptions).

Credits at subsidized

interest rates offered to the Soviet Union in 1974 and
1975 include:

"

(Billions of U.S. Dollars)
Japan
France
Italy
U.K.
Canada
Total

1.2
2.8
•9
2.3
.5

Apr.,
Dec.,
Jan.,
Feb.,
Apr.,

1974
1974
1975
1975
1975

7.7

The Export-Import Bank is presently authorized to
consider loan applications for Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia.
The Bank has made no new loan commitments to the U.S.S.R.
since May 1974, and cannot do so until the Soviets satisfy
the emigration conditions of the Trade Act.

Eximbank

it

eligibility for the other Eastern European countries is also
related to satisfying these conditions.
Need for a Gentlemen's Agreement on Credits
Subsidized credits, such as those extended to the U.S.S.R.
by France, the U.K., and Japan, create a

co~petitive

ment among official export credit institutions.

environ-

This official

competition results in economic costs which are borne by
governments and the private sector at large, and distorts the
flm'l of trade.
For the past year and a half,

\'le

have been attcmptinq to

-negotiate an agreement among the principal industrialized
countries to reduce government competition in the financing
of exports to all countries.
6

The major negotiating issue has been the trade-off

between minimum interest rates to be charged on official
credits and maximum permissible maturities.

The

u.s.

and

Germany have consistently favored interest rates (8-9%) that
are reflective of market rates, while permitting latitude on
mat uri ties.

Th-e French· and British prefer the opposite.

The Japanese like the flexibility offered by the present
lack of restrictions but will not want to be isolated.
The French have stated that they could not accept a
Gentlemen•s Agreement which specified minimum interest rates
for their line of credit to the U.S.S.R.

If Eximbank

is authorized to match low interest rates the French and others
have extended

to the Soviets, there will be a net decrease

in financial returns to the U.S.

It is thus in our interest to

try to persuade our major competitors to join us in an
agreement to regulate the softness of credit terms extended
for exports to the U.S.S.R.

and other nonmarket economy

countries.
COCOI'·l Con tro 1 s
The 15-nation (NATO countries minus Iceland plus
Japan) Coordinating Committee (COCOM) that coordinates
Western policy on strategic export controls began a comprehensive review of the international strategic embargo lists
a year ago this month.

The last previous such review was

completed in 1972.
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Progress has been slow during the first three rounds of
these multilateral negotiations.

A fourth round is

scheduled to begin November 17 with a view to wrapping up the
negotiation by the end of the year.
The purpose of these periodic COCOM list reviews is to
add to the control list advances in militarily significant
equipment arid related technology and to remove or liberalize
control for items whose military significance has diminished.
The principal negotiating problems

relat~

to liberalization.

The other major member countries consider that the United
States is too slow to acknowledge the need to remove controls
on items where there is extensive civil use and hence
important commercial interest.
The steady increase in exceptions cases (proposals by
member countries for exceptions to the embargo in cases where
peaceful civil use can be demonstrated) , almost all of them
approved, reflects the extent to which the COCOM controls
have an impact in the commercial area.

As of September,

such exceptions requests were up 55 percent over those
pending a year ago.

Moreover, the fact that close to half

the exceptions being approved currently are
seen as inconsistent with the tight

u.s.

u.s.

cases is

position in the

list review.
At the close of the third round the United States was
criticized for being unprepared to engage in a bona fide
negotiation and for unreasonable delays in iesponding to
8

\-·

the proposals of other countries.

The British, Germans, and
concern at the lack

Japanese have bilaterally expressed the

of progress.and the dangers to the viability of COCOM itself.
They have emphasized the essentiality of a realistic U.S.
negotiating posture in round four.

The British have warned

that continued COCOM tangles could lead to

mini~terial

review of the utility of the system.
We are aware of the importance of the fourth round of
the COCOH list review and we expect to par
in the COCOM negotiations, with a

vi~w

cipate actively

to reaching final

decisions that can be supported by all members, based on
full and open technical exchanges.
We continue to attach importance to the COCOM system
as a means of safeguarding the mutual security of the member
countries, and we urge our COCOM allies to pay close attention
to their compliance activities with respect to the existing
controls.
While it may 1n some cases be necessary to maintain
controls over advanced technology of strategic significance
despite some impact on purely comn:ercial trade, we believe
the COCOH controls in general are not a significant iinpediment to increased East-West trade.
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U.S.S.R. and Eastern European Hard Currcncv Deficits
and Debt Burden
U.S.S.R.
The Soviet Union recorded a $912 million deficit in its
hard currency trade with the West in 1974 and a record high
deficit, as large as $3.5 billion, is projected for 1975.
Further, large deficits are expected to continue into 1976,
as a result of large Soviet

pu~chases

of grain, together

with a continuing high level of capital goods imports from the
West.

However, the Soviet Union should have no serious

difficulty in financing these deficits through gold sales
and drawings on Western credits, without adversely affecting
its international credit worthiness.
Eastern Europe
East European hard currency indebtedness has soared in
recent years -- from an estimated $5.5 billion at the end of
1970 to roughly $15.5 billion at the end of 1974.
to

~hich

The extent

the East-European countries can expand their

exports to the West and find new sources of long-term financing
will determine their ability to continue to increase
imports from the West.
Some of their best hard currency earners -- such as
processed foods -- may have to be partly redirected to the
Soviet market to offset the higher prices imposed b:y the
U.S.S.R. for its oil and raw materials.

Poland and Romunin

have coal and oil resources that will mitigate the impact
of these price rises, but the other East European countries,
10

more dependent for energy on the Soviet Union or other
In any case,

external sources, will be adversely affected.

East European leaders are concerned about the burgeoning
hard currency indebtedness and will likely have to slow
down the growth of imports and borrowing from the

~'lest.

Summary
Our estimates indicate that the Soviet Union should be
able in the near future to finance its hard currency deficits
I

through gold.sales and drawings on Western credits.

We,

therefore, expect the U.S.S.R. to remain creditworthy.
While we do not expect any of the East European countries to
default, their hard currency indebtedness should be monitored
more closely.

Close cooperation in this monitoring effort

among the nations partie

ting in this Summit would help

to safeguard our economic interests.

·.
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The busic economic situation in Ituly shows a dramatic
improvement from lust year when runu.v;ay inflation combined
wi. th intolerc:d:JJ.y h i.gh externu.l de f ic:i. ts caused severe douh ts
about the in tenn tional credit-worthiness of Italy.
v1holes.::~le
prices hnve been stable since late last yenr; the rise in consumer
prices, \·Jhich hud been at annual rates of 25-30 percent la~~t
year, has moderutcd to a 8-9 percent u.nnual rate.
And the·
external balnncc has improved drnmatically as the current accotJnt
moved from a $10 bilUon deficit (annuu.l rate) in the first half
of 1974 to a deficit of approximately $1 billion (annuul rate)
in the first half of this year, partly beca.use of un improvement
in Italy's export share.
·nut this' improvement was bought at the expense of il large
fall in domestic demand.
Through August, the fall in industrial
production averaged over 13 percent fr~n the preceding year's
level and imports have fallen largely because of the weak pace
of economic activity.
Although unemployment: be9an to r.i.:.:;c sub-·.
stantially only in the second quarter of this year, sho~t-time
work h~s doubled.
Furthermore, Italjan workers
oyeC in other
EEC-countries are being 1
off in increasing numbers.
The
socio-political situation no doubt was a major factor in the
Italian Government's decision to put in place a reflation~ry
package well before demand in neighboring countries hus be9un to
revive.
Restrictive policies had been gradually reluxed since
the beginning of >che yea}:.
'l'he measures ann01.mced in 1c:.tc I:.ugust,
however, are broadly ezpansionary and aJnotAnt to a direcJc stimulus
equal to about 3 percent of GDP.
Because of the still precarious
external situation, the progrum includes relutively l~rge
financial inccnt:ivcs for exp01~ts.
'1'1;::; major impuct oi' the
measures is likely to be felt next yeur ancJ. their effect on this
year's output may be marginal.
It is likely, however, that the new reflationary mpnsurcs
will have little, if any effect, on lubor peuce this fall.
Moreover, they may uggravo.te the improving inflationary
situation as \vell as upsc•t the cxtcrn<Jl balance.
The program
mny increase the 1976 budget deficit beyond the 9 percent of
GDP cuLt:C.'nt.ly est imc. ted by the I tali 0.n Govcrnmen t.
l~inanc ing
requircmc~nts of this sort could well cause problerns, in
particular if external borrowing is required.
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U .'K.

'fhc decline in output in the Unj ted Kin~1dorn, h'hich until
thc.spr.ing w;1s sonmvJh.:1t less seven~ than in other m~.tjor indu:;tri<11
countt-.les, has since then accelerated in part bccnusc of u. shift
in the Government's attitude tO\'Jrlrds rising uncmploymc'nt.
Heal
GNP (s. n. )· in the sccon(1 qu<Jrter of this year w<1s 10 percent
below the fir~:t qunrtcr at an annual rate~ ond industr.i .:11 production in July-J\ugust \vas ubout 9 percent beloVJ a yc-:1r ago.
The only element of totnl demand that has continued to
cxpu.nd is public cxpcndi turc.
Investment cxpendi turc, bec<.mse
of large margins of spnrc cnpacity (it is reported that capacity
utilization is down to levels recorded during the 3- day work
week in early 1974) and a poor outlook for profitabili
, is
particularly we~l~.
Private consu~ption expenditures have been
falling recently and the earlier stimulus that wu.s providc:rJ by
an improvement in net exports wns reversed in recent months.
In addition, very substantial inventory decumul~tio11 has
been pt!ttinq fm:'ther dm·.';n·,'arcl prc~;sure on output.
PubLic
sector expenditure has increased slov.'ly, while priva~.c
consuur; :..ion he;::'' ·fallen off ,<;;lightly.
In spi tc of dccl i ni~·1g
expo~t demand net exports, in real terns~ improved substantially
in the first half of this year due to the oven grcutcr falloff in import~;.
Inflation in Britain still shows alarming, albeit slo~ing,
rates of increase and government policy is currently priinarily
gean~d to\·lards i i:s control.
Prices at the rei::ail levcJ , fueled
by 30 percent year-over-year wage increases, are more thar1 25
percent above year-earlier levels.
Additionally, wl1olesu.le
prices, which are levelling off or even decreasing in some
countries, continue to climb in the United I~inqdom nt. h.'o-digit
rates largely due to wage rises a11d the fact that the devaluation
of sterling has increased muny input costs.
Policy had been accomodnting through Jul~, but was
thereafter tightened up a notch.
An anti-inflation plan was
unnounced on August 1 which is designed to bring infL1tion
dO\·:n to an annui.l1 rutc of increuse of 10 percent by t.llc end
of next. yc~1r, principally through limitations on pay i ncrc<:t~:;cs.
'fhis }H09ram 2ppcan; to be mcetin~J \d. th considc~1:abJy \:Jic1cr
acccpt.:mcc by tl!e genc~ral public, and, more importuntly, by
the trndc union~.>, than had c<lrliel~ attempts to moderate \·Jagc
incre<lsc~s by voluntary n~straint~.::;. Dc:Jpitc qro\·:ing Ullt'l~1ploy'ncJlt,
the ~1ovcrnment h<lS so fnr not been pressured into si9nific:1nt
reflat:ion.:u·y action.
In Scptcmbe.r, '' very modest ±. 1'15
million packet9e h'~H; put into effect t.o provide some relief
for: th0 uncmplo~il~d and adt1i tional resourcc·s for industria 1
investment.
the Briti~;h aulho.J>
country 1 \ver~.; rclyin9

I3ccatwc of tht'! inflationnry situation,
itic~>,

more

th;~n

Lhosc of any other
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m;1~jor

on und uctively promotinq an e;:port-led expansion.
However,
because demand in Britui.n's main trudinq partners continues
to be \veal-~, not much help cun Jx~ C>~pcctcd from this side
until curly next year at best.
Roal disposuble income will
undoubtedly decline if the restraint puclcagc is accepted.
Imd if the savings rat-.e docs not significantly fall from its
cUJ::-rcnt historically high level consumption m:pcnditures
will full as well.
Unemployment and short-tiinc work consequently
could continue to increase.
Doubts that the British Govermr.ent c<ln "dithstand
mounting pressures to rcflote the economy before inflation
h<1s been brolight under control ar~d a mounting budqet def ici.t
egualJ.ing about 12 percent of GNP -- partly as a consequence
of tbc fall in activity -- have put pressure on the exchange
rate.
In recent wc.~cks sterling h.:-ts fallen to record lm·iS on
the foreign currency c;):changc:s.
'I'his devaluation of: sterling
is putling fu;rthcr ·pressure on dom.::.:::;tic price levels and is
aggravating the fall in real incon.cs.
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Policy attitudes in Canada are bcin<J constrained·more
than elsewhere (except in the United 1Cinqdom) by the resumption
of i11flationary pressures and a growing current account deficit,
which could rcnch US ~>6 billion this year.
Until the summc~:c
there had been a significant improvement in the Ca11adian price
pcrform.:1ncc, cspcci<Ctlly at the '>lhole;;;ale level.
But prices
begnn to nccclcrate in early sum~er, partly because of increases
in domestic oil prices and ta~es on gasoline.
And mounti~g cost
prcst:a1res increased the likelihood that prices mi<Jht conti1:ue
to rise at undesirable rates.
Wage rates in the second quarter
of this year were rising at annual rates exceeding 20 percent
and wage costs have already
en driven above those prevailing
in the Unit.ed States in some industries.
'I'he consequent lo:::;s
in competitive position has adecd further pressure on the Ce~adian
trade balance.
Again~;t this buck ground, the Canadian autllori ties instituted
m::mc1z1.tbry vlase and price controls on October 14.
7'-.nn;..:al v?a,JC
increasc~s gencr.:.,lly will be limited to 10 percent (v,i::ll D
C $~,400-celling), while price rises will have to be jus~i~ied
by higher prcduction costs.
Controls e;:·tcnd also to div
·.:ls
and interest rates.

Real Cl'~P (s.a.) ln Cane
fell at an nnnual rate of 5.7
percent bet\.'ec~n the 1ztst qu<.:',rtcr of 1974 ~md the iirst qmu.·tc;r
of this yec:r, mainly L'::::cuuse of a 24 percent (a. r.) decline: in
exports.
The'fa11-off
Canadian exports l1as resulted largely
from the ive<:d\. dcm2:.nd situation in the Un:i_ ted StaL.:'s.
l·1creovcr,
because the prices of primary cc~~odities -- which represent
abqut one-·thl.rd of the v21lue of total Canadian e:;~ports -- had
been falling, Canada's terms of trade weal~ened steadily, thereby
reinforcing the deterioration in the trade balance.
Recent jnditators, however, point to a resumption, albeit
a slow one, in Canadian economic activity. GNP grev.' slic;htly
in the second quarter, and final domestic demnnd rose at a
5-1/2 percent annual rate in the firs·t quurter.
Hou~~ing c:c~11and
appe'"1n> to be improving and order in f lm·Js to the Jt1clllU:f act',:,r inq
indust.ries have begun to rise.
Jn addit:ion, inventories, though
s1:i 11 high, may be dec lin inq at dimj nishinq ra tcs.
F' inally,
risin<J demand for 9rain i:::; turning the terms of: tJa.ck in CL:l!:tc1a' s
favor and is bringing about u rise in the volur:<c of e>:poru~.
Until recently, policy in Canztda had been relatively e:'pans.:Lonury and the buclC)l"'t announced in lid:e June r0prcf..>c•1d ~:d no
change from ·this stance;.
'l'axc~s ,. ,ere cut in early 1975 and
rcbo.tes on 1,971\ taxes, totalinq US $fl00 1nillion, \·Jere' p.:1id .in
the second quarter.
Interest rates· cased until 1:hc first CJlldrtcr
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of this year, hmvcver, the authorit.ic~s huvc s11bscquently permitted a rise in shorL-tr;rm rates in order to ensure the Ci.!pital
inflovJ necessary to covur this year's larqc current occount
deficit.
ln early Scptemlx:r, the Bank of Canada ra1sed the
discount rate 0;75 percentage point to 9 percent.
'l'he growth in real GNP may slmd.y pic)( up in the second
half of the ycnr, influenced by policy r.:cusurc~s alrcudy t'-ikcn
and an ililprovcmen t in Uw externa 1 sector.
Private cOJJ!e>u;;•ption
expenditure should be buo::{cd by the tax adju:.:;trncnts and by rc:ccnt
increases in real wages.
However, u rising savings rate is
havin<J a d.::lmping influence.
Furthermore, contrary to earlier
expectations, invcstmen t demand, Gvun for enc;rqy, is not l i};:e ly
to be an irnporti1.nt factor early in the upturn
~;p:i.tc the- fact
that the ~Tune bud9et contains a 5 pe:Tce:nt invc:3Lilcn·t L:;_x cr it
on the cost
ne1-1 buildinq, rr.achinc::;:·y and equir•ment.
'I'hc
recently announced incor:1cs policy likely will put a fuJ:Lhcr
constraint on the growth of final demand.
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'l'hc economic decline in ,Jupan h<ls been deeper than at any
time sin.ce \vorld ':Jar li.
hJ.thouqh the slide in activity appears
to have bot. tamed out e<1rly this year 1 the: recovery uppcars
fragile.
So far, tlle resumption in grm-.1 th is bcint] carr.i.c~d
by governrucmt spending, <1 revival of rcsiden tial construction, and
a sloHin~f dm·m in the pace of inventory reduction.
Industrial production rose in euch of the five months ending July, but wus off in August.
Finul priv<1tc clema.nd re1~1ains
weak.
Personal inccmcs are rising only slowly, partly bcc~usc
of increasing short-time work and much reduced bonus payments
{\·lhich constitute one-fifth of wage inconcs) and partly lx:c<:nJ;:;c-~
the Hay l·:age r.>ettlcmcnts v.'c::re remarka.bl:z' li10dcst by Japancsl'~
standards.
Partly because of: lhe uncertain outlook for
increases in personal income, savings rates have shot up to
historic hic;hs.
Inflation rD.tes have moderated renwrl:ably from the c'.L'" . .
ing pace ret]istcred lust yGar.
The acceleration in price
increases, hc..Yivevcr, has put ::~ubsti1ntial p1~cs.sure on bw::oi.:1c;~~;
prof·it l!En~gins.
Because of the deter.ior<1~:ing prof:l.t si':::.uc~:::5on
r
]
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investmE~ni: de 1:-and so f<.1r hc:s fc;.ilcd to respond to the eas:i_.:;::
monetary policy st.i:1nce.
Hisi.ng m.1:nbers of bu~;incss fi:1~.h::-·:cs,
some of which like the collapse of the Kohjin
:i.nvo~ve
large and important concerns, have added to the~ gcmcral cc:~ldOt"i.s
business ut·Litude.
l'·.ny signs of revival of demand are li::'Jy
to be met first by price rises in attempts to restore·proz:.t
margins rather than by an upward revisioiJS of investment plans.
..

<'·:':"'!

I

Japanese exports have declined since late 1974, in line
\vi th ·the general shr .inkaqe in \·mrld trt:;de, but imports h , , ·...:
fallen also, so that the trade surplus during the first h~lf
of this year ran at an annual rate of $8 billion as co~pa~cd
with a $6-l/4 billion (unnual rate) deficit registered in
the first half of 1974.
In July-August exports fell while
imports stnbili::wc1, so that the trock surplus shranl~ to a still
substantial $:1-l/2 billion rntc.
Despite the lan;c improvc;:cnt
in the Ji1p.:.nwse tr:::dc ;)osition 1 \d1ich ste;ns not only from
low domestic donwnd, but ulso from a rise in the export
murke t share of L1apan, the Jup.:1ncse author i tic:s il rc 1 :i.J~cJ.y
to con::..; idc'r the e::>:tt~rnul l.Jalimce o constraint to n ..~r la tio;~.n·y
action.
'l'lle recc0nt d sc in the OPFC c:;.pm:t pr:i cc for oil I
\'Jh:i ell \\7 ill have <1 rclatj vr:Jy 9rcat0r i.H1p~1ct on ,J;l)Xtnc•sc:!
import p;tymc.:nts th;;n o:~ thor.;c of moGt other indu'-;trial
counlrien, re-enftn·cc!:> t.hi::; vi('\v.
In m:id-Bcpt:emh::-r, the Japane-se Government oullinut1 i L~;
fourth ref 1 a tionory progr<lm.
Its direct costs C(]Ua.l abou l'
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1-1/2 percent of CNP and it is der;j qncd evc!ntually to increase
domc:::tic df]!H:l!HJ by $10 billion.
llm·:cvc:r, i t oppcan:; U1<lt the
add ional funds ~;ought ::;ay .in f0.ct br.~ necessary :jw::t to maintain
90vernrncn t r;p(~nd.in~J at: current 1 evcl s o s <:lppropr ia tion~> for
the first three reflationary proqr<.~rns arc being exhausted ut
a rapid rate.

Monetary policy, ~;o far, haG been cased very cautiously.
Interest rates continue hi<Jh by histo1~ic ~; t:andc:trds and some
restraint on bank lending continucs to be imposcd.
1\t this
time, it appears that economic recovery in Japan will proceed
at u much more moderate pi1cc thi'1n in the past.
'l'he limits
to potential 'Jrm·lt:.h "chat arc cm~.r:ccnt.ly l:::cin9 perceived as a
result of popul.:::.tion
~-;sure, struc'c.ur:1l probJ.c1as and the
high cost of energy <trc being vJidcJy
J ic i z
by the
Government.
Unccrtnintics ubout ho~ the adjustment to substantially .lm.'cr longer-term rates o:C gru.:'ch might
achieved
clc<lrly are compoundjng current hesit~nci0s in business investment
planning.
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YORK CITY

Current Situation.
New York City and New York State officials are working
with the labor unions and the financial community to develop
a financial and fiscal package to prevent a default in December.
Such efforts make clear that the financial resources to prevent
default do exist at the appropriate levels of government.
However, we do not know whether these efforts will succeed.
Federal Government's Position.
The Federal Government will not provide financial assistance
to prevent a default.
Such an assistance program would not help
the people of New York City, but would only reward the politicians
responsible for the mismanagement and the large investors who have
been enjoying generous tax-exempt returns.
In addition, such a
program would involve impermissible and undesirable Federal
intrusion into local affairs.

I

I

\

Instead, we have proposed legislation providing for an
orderly restructuring of New York City's finances.
Under
the legislation, New York City would file two plans with a
Federal court: one to develop a balanced budget and the other
to restructure the City's outstanding debt.
If the balanced
budget plan is acceptable to the court, the court would then
conduct a proceeding to implement the restructuring of the
debt.
During the course of the proceeding, if additional
cash is required, the court could authorize the issuance of
priority debt certificates to meet such cash needs.
If necessary,
the Federal Government will work with the court to insure
that services essential to the protection of life and property
were provided.
Impact and Meaning of Default.
It is our conclusion that a default by New York City
would not have a permanent and serious impact upon our banking
system, our financial markets or our economy.
It would not
reflect upon the ability of other major economic units in
our society to meet their obligations as they come due. Under
the u.s. system of government, the Federal Government has
a relatively minor role in the financing of local units of
Government. Accordingly, the inability of any local unit
of government, including New York City, to pay its bills does
not reflect on the health of the Federal Government or the
u.s. national economy.

Comparision to Other Situations in European Countries.
This must be contrasted with the situation in France and
Germany.
For example, in West Germany local communities
are constitutionally guaranteed a percentage of the yield
from various federal taxes even though they have independent
taxing power and receive substantial subsidies from the
equivalent of state governments (Laender). Moreover, under
the German constitutional structure, the states are considerably
less independent from Federal Government intervention in
administrative and financial matters than is the case in the
United States.
In France the municipalities (communes) are
even more clearly dependent on the Federal Government for
financial support since the municipal authorities are subject,
particula~ly in financial matters, to the extensive control
of the Minister of the Interior.
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TRADE
BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT U.S. POSITION
Ministers from over 100 countries met in Septem,'IJer
of 1973 in Tokyo to declare their intention to engage
in a

11

Tokyo Round 11 of multilateral trade negotiations

aimed at the expansion of trade and the reform of international trade rule.

The

11

Tokyo Declaration 11 adopted

by the Ministers set forth a detailed scope for
negotiations for which a time schedule concluding bv
the end of 1975 was established.
The conclusion of these negotiations has been
· delayed because

Co~gress

did not provide the necessary

negotiating authority until the end of 1974, and the
economic situation increasingly deteriorated in the
interim.

h1i th appropriate cor.L.mi tment they could, however,

be completed by mid 1977.
The recent delay in economic recovery is threatening
to further slow the pace of the negotiations.

The Summit

needs to rekin.dle the resolve of the major countries to
carry on actively with these negotiations.

While the

current period of relatively high unemployment ever~~h6re
is an inauspicious time to conclude an agreement, a considerable amount of useful preparatory work could be carried
out in the coming year.

With anticipated economic recovery,

countries could reach the final negotiating stage in a year.

1

'/'. st:rong supportive stc;.tement for the

~lultilateral

Tru.c1c Ne9otiations by the heads of governr:wnt attem1inq
the Summit could provide the necc;ssary impetus for reachincr
the final negotiating stage in 1977.

on the Tol::yo Declnration, vJhich airr,cd to "achieve

be ba

the expansion and ever-greater lihcr
trar:.e.

.•

tlu:ou~Jh

to trc:.G.c und

~he

follo~ing

a.

ization

the progressive c1:i.s•r,antlir.g of

taelc::s

ir-:provcr:.cr:t of: the intcrr.c.tinn<:tl

frt~:.:c\·:oJ~k

for the cor.duct of i•:orlC::
the

Such a statcr.wrtt could

trac~c."

It rnisht ulso rc:':lr:ct

thencs--

International trade is, to a 1

Nc\ t.ior: s.

rts

to establish more stable and bPneficial rc

h.

In broad policy

barriers in tl1e

t~TH

the participants in

tcr~s,

tio~s

reductions in traCe

reflect a cor.i.n:on ir:. tGrCfo t
~ringing

about

~

o~

more effieiPnt

allocation of resources and in reducing

in(latio~ary

pressures.

c.

Progress in the rqn: can ussist. i'lll com. Lr ic!' in

wi th~~t;:mdiWT protectionist
the glob<>.l rccc!'sion.

2

prc~s~mrcs

rc:ml tir"~l frcm

Finally, the statement should call on trade officials
to do whatever is necessary to carry these negotiations
fonva.rd on a timely basis.
A strong supportive statement for the MTN could
provide useful guidance to the senior trade officials
\vho will be attending the December 9 meeting of the Trade
Negotiation Committee, to revie,·l recent progress and to
chart a course for the coming year.

Prospects for productive

discussious at that meeting are currently questionable.
With a new impetus for the Summit, however, the December
meeting might be an appropriate occasion for achievinq a
broad international consensus on a strategy, involving
active pursuit of

p~eliminary

negotiations in 1976 and reaching
\

the final negotiating stage

3

the negotiations in 1977.

Link Between Multilateral Trade Negotiations and International Monetary Reform
There are indications that France may take the position
at the summit that progress in the multilateral trade negotiations is dependent on US/EC agreement on international
monetary reform.

France has insisted in the past that trade

barriers cannot be reduced as long as exchange rates remain
unstable; at their insistence this link was included in
the Tokyo Declaration, which serves as

th~

for the multilateral trade negotiations.

terms of reference
The relevant passage

is as follows:
"The policy of liberalizing v7orld trade cannc-::.
be carried out successfully in the absence of pa~allel
efforts to set up a monetary system which shields the
world economy from the shocks and imbalances which have
previously occurred.
The Ministers will not lo~e
sight of the fact that the efforts which are to be made
in the trade field imply continuing efforts to maintain
orderly conditions and to establish a durable and
equitable monetary system."
At U.S. insistence, the Tokyo Declaration also
established the reverse linkage, by noting tnat "the
liberalization of trade.

. should facilitate·the orderly

functioning of the monetary system."
If the dispute between France and the U.S. on intcrn:1tional monetary reform is not resolved and France uses

th~

monetary/trade link as a pretext for an uncooperative st.J.nce
in the multilateral trade negotiations, we should point out
that:
4

--the Tokyo Declaration provides for parallel efforts

in the trade and monetary areas, not a requirement
that one be resolved before the other.
--progress in the multilateral trade negotiations
is esscnti

for solving trade disputes which

could disrupt foreign exchange markets and for
improving the ability of the trading
correct trade imbalances.
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US-EC Differences over Agricultural Trade

There arc major differences between the United States
anr'l the EC over the scope and the goals of af}ricnltural
negotiations in the multilateral tre1de negotiations.

These

differences are basec'l both on-a conflict of cor1merical
interest in this area, and a sharp difference in the
philosophical approach to the mana0ement of ar;riculture.
These

differe~ces

resulted in disappointing results for

agriculture in the Kennedy Round.

Faced with a choice of

either accepting liberalization of industrial
failure of the whole

1~ennedy

Round, the

chose to accept the former.

u.s.

tra~e

or

Government

To avoid a repetition a·:= this

experience, the Congress insisted in the Trade Act of 1974
that agriculture and industry be neqotiated together.
The United States is one of the \•lorld 1 s most e ff icien t
producers of agricultural products.

Exports of farm products

are vital to the maintenance of farm income, to the
continuation of the Administration 1 s market-oriented fan1
policy, o.nc1 to the balance of pnYJ'1ents.

The United States

CO'llr1 export more of its a<Jricultural flOods if: forcirrn
n<Jricultur<1l trade bnrriers could be reL1uced.
The EC, thou,Jh a relc1.tively hirrh cost prorlucer of
aqric:1l tnral goods, has an explicit objective of achiev inq

6

maximun scl.f-suff.iciency in u.gricultural production, u.nd
for slowinc:r nmm the dccl ine of the agr icul tnral population.
The EC comnon agriculturu.l policy {CAP} seeks to achieve
this objective by maintaining relatively high prices for
agricultural goods, by keeping ont 10\·;er priced foreign
agricultural·goods, and by subsidizing surplus agricultural
goods into export markets.

'J."hey are opposed to the libe:a-

lization of agricultural trade,

cause it would restrict

their ability to implement the CAP.
any changes

th~t

resist~nce

could affect the CAP reflects the

the CAP is the major

a~hievernent

European political and
the main benefic

Their

econo~ic

of 17 years work

to
ct thnt

to~ard

unity, and the fact t

t one of

es of the current system is France, one of

the most efficient agricultural producers in the EC.

EC has,

therefore, sought to isolate agrict1lture in the negot
and to obstruct efforts
za

ai~ed

at agricultural

tra~e

tions

liberali-

on.
Reflecting this underlying nifference i~ conmercial

interests and philosophy, the EC and Community huvc hail
ser

of deadlocks over the orqanizution of

nelJOtia tions.

<19ricultur~l

The latest dearUock pcrsi sts r1cs1.)i tc the
coJ:lpro!~lis0

fnct that STR ncqotiatcc1 t'h'O

7

u.grccr1cnts with top

officials in the EC, only to have implementation blocked by
France.
The most recent Dent/Soames compromise would have
permitted work on agriculture to proceed in the MTN by
papering over the fundamental differences between EC
insistence that agriculture be negotiated separately and
U.S. Insistence that agriculture and industry be negotiated
together.

This compromise provided for:

--"collaboration" between Group Agriculture and other
MTN Groups to resolve differences;
--"communication" of reports on Group Agriculture
work to the other groups on a timely and continuous
basis.
The French continue to object particularly to the
concept of "collaboration," arguing that this would undermine
their position.

All other member states of the European

Community are willing to accept this compromise.
It is important to communicate to the EC leaders at
the Summit, in particular to President Giscard d'Estaing,
the determination of the United States to negotiate a
reduction of agricultural trade barriers in the MTN, and
the great importance we attach to this issue.
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GOVEP.NI·1ENT COI·J.Pf:TI'l'ION UJ

FINJ\!:CII~G

I:XPOR'l'S

(Gentlemen's Agreement)

ISSUE

Por more than t•:1o yca.rs, the U.S., EC, am1
Japan have been conducting negotiations on an
international aarecment on export credits
(Gcntler;en' s Agrecrwnt).
The c'ti.:n of tl-:cse
ne9otL::J.tions has been to estc.blish comprehensive pc:uaueters o·n all facets of off ic:i.al e;q;ort
credit financing in order to dampen undue
intcrr.D.tional cor:1petition for e:·:rorts basr£
on f inane ins terr~s.
In this rerJard, pr inv.ry
emph?.sis h2.s been c1irectcd at: establisl·:inc;
guic-:el ines \·--'1: 3.ch v:ould h;:;.l t the trcnc1. of
grantinq longer maturities o~ officiQl crcfits
ancl. 1;}hic~;. l.'Ol1l(~ furtf:cr rcC.ucc the c:iscrc:r:c::r:c:_,r
between the 7.5 percent floc~
tcrcst rate o~
officir..l ct-ec}its c1s or-·I"ior:lE~c~ -t:o c::rr~·.1J1C~~ci<7~I raJ.:("}Z:·
which can ~tcccd 10 percent.
ThcfH''::

intentions r:ot1..·:itl:st:2Lc'!i:r:'J, in the

r,a~;t

y!:::C1::·,-

we have witnesse2:
--tho gr~nti~s of sassive creGit lin~s
( $7.7 bill.:i.on in totaJ.) to t!-:r
t:SFT{ fror!
t11e Jciparlose, !~·"'rc·r~c1~l, r.1~itisl1, illF~~ C~!~~z-~c:.:~c.n~;
at interest rates i.n tte 7.2 tG 7.2 pcrc~~t

rangci
--·tho introc~. 1.lCtion O:J2 at~;:~ i tional e:-:pcrt CTC(i ·(:
scher:1cs in the U. ::. 0.nc: rrance; an(

--a general rise 1n the
e;{port crcc1i ts.

spe~~i~0

levels for

'J'herc is ct:rrcnt.J y n stu.J.C"r.:(ltc in the: nccot
tn
O''J'r.n
\\ - •.1
·-

tJ·e
1

1'n·-.l·J·'~
.l<,.' . .L-

t.i.o;-.s

ec'l·;-,'·lJ'c·}·
"1'. .Ld
'··+-·J··.,.:·t
r·--.'-c/
o> '-'-'-·· ·
-~• 1 (-'
>.C. l:.~•
. L< 'C .•
oc-rici.:;)_ cT;:(~it.r> ..--.ccc··:tc.l ~..:· to

tc
• )

natt!rity tnlc:c:o-[f on.
the rrc·nch ant': tLe c.s.
In Lo;1t''S of' brc·c,'-ir:<:", t':~-~;
stalc:mcnt, tho Gc~r~1<.1ns nn(~ !'(:rr:'.f'S Lh~ :·.)·.ic:i~;:: :lo.!:
to rai~>c the issue c: t tl:c· J:ccJ"'CJ'"'ic Etu:~Ld i_.

nr.CJ :c; r:.nt ~: ~ ~J
On Octol:cr. 2~ 1 lc_17,~, r'r.:-:.ncc, Gcl·::;any, It:lJ~~·, ,-~,~',111 1
the U.J:., u.nc"! tr~t) P.::=. ~r::i.tL-.J1.(''1 the "'.'<l:;l:.i::ni,·r:
llinutc 11 in ~.,l:ich ~;i~jr..:::tor~· co:.:ntrics plcc~,it·(:, <·;~ a
~Jcncri'll rule:
to e[:tnblisl: .:1 I:linir.:ui'l intc:t·t~~>L Lite
9

of 7.5 percent on official export crcditJ and not
to extend official crodit in excess of 5 years'
maturity to each other or to rich oil c~porting
countries.
This development Yl<'..S thought to hc-tvc si~~nallec"! t!-:.at
Flajor exporting countries hac: reco<:Jnizcd that
the cxter::sion of subsi("!izec:l crcdi L amon~1 t:hcmsc.J.ves
and La other "wealthy" countries was unwarrantc~
and that progress-- on the r-:orc co:nprc·hcnC';i ve
Gentler:·:en 1 s hgrccT;~cnt on c::-:port crcdi t v.:oulc1 prncerc:d
to and rapid and snccess:fnl conclusion.
t.Jn:Zort'..::-.atc::.ly,
al tl"!ough the ccono~·iic ju.stif: .ice\ tion rc:'<':<d.ns for
lini ting governr~ent support:. for exports in ~rcnE:rr,l and
for exports to th0~ es::'!·: in pa.rt.icular, several oLstacles
hove prccl uc~ed f inilli:: i;.~i 2. COllprchcn~-;i vc c-~· iJ:C:(:>en t.
In ar:(lii:ior:, thQ :J yeG.r r:,.::.tm~ity 1
it<'.t.ior:. sti~'1.:liltc;d
ir! tJ~1c 1"/c:sh.irJ.gt::c'r! J~ir.llt.c \·".1 <~s l'"ic\rer trn.
lc;:· .. cl~tc(::.
':L'rte

the
Cll:c1

ia to obstc:.cJ.c LJocJinc; furthu~ pn):::;rc~.;: is
trr~c1c-off bct\;ncr:. li:~1i t.s on rc: tcs of
tcn:st
1 er,~it}l of !i-:Cl t:~!r it i~ c~-- t 1'";£ ;~ta j \:·~ c~o;::r\c~ ~-:it~ :L vc· t.c)c> 1 s

e:r:pJ.oycc~.

b~'

all c:·po:;:t crcc1 it inslitnL:Lor:s.
1':,: it
no\: stu.r:(·:~>, the E.S. hns c:c~v<lncc:d scvcrc:.J. proposals
for COriSi(:cr2.tion l-;~y· t!1e E.C. itJ1(: Jn:>Elj·;.
T:f!DCti_on f~a.s
been p::;si ·ti vc f:L-O!"t a:.l co'lmtr icn Lui: !ranee.
J:'rancc,
inf1uer:ccd ')rcatly by its O\·.'n ccor:o:-:;ic l~cccsr; r: a:v:
poli tica.l prCF3SUrC:~·; tO :·;tiJ.inta.ir: lOi·.' intn;~;:-·c;t. LctCS r
fin/:s none of tho c.r,. pro;)osah> to it~s u.:·.in~r.
'.l.'hc:
rrer:.ch vie\.' the ir:i:cres'.: r.::tc floor pror:.osc:(!
· the
u.s. as too l1igh·ar:(1 tl1c r:~e,ttlrit~}"· l.L~·lit\-~t:Lr,lJ.S 2.!3 too
lenient.
Intra-~:c C.iscussions h.1vc Jch:1s fi:tr L' ilcc~
to r.ove the Frcnc:-.:, 21:c1 we arc of the opin:i.on l:hc:t
acidi tional co:.tr:roL:i£:e:s ir: ·ti1c U.S. posi J..:ion or: ;·a tur i ty
1 imi tai:ions \·'oulci inhihi t :r.xinhs.nk,' s a.biJ i ty t0 Loep
U. 8. exporters co::1peti tivc.

Virtu<lll:'l nll nct~otiaLir:s nations srennincl :: c:c:-.i.re to
liuil I}OVerr:.~ncnt ~;n
rt for e>:ports.
J;o\.'C:'/Gr, no
country ce1n uni let teL>.. 11y ir-tpl~·:,:cn t raorc ;::: ~:r ir:(. :':--: t.
~Juidclincs, cjivcn tl1r: nr~ccssity of l!IC('t·.:ir,c; co~::·,·:t:Ltive
oEfcn::: <ll:t'" c2.ch is so;·,.c\·:l:.::t ""c<trf:r;_l of' c-ivi:-cc: ·.:: too
uuch flo:: ih i l i ty vi::;-.::. -vi:> i tr; :~1.-t j or c0~·T~c: t i 1-c 1 ~~.
So:~w nrc ~i(:vnc<:tin~i .::t very li:tit.r~c-: aqrr~c~<:l~!·.; 1·,c·'•.'CVCJ:,
-this E'·('~lution J.c··;.r;; lit.tlc r.1crit.
'J'hc' o1:Jy v:L.'.lc
Plcans to liuitin<i '.70\'~'l:n:'tcnt r;np]'Ort for e;:por1 :: :i!;
n COr"!l1I"<~}JC11fii \iC G']rC~CL.4Cr\ t
i I~ ~ irt tr~l~llil t.iOrti..1ll~· d'. :r·r~c;cl
context.
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Any agrecncnt which neglects to institute guidelines
on all facets of official export financing could be
easily circumvented. For the purpose of this Economic
Sumrni t, the PrcsirJ cnt should s~ek co:r:cun:ence
of other Eeads of State on tr.e follm·lir.g points:
US~H shonld carry no :·~10re
(1}
Loans to
concessionary terms than are applicable clse\>lhere and, therefore, interest rates on lines
of crcdi t to the Uf~SP. should be
justcr: upv'ard
to at least-- 7. 5 percent at th~ carlir:~1t
opportunity prov ic cd by the tcrr.'tS of snch
egrcenents.

l~

GcntlcDcn 1 s 1\qrer::-:lent shou
cor.cluc'.cr1
on the basis of
one of the four ~.s. proposals with a target signing ~ate of Ja:r:ua
1, 1976.
( 2}
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b:l
I
VI

POSSIT1LE TPJ1DE

RESTIUC';'Im~S

BY THE UK 1\ND ITl\LY

The TJK ann Italy may announce thn imposition of broad
import restrictions ei thcr before the su:nni t, or <1 t the
SUT!'l!l1i t

•

In both countries, considerable political

pressures arc being hrou')ht to bear on thr! government to
reverse ti0ht demand management policies, which have
resulted in a considerable
of

pa~tents

of their balance

ann rate of inflation in the past year.

Should these countries
~o~ln

iP1prove~ent

i~pose

trade restrictions, they

be desi1ned to moderate any deterioration of the

ary econonic policies.
•rhe iFlposi.tion

o~

UI~

import rcstrict.iotJs by the

and Italy should be o!_)posed v i:;orou. sly, ::1r ir:Fl.r i ly be can se
it would be a false l)anacea for insufficient: inten:al
fisc<1l and nonetary discipline.

It would also set a bad

precedent for other countries, since it would be a
b(~')~J ar-

classic~!

thy-neighhor pol icy r\esitJnerl to shore up do:tli?.S tic

e:-np1o:zT.1ent r1t the exr)ense of employment in other
Sho,Jlt1 the controls be

i~'.1;)o5e<1

ccnmtric~.;.

be i:.ore the sunr;d t,

th·-~

action shoul·-1 be r'l.eplornd o.nc"! a stron1 plc<l shrmld be :11ack
for in-,le!"Jt c0nsul tr1 ti0n s,
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All~crations

of: tJ.S. protC?ctionism

Foreign governments have voiced increasing concern
about what they sec as a new protectionist trend in the
Uni terl Sti'ltC?s.

'l'hey base their fear on a sharp increase

in private petitions for import relief un(1er escape clause
provisions anrl for

re~cdial

actions against unfair trade

u.s.

practices under a broad range of

trade laws, including

countervailing duty, anti-dumping, and unfair trade
practices ?revisions.
t~e

The petitions have led to investiqations of

facts in each case by the a?propriate
as .!_)rovi('\ed by

u.s. law.

govcrru~ent

agc~cics,

\·Jhile only a ii1inor case

i:~?ol';in<"J

Poland has so far reS 11 ted in any r0meclial actions, :-:1any
1

foreign governments feel that the

v;illi:~gness

rnent to pursue a public investisation of
in itself a protectionist act.

of

thr~

'}OV•~rn

these cases is

r1oreover, they are suspicious

'about thr? future disposition by the governr1ent of all t1w
outstanding cases.

In particular, they are

a~arc

th~t

there has been a long-standing disagrC?ement"witll the United
States over the criteria to be

us,~d

in decid in'J

\v~1e t

1er nr

1

not a foreign subsidy is unfair, warranting the

ap9licatic:~

of co',mtcrv,\ilinrJ or u.nti-c1um;?ing duties.

arr~

to ar'T-lC that actions bJ.se<1 on
nre in

thems~lvcs

unfair.
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u.s.

They

.1

H: c l ';'

criteria of fairness

Other

~overnment

leaders are certain to press the

President at the Sumrni t to use \vhatever oiscretion he has
within the law to avoid or limit restrictive remedial actions.
They are also likely to press the United States to bring its
administration of-remedinl border measures into com?liance
with international obligations.
tectionis~

They could argue that pro-

in the United States justified their own use of

remedial inport measures.
The United States should counter these arc:Juments by
dispelling unwarranted foreign fears, putting potential

u.s.

actions into perspective, and assuring other countries
res~onsibly

that the United States will act

in carrying out

its trade la1-.rs.
In passing the
most

lib~ral

Tra~e

Act, the Conc:Jress 0ranted .the

negotiating authority granted any President.

However, in granting this authority, the Congress called
~or

broader public participation in the formulation of

trarl.e policy and for a r1ore open process an,'\ more

res~onsive

attitnr.e by the CJOVernment in deuling with private sector
grievances.

The recent

incr~ase

in petitions is in lar0e

part an effort by the private sector to test these new
provisions of the Trade Act.

In order to rctuin U.S. sup:_)ort

for a liberal trade policy, it is essential thnt the

u.s.

·Govern;11ent clc.:1l with these cases in an open anr1 responsive

way, including a full investigation of all petitions received,
and responsive

attitu~e

to all

14

leCJit~nate

private

gricv~nccs.

At the same time, the
responsibly, fully

u.s.

Government intends to act

cogn~zant

of the delicacy of the

current international economic sib1ation.
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Stn-1Hl\.RY OF ESCAPE CL1\USE, li.NTI-DUHP ING,
COUN'fERVAILIJK; DUTY 1 l\!W UJJF'li.IR H'iPOR'l' PRAC'riCES,
C0~·1.PLAINTS, IJNESTIGl~TIONS, l\~lD RF.HEDIJ::S 1973-11174-1975
1973

1974

0
34

0

10

10

4

3
0

11
1
4

4

1

?

25

11

1

23
2
13

f)

·'-

4

~ll

18

1

1975

New Complaints Received
Escape Clause Petitions
Dumpin~ complaints
Bounties and subsidies complaints
Unfair import practices complaints*
Investi<Ja tirms
Escape clRuse petitions
Dumpins complaints
Treasury
Tariff Com:nission
Bounty or subsidies co~?laints
Un~air i~port prQcticcs*

24

1

11

Preliminary
Pull

1

5

7

0

1

1

1

9
0
0

2

1
1

9

1
11
13

1
6
0

1

2

1

12

Findi~g

o: investi1ation
Nes-ative
Escape clause
ou;11pinrr
Bounties or Subsidies
Unfair i~port practices*
Affirmative
Escape clause
Dumpinry
Injury
Bounties or subsidies
Unfair import practices*
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